
 
  Addendum #1 
 

ADDENDUM NO. 1 
 
 

SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM LA PUENTE CITY PARK 
 

IN THE CITY OF LA PUENTE 
 

 
This Addendum forms a part of the Request for Proposal for the above-identified project and 
modifies the original request for proposal and specifications, as noted below.  Portions of the 
previously issued request for proposal not specifically mentioned in this Addendum shall remain in 
full force and effect.  Any proposal not incorporating this Addendum shall be considered an 
incomplete bid.   
 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL AND SPECIFICATIONS: 
 

1. Replace Written Questions Deadline from June 10, 2021 to June 22, 2021. 
2. Replace Submittal Deadline from June 18, 2021 to June 30, 2021. 
3. Appendix 6 Bid Form, Appendix 7 Security Camera System Specifications and 

Appendix 8 La Puente Park Public Address Audio Design Multiple Fields have been 
added to the Table of Contents.  

4. Line items 18 to 73 has been added to Appendix 6 – Bid Form  
5. Reference to Appendix 8 has been added to Section 4.4 Scope of work; Section 

4.5 Compensation  
 
Electronic copies of the Request for Proposal and Specifications available at no cost. To 
receive the electronic files, send an e-mail request to Mr. Steve Overstreet at 
soverstreet@lapuente.org during normal working hours. 
 

 
 
 
         6/16/2021 
              
   Steve Overstreet, Communications/Technology   Date 
 
 
 
 
I acknowledge receipt of this Addendum No. 1 and accept the aforementioned. 
 
 
 
              
Bidder         Date 
 
 
 

THIS FORM SHALL BE RETURNED WITH YOUR PROPOSAL SUBMITTAL 

mailto:soverstreet@lapuente.org
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Interviews (if required): TBD 
Tentative Final Selection/Negotiation: TBD 
   



 

 

 

City of La Puente 
 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 

 

BID TITLE:    SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM LA    
     PUENTE PARK   
REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: City Manager’s Office 
RELEASE DATE:   May 28, 2021 
DUE DATE:    Friday, June 30, 2021 @ 2:00 p.m. PST 

 

Notice is hereby given that the Office of the City Clerk of the City of La Puente will receive 
proposals. Each proposal must be submitted in a sealed envelope and clearly marked: 
“SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM LA PUENTE PARK” 

Failure to identify the proposal on the envelope may result in disqualification of the 
proposal. 

The full RFP may be downloaded at http://lapuente.org/how-do-i-/apply-for/rfps-bids 

Sealed proposals must be submitted to the office of the City Clerk at 15900 East Main 
Street, La Puente, CA 91744, no later than Friday, June 30, 2021.   Proposals will be 
received until 2:00 p.m. PST. 

Proposals will not be opened at that time but will be submitted to the City Manager’s Office 
for verification and compliance with specifications and review and subsequent 
recommendation to the City Council for award of a contract or rejection of the proposals, 
as deemed appropriate.  The City reserves the right to make no award.   

Proposals received after the deadline will be considered late.  Such proposals may 
be returned unopened.    Faxed or emailed proposals are not acceptable.   

Please direct any inquiries regarding this RFP to Steve Overstreet, 
Communications/Information Technology Analyst at soverstreet@lapuente.org, by no 
later than 4:00 PM PST on June 22, 2021. 

 

Dated:  May 28, 2021 

 

Bob Lindsey 
City Manager 
 

http://lapuente.org/how-do-i-/apply-for/rfps-bids
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CITY OF LA PUENTE 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 

1 INTRODUCTION AND INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The City of La Puente (City) invites qualified firms to submit written proposals for providing 
SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM LA PUENTE PARK. See Project Overview under 
Scope of Services below (Section 4). Should an award be made, the selected Proposer 
(or CONTRACTOR as referred to in this RFP) will enter into an agreement with the City of 
La Puente to provide these services. 

1.2 PROPOSED TIME SCHEDULE 
 
Request for Proposal Posting:  May 28, 2021 

Written Question Deadline:  June 22, 2021 

Submittal Deadline:  June 30, 2021 - 2:00 p.m. 

Interviews (if required): TBD 

Tentative Final Selection/Negotiation: TBD 

1.3 INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS AND PROCEDURES FOR SUBMITTAL 
 

Three (3) printed copies and one (1) electronic version of the proposal on CD or flash 
drive of the proposal must be submitted in a sealed envelope or box bearing the name of 
the Proposer, submitted only to the following address: 

SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM LA PUENTE PARK 
Attn:  Sheryl Garcia, City Clerk  
15900 East Main Street 
La Puente CA 91744 

Cost proposals, both printed and electronically on CD or flash drive, may be in the same 
envelope. 

Proposers are solely responsible for ensuring their submitted proposal is received by the 
City in accordance with the solicitation requirements, before the Submittal Deadline, and 
at the place specified. Postmarks will not be accepted in lieu of actual delivery. No oral, 
telegraphic, electronic mail, facsimile or telephonic proposals or modifications will be 
considered unless specified. The City shall not be responsible for any delays in mail or 
by common carriers or by transmission errors or delays or mistaken delivery. Delivery of 
proposals shall be made at the office specified in this Request for Proposal. Deliveries 
made before the Submittal Deadline, but to the wrong City office, will be considered non-
responsive unless re-delivery is made to the office specified before the Submittal 
Deadline. All proposals shall become the property of the City. Late proposals will not be 
accepted and will be returned to the Proposer unopened. 
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1.4 GENERAL CONDITIONS 
 
ADDENDUMS: Should it be necessary for the City to issue addendums to this RFP during 
the proposal period, the City will endeavor to notify the known holders of this RFP. The 
addendums will be posted on the City web site for any interested parties to review. 
Proposal should include a notation that the Proposer is aware of all of the addendums 
which have been issued and has incorporated their provisions in their proposal. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The City reserves the right, to request additional 
information or clarifications from Proposers where it may serve the City’s best interest. 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES: The Scope of Work describes the minimum work to be 
accomplished. Upon final selection of the firm, the Scope of Work may be modified and 
refined during negotiations with the City. 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURES: Every proposal must be signed by the person or 
persons legally authorized to bind the Proposer to a contract for the execution of the work. 
Upon request of the City, any agent submitting a proposal on behalf of a Proposer shall 
provide a current power of attorney certifying the agent’s authority to bind the Proposer. 
If an individual makes the proposal, his or her name, signature, and post office address 
must be shown. If a firm or partnership makes the proposal, the name and post office 
address of the firm or partnership and the signature of at least one of the general partners 
must be shown. If a corporation makes the proposal, the proposal shall show the name 
of the state under the laws of which the corporation is chartered, the name and post office 
address of the corporation and the title of the person signing on behalf of the corporation. 
Upon request of the City, the corporation shall provide a certified copy of the bylaws or 
resolution of the board of directors showing the authority of the officer signing the proposal 
to execute contracts on behalf of the corporation. 

AWARD OF PROPOSAL: City reserves the right to negotiate final terms with the selected 
Proposer, if any. Award may be made to the Proposer offering the most advantageous 
proposal after consideration of all Evaluation Criteria. 

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS: All proposals shall comply with current federal, state, and 
other laws relative thereto. 

CANCELLATION OF SOLICITATION: The City may cancel this solicitation at any time. 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST: By signing the Certification of Proposal (Appendix 4), the 
Proposer declares and warrants that no elected or appointed official, officer or employee 
of the City has been or shall be compensated, directly or indirectly, in connection with this 
proposal or any work connected with this proposal. Should any agreement be approved 
in connection with this Request for Proposals, Proposer declares and warrants that no 
elected or appointed official, officer or employee of the City, during the term of his/her 
service with the City shall have any direct interest in that agreement, or obtain any 
present, anticipated or future material benefit arising therefrom. 

COSTS: The City is not liable for any costs incurred by Proposers before entering into a 
formal contract. Costs of developing the proposals, or any other such expenses incurred 
by the Proposer in responding to this RFP, are entirely the responsibility of the Proposer, 
and shall not be reimbursed in any manner by the City. No reimbursable cost may be 
incurred in anticipation of award. 
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DISQUALIFICATION OF PROPOSER: If there is reason to believe that collusion exists 
among the Proposers, the City may refuse to consider proposals from participants in such 
collusion. No person, firm, or corporation under the same or different name, shall make, 
file, or be interested in more than one proposal for the same work unless alternate 
proposals are called for. Reasonable grounds for believing that any Proposer is interested 
in more than one Proposal for the same work will cause the rejection of all Proposals for 
the work in which a Proposer is interested. If there is reason to believe that collusion 
exists among the Proposers, the City may refuse to consider Proposals from participants 
in such collusion. Proposers shall submit as part of their Proposal documents the 
completed Non-Collusion Affidavit (Appendix 2). 

DOCUMENTS, EXAMINATION OF: It is the responsibility of the Proposer to carefully and 
thoroughly examine and be familiar with these RFP documents, general conditions, all 
forms, specifications, drawings, plans, and addenda (if any). Proposer shall satisfy 
himself as to the character, quantity, and quality of work to be performed and materials, 
labor, supervision, necessary to perform the work as specified by these documents. The 
failure or neglect of the Proposer to examine documents shall in no way relieve him from 
any obligations with respect to the solicitation or and subsequent contract that may be 
awarded. The submission of a proposal shall constitute an acknowledgment upon which 
the City may rely that the Proposer has thoroughly examined and is familiar with the RFP 
documents. The failure or neglect of a Proposer to receive or examine any of the 
documents shall in no way relieve him from any obligations with respect to the proposal. 
No claim will be allowed for additional compensation that is based upon a lack of 
knowledge of any solicitation document. 

INTERPRETATION OF RFP DOCUMENTS: City reserves the right to make corrections 
or clarifications of the information provided in this RFP. If any person is in doubt as to the 
true meaning of any part of the specifications or other RFP documents, or finds 
discrepancies or omissions in the specifications, he may submit to the City a written 
request for an interpretation or correction. 

Oral statement(s), interpretations or clarifications concerning meaning or intent of the 
contents of this RFP by any person are unauthorized and invalid. Modifications to the 
RFP, including, but not limited to the scope of work, can be made only by written 
addendum issued by the City. 

The contact person for all questions regarding this RFP is Steve Overstreet, 
Communications/Information Technology Analyst.  He can be reached at (626) 855-1531 
or via e-mail at: soverstreet@lapuente.org. Proposers may not contact any other staff 
members with questions. 

The requesting party is responsible for prompt delivery of any requests. When the City 
considers interpretations necessary, interpretations will be in the form of an addendum to 
the RFP documents, and when issued, will be sent as promptly as is practical to all parties 
recorded by the City as having received RFP documents. All such addenda shall become 
a part of the RFP document. It is the responsibility of each Proposer to ensure the City 
has their correct business name, mailing address and e-mail address on file. Any 
prospective Proposer who obtained a set of RFP documents is responsible for advising 
the City that they have a set of RFP documents and wish to receive subsequent Addenda. 

mailto:soverstreet@lapuente.org
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IRREGULARITIES: City reserves the right to waive non-material irregularities if such 
would be in the best interest of the City as determined by the City Manager. 

NON-DISCRIMINATION: Proposer represents and warrants that it does not and will not 
discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, religion, 
gender, color, national origin, sexual orientation, ancestry, marital status, physical 
condition, pregnancy or pregnancy related conditions, political affiliation or opinion, age 
or medical condition. 

NON-EXCLUSIVE: Should the City make an award; the successful Proposer will enter 
into a NON-EXCLUSIVE agreement and the City reserves the right to enter into 
agreements with other firms. 

OFFERS OF MORE THAN ONE PRICE: Proposers are NOT allowed to submit more 
than one proposal. 

OWNERSHIP: All data, documents and other products used or developed during the RFP 
process become the property of the City upon submission. 

NO OBLIGATION. The release of this RFP does not obligate or compel the City to enter 
into a contract or agreement. 

PROPOSAL, REJECTION OF: The City reserves the right to reject any or all proposals 
or any part of a proposal. The City reserves the right to reject the proposal of any Proposer 
who previously failed to perform adequately for the City or any other governmental 
agency. The City expressly reserves the right to reject the Proposal of any Proposer who 
is in default on the payment of taxes, licenses or other monies due the City. 

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION: All bid proposals and documents submitted in response 
to this RFP shall become the property of the City and a matter of public record pursuant 
to Government Code sections 6250 et seq. Proposals should not be marked as 
confidential or proprietary, and City may refuse to consider a proposal so marked. All 
Information contained within the proposals will become a matter of public record. It is the 
responsibility of each bidder to clearly identify any and all information contained within 
their bid proposal that it considers to be confidential and/or proprietary. To the extent that 
the City agrees with that designation, such information will be held in confidence 
whenever possible. All other information will be considered public. In the event that a 
demand for disclosure of information designated as "confidential and/or proprietary" by a 
bidder is made, the City will notify the bidder in writing of such demand and shall furnish 
a copy of the City's written response to the requestor. Bidder may then pursue, at its sole 
cost and expense, any and all appropriate legal action necessary to maintain the 
confidentiality of such information. 

NO PUBLIC BID PROPOSAL OPENING/PUBLIC RECORDS ACT. Bid proposals shall 
be opened and their contents secured by City staff to prevent disclosure during the 
evaluative process and the process of negotiating with competing Proposers. Adequate 
precautions shall be taken to treat each Proposer fairly and to ensure that information 
gleaned from competing proposals is not disclosed to other Proposers. Prices and other 
information concerning the proposals shall not be disclosed until a recommendation for 
award is made to the awarding authority. 
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PUBLIC RECORD: All proposals submitted in response to this RFP will become the 
property of the City upon submittal and a matter of public record pursuant to applicable 
law. 

REPRESENTATIONS: Proposer understands and acknowledges that the 
representations made in their submitted proposal are material and important and will be 
relied on by the City in evaluation of the proposal. Proposer misrepresentation shall be 
treated as fraudulent concealment from the City of the facts relating to the proposal. 

RFP PART OF AGREEMENT: Should an agreement be awarded; this Request for 
Proposal and Scope of Services and all conditions may become part of the agreement 
between the City of La Puente and the successful Proposer. 

SEVERABILITY: If any provisions or portion of any provision, of this Request for 
Proposals are held invalid, illegal or unenforceable, they shall be severed from the 
Request for Proposals and the remaining provisions shall be valid and enforceable. 

SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION: If the proposal includes the use of 
SUBCONTRACTORs, Proposer must identify specific SUBCONTRACTORs and the specific 
requirements of this RFP for which each proposed SUBCONTRACTOR would perform 
services.  

SUBCONTRACTOR REFERENCES: For all SUBCONTRACTORs that will be used for 
providing services as part of the RFP, Proposers must provide a minimum of two 
references from similar projects performed for any local government clients within the last 
three years.  Information provided shall include: 

1 Client name 
2 Project description 
3 Dates (starting and ending) 
4 Technical expertise 

5 Staff assigned to reference engagement that will be designated for work per this 
RFP 

6 Client project manager's name and telephone number 

VALIDITY:  Proposal must be valid for a period of 90 days from the due date. 

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSAL: Proposers’ authorized representative may withdraw 
Proposals only by written request received by the City Clerk before the Proposal Submittal 
Deadline. 

2 PROPOSAL RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS 
 
Three (3) printed copies and one (1) electronic version of the proposal on CD or flash 
drive, of the proposal must be submitted in a sealed envelope or box bearing the name 
of the Proposer, submitted only to the following address: 

SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM LA PUENTE PARK  
City of La Puente 
Attn:  Sheryl Garcia, City Clerk 
15900 East Main Street 
La Puente CA 91744 
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If discrepancies are found between the copies, or between the original and copy or copies, 
the “ORIGINAL” will provide the basis for resolving such discrepancies. If one document 
is not clearly marked “ORIGINAL", the City reserves the right to use any of the proposals 
as the Original.  

It is imperative that all Proposers responding to the RFP comply exactly and completely 
with the instructions set forth herein. Proposals must be concise, but with sufficient detail 
to allow accurate evaluation and comparative analysis. Proposals should be 
straightforward and provide "layman" explanations of technical terms that are used. 
Emphasis should be concentrated on conforming to the RFP instructions, responding to 
the RFP requirements, and on providing a complete and clear description of the offer. Do 
NOT include marketing brochures or other promotional material not connected with this 
RFP. Responses must be limited to 50 pages maximum not including the 
documents required in Section 2.7. 

All proposals shall be submitted on standard 8.5” by 11” paper in binders. All pages should 
be numbered and identified sequentially by section. Response items must be indexed in 
the following order with individual tabs: 

2.1 COVER LETTER 
 
Proposal must be accompanied by a cover letter, signed by an individual authorized to 
bind the proposing entity. An unsigned proposal is grounds for rejection. The cover letter 
should include an introduction of the firm and summary statement of qualifications. 

Company Data 

Please submit the following information: 

• Official name and address. 

• Name, address, and telephone number of the Proposer’s primary point of 
contact. 

• Indicate what type of entity (corporation, company, joint venture, etc.). Please 
enclose a copy of the Joint Venture Agreement if entity is a joint venture. 

• State of Incorporation if incorporated 

• Federal Employer I.D. Number. 

• The address, telephone numbers and fax numbers of each of your firm’s 
locations. 

• A detailed statement indicating whether Proposer is totally or partially owned by 
another business organization or individual. 

• Number of years Proposer has been in business under the present business 
name. 

• Number of years of experience the Proposer has had in providing required, 
equivalent, or related services. 

• All comparable contracts entered into during the last five (5) years, completed or 
not.  Please indicate: 

Year started and completed 
Type of Contract 
Contracting Agency 
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Project Description 
Project Manager 
Developer/owner of project 

• Any failures or refusals to complete a contract and explanation. 

• Individuals/Firms who own an interest of 10% or greater in the proposing firm. 

• Financial interests in other lines of business. 

2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
 
Proposer shall include an organizational chart that reflects titles of key staff and 
management contacts of each individual assigned to provide services under this 
Proposal. Included in the organizational chart, please list all sub-contracted work to 
individuals/firms. 

It is the City’s preference to have key personnel identified in the Organizational Chart to 
remain during the term of the agreement. The Proposer shall note concurrence on the 
restrictions to changes in key personnel. A transition plan shall be presented in this 
section in the event there are proposed changes in key personnel, including sub- 
CONTRACTORs, during the term of the agreement that are outside of the consulting firm’s 
control or if the City requests such change. 

After contract execution the CONTRACTOR should not substitute key personnel (project 
manager and others listed by name in the cost proposal) or sub-CONTRACTORs without 
prior written approval from the local agency. The CONTRACTOR must request and justify 
the need for the substitution and obtain approval from the local agency prior to use of a 
different sub-CONTRACTOR on the contract. The proposed substituted person must be 
as qualified as the original, and at the same or lower cost. The CONTRACTOR’s project 
manager must be a licensed architect in the State of California. 

2.3 RESUMES AND QUALIFICATIONS OF PERSONNEL 
 
The Proposer shall furnish a personnel staffing plan with sufficient information for judging 
the quality and competence of the personnel dedicated to the account. In its assessment 
of the proposal, City will place considerable emphasis on the commitment by the Proposer 
to provide qualified personnel for the services being considered. The Proposer shall 
furnish resumes in outline form for the key personnel committed to this account. Proposer 
shall also include the number and type of additional support personnel who will be 
providing services. The substitution or addition of individuals shall be allowed only with 
prior written approval of the City. 

Suggested Resume Format: 

• Name 

• Position 

• Education 

• Show degrees earned and certifications, school and year of completion. Exclude 
company courses or information that is not relevant to the person’s functional job 
duties. 

• Summary of Experience 
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• In chronological order, most recent date first, summarize experience as it relates 
to the scope of work required for this RFP. 

• Professional Memberships/Registrations 

If sub-CONTRACTORs are to be used as part of this proposal, a resume of the sub-
CONTRACTOR and relevant experience is to be included in the same format. 

2.4 REFERENCES 
 
Proposer must provide three (3) references for which Proposer has provided similar 
services performed in California of the nature and scope as set forth in the RFP within the 
last five (5) years. Include name of business, name of contact person, telephone number 
of contact person, and description and date of services provided. References for public 
agency projects are preferred. 

2.5 OVERVIEW AND APPROACH 
 
Understanding: Proposer must include in this section their understanding of the 
installation of the Security Camera System La Puente Park, Request for Proposal and 
their understanding of the Scope of Services noted herein. Proposer must articulate a 
thorough understanding of the services and system being requested as part of this RFP 
in order to prepare a comprehensive bid package for this project. 

2.5.1 Approach 
 
Proposer must include in this section its approach to providing the services as noted in 
this RFP. Services for the items of work are noted in the Scope of Work for this RFP. The 
approach to the work plan shall be of such detail to demonstrate the Proposer’s ability to 
accomplish the project objectives. In this section, the Proposer is to include: 

• Innovative and successful approaches 

• Quality control measures 

• Strategy, phasing and process of performing the work 

• Proposer is encouraged to propose enhancements or procedural or technical 
innovations to the Scope of Work that do not materially deviate from the objectives 
or required content of the project 

2.5.2  Project Controls 
 

Describe the firm’s ability to control costs and provide accurate and timely invoices 
through internal control measures; to monitor and stay within budget; to monitor schedule 
and review times and describe the techniques used to complete projects within the 
proposed time frames. 

Quality Control/Quality Assurance (QA/QC) 

Describe the firm’s QA/QC processes that will be adhered to during the term of the 
agreement. Describe the CONTRACTOR’s method of ensuring that the personnel’s quality 
of work is high. 
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Proposer must reference all duties as listed in the SCOPE OF WORK. Proposer must 
note any services NOT provided by their firm. 

Proposer shall also list any resources, City assistance or other items expected to be 
provided by City (computer, office, etc.). 

Proposer may additionally itemize those services which are further required in the 
servicing of the account but are not noted in the aforementioned paragraphs as 
requirements. Proposer will title this section as ADDITIONAL SERVICES. 

The CONTRACTOR shall list in the proposal all anticipated permits necessary for the 
successful delivery of the project. 

2.6 COMPENSATION/PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
 
Proposer is required to submit hourly rate schedules for personnel that would be assigned 
to perform the services described in this RFP. Proposer must state if the proposed rate 
is guaranteed for the term of an agreement (if awarded) or if it is subject to adjustments. 
If subject to adjustments, Proposer must state the frequency of adjustments and how 
adjustments are determined. See section 4.5. 

IN ADDITION, PROPOSER SHALL COMPLETE THE BID FORM SCHEDULE 
ATTACHED AS APPENDIX 7 

Cost proposals, both printed and electronically on CD or flash drive, shall be submitted in 
the sealed envelope with the proposal. 

2.7 PROPOSAL FORMS 
 
NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT: Proposer is required to sign and submit the Non- 
Collusion Affidavit (Appendix 2). 
 
CERTIFICATION OF PROPOSAL: Proposer is required to sign and submit the 
Certification of Proposal (Appendix 3).  
 
BID FORM:  – Proposer is to fully complete and sign the Bid Form (Appendix 6) 
 

These documents will not be counted against the 50 pages proposal maximum. 
 

3 PROPOSAL EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

The City staff will evaluate all proposals received to determine the firm that best meets 
the needs of the City. The City shall not be obligated to accept the lowest priced proposal, 
but the City may make award(s) in the best interests of the City after all factors are 
considered, including, but not limited to, the demonstrated competence, experience and 
qualifications of the Proposer. 

Selection of qualified Proposers may be based on the sample evaluation criteria shown 
in Appendix 4. Interviews may be held with the most qualified respondents. The 
recommended proposal will be submitted to the City Council for contract approval. 
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Discussions may, at the City's option, be conducted with the most qualified Proposers. 
Discussions may be for the purpose of clarification to assure full understanding of, and 
responsiveness to, the solicitation requirements. Proposers shall be accorded fair and 
equal treatment with respect to any opportunity for discussion and written revision of 
proposals. In conducting discussions, the City will not disclose information derived from 
proposals submitted by competing Proposers. 
 

4 SCOPE OF SERVICES 

4.1 CITY INFORMATION 
 
The City of La Puente is approximately 3.48 square miles and is home to approximately 
40,690 people. It is primarily a residential community with multiple types of businesses. 
The City of La Puente is a general law city incorporated on August 1, 1956. It is governed 
by the city council/city manager form of government. A five-member city council is elected 
by the residents, and a mayor is elected annually by the council to serve a twelve-month 
term. The city manager is appointed by the council to oversee the daily activities of the 
city. Under the direction of the City Manager, the Administrative Services Department is 
responsible for overseeing the day-to-day administrative and financial activities of the 
City. Specifically, the finance, human resources, risk management, and information 
technology, functions all fall under the Administrative Services Department. Also, under 
the direction of the City Manager, the Development Services Department encompasses 
building and planning as well as public works and engineering; the Community Services 
Department oversees parks and recreation programs. 

4.2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
The Security Camera System La Puente Park project has been prepared with great 
thought, research, and vision for a bright future. Beginning with resident’s safety being 
paramount, oversight of all sports park and passive park areas being necessary, 
amenities such as announcing or simply playing music available, compatibility, growth, 
quality, and sustainability being essential.  Of course, the system has been designed to 
come with immediate notifications regarding intrusions and other issues we may desire 
to program that we want to analyze or track.  
 
City Staff has prepared this RFP based on feedback from industry experts and developed 
a standard that can be modularized for growth, long term capability and compatibility, 
viewing at several needed management points, and even eventual integration with local 
law enforcement. 
  
This is not just a security camera project, but also includes the infrastructure servers and 
mechanisms to save, process, notify, define, record, store, and be expanded upon in the 
future.  This project is the lead and primary beginning to sustaining a full city-wide system.  
As we embark on future projects it is intended that those projects will simply “plug into” 
what is being created within this RFP. 
  
This RFP is the beginning of a long-term solution city-wide camera and alarm and 
notification mechanism that will provide data, information, supporting documentation, 
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preventative policing, sports field management, and help to deter graffiti and vandalism 
in the City.  

4.3 PREVAILING WAGES 
 

CONTRACTORs are advised to consider whether services to be performed include 
classifications subject to state prevailing wage requirements. California State prevailing 
wage information is available through the California Department of Industrial Relations 
website at http://www.dir.ca.gov.dlsr/statistics_research.html.  

Labor categories subject to prevailing wage requirements, when employed for any work 
on this project, are wholly the responsibility of the firm or individual named in any 
Agreement approved by the City. City will not assume any responsibility for 
CONTRACTOR’s failure to pay prevailing wages, if applicable, in accordance with State 
law. 

4.4 SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
The CONTRACTOR shall perform and/or provide the services and products in accordance 
with this Scope of Services as requested by the CITY.   The General Specifications apply, 
and CONTRACTOR shall adhere to such terms when performing the specific services set 
forth in this RFP.  The specific services are described in Appendix 7 & Appendix 8.    
CONTRACTOR shall adhere to the terms of the General Specifications when providing 
services under this RFP. 

 
CONTRACTOR shall provide all labor, expertise, materials, and equipment necessary for 
the installation of CITY security cameras, speakers and communication capabilities 
throughout the City. See Appendix 7 & Appendix 8.  
 
Experience 
 
The CONTRACTOR shall have at a minimum five (5) years’ experience in the installation 
of a commercial security camera system.  
 

4.5 COMPENSATION 
 

CONTRACTOR will be compensated based on the Bid Form (Appendix 7 & Appendix 8) 
schedule and satisfactorily completed by the CONTRACTOR.  

Provide a statement of exclusions not covered in the fee proposal. Any items of work 
needed to fully complete the project will be assumed to be included in the Bid Form unless 
specifically excluded. 
 
Other direct costs, intended to be charged to the City, need to be stated. No mark-ups 
will be allowed for other direct costs. 
 
Invoices shall be submitted at the conclusion of each month for work performed in that 
month. 

http://www.dir.ca.gov.dlsr/statistics_research.html
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4.6 INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
See Sample Agreement – Appendix 5. 
 

4.7 INDEMNIFICATION:  
 
The Parties agree that City, its elected and appointed officers, officials, employees, 
agents, CONTRACTORs, CONTRACTORs and volunteers (“City Indemnitees”) should, to 
the extent permitted by law, be fully protected from any and all loss, injury, damage, claim, 
lawsuit, cost, expense, attorneys’ fees, litigation or court costs, or any other cost arising 
out of or in any way related to the performance of the Services pursuant to this Agreement 
(collectively, “Claims”).  Accordingly, the provisions of this indemnity clause are intended 
by the Parties to be interpreted and construed to provide the fullest protection possible 
under the law to City.  CONTRACTOR acknowledges that City would not enter into this 
Agreement in the absence of CONTRACTOR’s commitment to indemnify and protect City 
as set forth herein. 
 
To the fullest extent permitted by law, CONTRACTOR shall indemnify, defend with counsel 
selected by City, and hold harmless the City Indemnitees from and against any and all 
Claims of every nature arising out of or in connection with CONTRACTOR’s performance 
of the Services or CONTRACTOR’s failure to comply with this Agreement.  Acceptance by 
City of insurance certificates and endorsements required under this Agreement does not 
relieve CONTRACTOR from liability under this indemnification and hold harmless clause.  
This indemnification and hold harmless clause shall apply to any Claims whether or not 
such insurance policies shall have been determined to apply.  By execution of this 
Agreement, CONTRACTOR acknowledges and agrees to the provisions of this Section 
and that it is a material element of consideration. 
 
City shall have the right to offset against the amount of any compensation due to 
CONTRACTOR under this Agreement any amount due to City from CONTRACTOR as a 
result of CONTRACTOR’s failure to promptly pay to City any indemnification arising under 
this Agreement and related to CONTRACTOR’s failure to either (i) pay taxes on amounts 
received pursuant to this Agreement or (ii) comply with applicable workers’ compensation 
laws. 
 
The obligations of CONTRACTOR under this Agreement will not be limited by the 
provisions of any workers’ compensation act or similar act.  CONTRACTOR expressly 
waives its statutory immunity under such. 
 
CONTRACTOR agrees to obtain executed indemnity agreements with provisions identical 
to those set forth here in this Agreement from each and every SUBCONTRACTOR or any 
other person or entity involved by, for, with or on behalf of CONTRACTOR in the 
performance of this Agreement. 
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APPENDIX 1 –Location Map  
 

La Puente Park -  501 Glendora Ave.  
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APPENDIX 2 – Non-Collusion Affidavit 
 

The undersigned declares states and certifies that: 

1. This Proposal is not made in the interest of, or on behalf of any undisclosed person, 
partnership, company, association, organization or corporation. 

2. This Proposal is genuine and not collusive or sham. 

3. I have not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other Proposer to put in a false 
or sham proposal and I have not directly or indirectly colluded, conspired, connived, 
or agreed with any other Proposer or anyone else to put in sham proposal or to refrain 
from submitting to this RFP. 

4. I have not in any manner, directly or indirectly, sought by agreement, communication, 
or conference with anyone to fix the proposal price or to fix any overhead, profit or 
cost element of the proposal price or to secure any advantage against the City of La 
Puente or of anyone interested in the proposed contract. 

5. All statements contained in the Proposal and related documents are true. 

6. I have not directly or indirectly submitted the proposal price or any breakdown 
thereof, or the contents thereof, or divulged information or data relative thereto, or paid, 
and will not pay any fee to any person, corporation, partnership, company, association, 
organization, RFP depository, or to any member or agent thereof to effectuate a 
collusive or sham proposal. 

7. I have not entered into any arrangement or agreement with any City of La Puente 
public officer in connection with this proposal. 

8. I understand collusive bidding is a violation of State and Federal law and can result in 
fines, prison sentences, and civil damage awards. 

 

 

 

Signature of Authorized Representative 

 

 

 

Name of Authorized Representative Title of Authorized Representative 

 

This executed form must be submitted with the proposal. 
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APPENDIX 3 – Certification of Proposal 
 

The undersigned hereby submits its proposal and agrees to be bound by the terms and 
conditions of this Request for Proposal. 

1) Proposer declares and warrants that no elected or appointed official, officer or 
employee of the City has been or shall be compensated, directly or indirectly, in 
connection with this proposal or any work connected with this proposal. Should any 
agreement be approved in connection with this Request for Proposal, Proposer 
declares and warrants that no elected or appointed official, officer or employee of the City, 
during the term of his/her service with the City shall have any direct interest in that 
agreement, or obtain any present, anticipated or future material benefit arising 
therefrom. 

2) By submitting the response to this request, Proposer agrees, if selected to furnish 
services to the City in accordance with this RFP. 

3) Proposer has carefully reviewed its proposal and understands and agrees that the City 
is not responsible for any errors or omissions on the part of the Proposer and that the 
Proposer is responsible for them. 

4) It is understood and agreed that the City reserves the right to accept or reject any or all 
proposals and to waive any informality or irregularity in any proposal received by the 
City. 

5) The proposal response includes all of the commentary, figures and data required by the 
Request for Proposal 

6) The proposal shall be valid for 90 days from the date of submittal. 

 

Name of Proposer:   

 

By:   

(Authorized Signature)  

Type Name:   

 

Title:   

 

Date:   

 

This executed form must be submitted with the proposal. 
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APPENDIX 4 - Sample Evaluation Sheet  
 

CONTRACTOR/Firm Name:                                                                                                                                                                                             

Criteria Max Points Rating 

Understanding of the work to be done 25  

Experience in Providing Services to Other Agencies 20  

Quality of staff for work to be done 15  

Capability of developing innovative or advanced 
techniques 

10  

Project Cost  20  

Demonstrated Technical Ability  10  

 

Total 

 

 

100 

 

 

Evaluator         

Print Name:           

Signature:           

Date:          
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APPENDIX 5 – Sample Agreement 
 

CITY OF LA PUENTE 

AGREEMENT FOR 
____________________ 

 

This Agreement for _________________ (hereinafter, “Agreement”) is made and entered 
into this ____  day of __________, 2021, by and between the City of La Puente, a California 
municipal corporation (“City”) and INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME AND TYPE OF CORPORATE 
ENTITY, (“CONTRACTOR”).  The City and CONTRACTOR are hereinafter collectively referred 
to as the “Parties.”  

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, City desires to engage CONTRACTOR to perform the services described 
herein, and CONTRACTOR desires to perform such services in accordance with the terms and 
conditions set forth herein. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions 
herein contained, City and CONTRACTOR agree as follows: 

1. TERM 

The term of this Agreement shall commence on DATE (the “Effective Date”) and shall 
continue in full force and effect until DATE or until terminated in accordance with Section 9.   

2. GENERAL SCOPE OF SERVICES 

2.1 CONTRACTOR shall perform the services (“Services”) described in the Scope of 
Services attached hereto as Exhibit A (“Scope of Services”) and incorporated herein by this 
reference.  Tasks other than those specifically described in the Scope of Services shall not be 
performed without prior written approval of the City.  The Services shall be performed by 
CONTRACTOR, unless prior written approval is first obtained from the City.  In the event of conflict 
or inconsistency between the terms of this Agreement and Exhibit A, the terms of this Agreement 
shall prevail. 

2.2. City shall have the right to request, in writing, changes to the Services.  Any such 
changes mutually agreed upon by the Parties, and any corresponding increase or decrease in 
compensation, shall be incorporated by written amendment to this Agreement. 

2.3 CONTRACTOR shall perform all Services in a manner reasonably satisfactory to 
the City and in a first-class manner in conformance with the standards of quality normally 
observed by an entity providing _______________, serving a municipal agency. 

2.4 CONTRACTOR shall comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, 
regulations and ordinances in the performance of this Agreement, including but not limited to, the 
conflict of interest provisions of Government Code Section 1090 and the Political Reform Act 
(Government Code Section 81000 et seq.)).  During the term of this Agreement, CONTRACTOR 
shall not perform any work for another person or entity for whom CONTRACTOR was not working 
on the Effective Date if both (i) such work would require CONTRACTOR to abstain from a decision 
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under this Agreement pursuant to a conflict of interest statute or law; and (ii) City has not 
consented in writing to CONTRACTOR’s performance of such work.  No officer or employee of 
City shall have any financial interest in this Agreement that would violate California Government 
Code Sections 1090 et seq. CONTRACTOR hereby warrants that it is not now, nor has it been in 
the previous twelve (12) months, an employee, agent, appointee, or official of the City.  If 
CONTRACTOR was an employee, agent, appointee, or official of the City in the previous twelve 
(12) months, CONTRACTOR warrants that it did not participate in any manner in the forming of 
this Agreement.  CONTRACTOR understands that, if this Agreement is made in violation of 
Government Code §1090 et. seq., the entire Agreement is void and CONTRACTOR will not be 
entitled to any compensation for Services performed pursuant to this Agreement, and 
CONTRACTOR will be required to reimburse the City for any sums paid to the CONTRACTOR.  
CONTRACTOR understands that, in addition to the foregoing, it may be subject to criminal 
prosecution for a violation of Government Code § 1090 and, if applicable, will be disqualified from 
holding public office in the State of California. 

2.5 CONTRACTOR represents that it has, or will secure at its own expense, all 
licensed personnel required to perform the Services.  All Services shall be performed by 
CONTRACTOR or under its supervision, and all personnel engaged in the Services shall be 
qualified and licensed to perform such services.   

3. COMPENSATION 

3.1 City agrees to compensate CONTRACTOR for the Services provided under this 
Agreement in accordance with the rate schedule set forth in Agreement Exhibit B (“Rate 
Schedule”).  The Rate Schedule shall not be modified without the City’s prior written approval.  In 
no event shall the total compensation payable to CONTRACTOR under this Agreement exceed 
the sum of DOLLAR AMOUNT ($) unless specifically approved in advance, in writing, by the City.  
The City shall pay CONTRACTOR for services rendered pursuant to this Agreement at the time 
and manner set forth herein.  The payments set forth in this Section 3 shall be the only payments 
from City to CONTRACTOR for services rendered pursuant to this Agreement.  CONTRACTOR 
shall not bill City for duplicate services performed by more than one person. 

3.2 CONTRACTOR shall submit to City an invoice, at the conclusion of every month 
for the services performed during the prior thirty (30) days.  Each invoice shall separately identify 
the Services rendered during the billing period, the personnel for whose services payment is 
sought, and all expenses for which reimbursement is requested.  As a condition precedent to 
payment, the City may require CONTRACTOR to furnish supporting documentation for all 
charges for which payment is sought.  Within twenty (20) business days of receipt of each invoice, 
City shall notify CONTRACTOR of any disputed amounts included on the invoice. 

3.3 City shall make monthly payments, based on the invoice received for Services 
satisfactory performed and rendered.  Within thirty (30) days from receipt of an invoice from 
CONTRACTOR, the City shall pay all undisputed amounts to CONTRACTOR.  The City shall 
have the right to withhold from payments to CONTRACTOR reasonably disputed amounts, 
including without limitation, amounts for Services not performed in accordance with this 
Agreement and costs, expenses or damages incurred by the City as a result of CONTRACTOR’s 
breach of this Agreement or CONTRACTOR’s negligence.  

 

4. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT  

 City shall furnish physical facilities such as desks, filing cabinets, and conference space, 
as may be reasonably necessary for CONTRACTOR’s use while performing the Services for the 
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City.  The location, quantity, and time of furnishing those facilities shall be in the sole discretion 
of City.  In no event shall City be obligated to furnish any City vehicle for conducting City business 
or cellular telephone.   

5. OWNERSHIP OF WRITTEN PRODUCTS 

All reports, documents or other written material (the “Written Products”) developed by 
CONTRACTOR in the performance of the Services pursuant to this Agreement shall be and 
remain the property of the City without restriction or limitation upon its use or dissemination by 
City, and no such written products shall be the subject of a copyright application by 
CONTRACTOR.  

6. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES 

 At all times during the term of this Agreement, CONTRACTOR shall be an independent 
CONTRACTOR and shall not be an employee of City.  Neither City nor any of its officers, 
employees or agents shall have control over the conduct of CONTRACTOR, or any of its 
employees, agents and/or volunteers, except as set forth in this Agreement.  Notwithstanding any 
other City, state, or federal policy, rule, regulation, law, or ordinance to the contrary, 
CONTRACTOR, and any of its employees, agents, and SUBCONTRACTORs providing services 
under this Agreement, shall not qualify for or become entitled to, and hereby agrees to waive any 
and all claims to, any compensation, benefit, or any incident of employment by City, including but 
not limited to eligibility to enroll in the California Public Employees Retirement System (“PERS”) 
as an employee of City and entitlement to any contribution to be paid by City for employer 
contributions and/or employee contributions for PERS benefits.  CONTRACTOR shall have no 
power to incur any debt, obligation, or liability on behalf of City or otherwise to act on behalf of 
City as an agent.  CONTRACTOR shall not represent that it, or that any of its employees, agents 
or volunteers are, is in any manner employees of City.  

7. SUBCONTRACTOR SERVICES 

 CONTRACTOR shall obtain the City’s prior written approval before retaining a 
SUBCONTRACTOR to perform any portion of the Services required by this Agreement.  
Notwithstanding CONTRACTOR’s use of any SUBCONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR shall be 
responsible to the City for the performance of its SUBCONTRACTORs as it would be if 
CONTRACTOR had performed those services itself.  Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed 
or construed to create a contractual relationship between the City and any SUBCONTRACTOR 
employed by CONTRACTOR.  CONTRACTOR shall be solely responsible for payments to any 
SUBCONTRACTORs.  CONTRACTOR shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the City 
Indemnitees (defined below) for any Claims (defined below) arising from, or related to, the 
services performed by a SUBCONTRACTOR under this Agreement. 

8. NOTICES 

Any notices, bills, invoices, or reports required by this Agreement shall be deemed 
received on:  (i) the day of delivery if delivered by hand, facsimile or overnight courier service 
during City’s regular business hours; or (ii) on the third business day following deposit in the 
United States mail if delivered by mail, postage prepaid, to the addresses listed below (or to such 
other addresses as the parties may, from time to time, designate in writing). 

If to City: 

Bob Lindsey, City Manager 
City of La Puente 
15900 E. Main Street  
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La Puente, CA 91744 
Email: blindsey@lapuente.org 
Tel:  (626) 855-1501 
Fax: (626) 961-4626 
 
And: 

   

 Victor Ponto, City Attorney 
 Olivarez Madruga Lemieux O'Neill, LLP 

500 S. Grand Ave., 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 

 (909) 781-7723 
 vponto@omlolaw.com 
 

If to CONTRACTOR: 

__________________________ 

__________________________ 

__________________________ 

  

 The Parties hereby agree to notify each other in writing, of any a change in the contact 
person(s), mailing addresses, email addresses and/or facsimile numbers.  

9. TERMINATION 

City shall have the right to terminate this Agreement for any reason on five (5) calendar 
days’ written notice to CONTRACTOR, with or without cause.  CONTRACTOR shall have the 
right to terminate this Agreement for any reason on thirty (30) calendar days’ written notice to 
City.  In the event of such termination, CONTRACTOR shall be paid the outstanding hourly fee 
for Services completed up to the effective date of termination.  In no event shall CONTRACTOR 
be entitled to receive more than the amount that would be paid to CONTRACTOR for the hourly 
fee applicable to the performance of the Services required by this Agreement.  All City data, 
documents, objects, materials or other tangible things shall be returned to City upon the 
termination or expiration of this Agreement and no later than ten (10) days from the termination 
or expiration.  

10. INDEMNIFICATION 

10.1 The Parties agree that City, its elected and appointed officers, officials, employees, 
agents, CONTRACTORs, CONTRACTORs and volunteers (“City Indemnitees”) should, to the 
extent permitted by law, be fully protected from any and all loss, injury, damage, claim, lawsuit, 
cost, expense, attorneys’ fees, litigation or court costs, or any other cost arising out of or in any 
way related to the performance of the Services pursuant to this Agreement (collectively, 
“Claims”).  Accordingly, the provisions of this indemnity clause are intended by the Parties to be 
interpreted and construed to provide the fullest protection possible under the law to City.  
CONTRACTOR acknowledges that City would not enter into this Agreement in the absence of 
CONTRACTOR’s commitment to indemnify and protect City as set forth herein. 
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 10.2 To the fullest extent permitted by law, CONTRACTOR shall indemnify, defend with 
counsel selected by City, and hold harmless the City Indemnitees from and against any and all 
Claims of every nature arising out of or in connection with CONTRACTOR’s performance of the 
Services or CONTRACTOR’s failure to comply with this Agreement.  Acceptance by City of 
insurance certificates and endorsements required under this Agreement does not relieve 
CONTRACTOR from liability under this indemnification and hold harmless clause.  This 
indemnification and hold harmless clause shall apply to any Claims whether or not such insurance 
policies shall have been determined to apply.  By execution of this Agreement, CONTRACTOR 
acknowledges and agrees to the provisions of this Section and that it is a material element of 
consideration. 

10.3 City shall have the right to offset against the amount of any compensation due to 
CONTRACTOR under this Agreement any amount due to City from CONTRACTOR as a result 
of CONTRACTOR’s failure to promptly pay to City any indemnification arising under this Section 
10 and related to CONTRACTOR’s failure to either (i) pay taxes on amounts received pursuant 
to this Agreement or (ii) comply with applicable workers’ compensation laws. 

10.4 The obligations of CONTRACTOR under this Section 10 will not be limited by the 
provisions of any workers’ compensation act or similar act.  CONTRACTOR expressly waives its 
statutory immunity under such statutes or laws as to the City Indemnitees. 

10.5 CONTRACTOR agrees to obtain executed indemnity agreements with provisions 
identical to those set forth here in this Section 10 from each and every SUBCONTRACTOR or 
any other person or entity involved by, for, with or on behalf of CONTRACTOR in the performance 
of this Agreement. 

11. INSURANCE 

 11.1 During the term of this Agreement, CONTRACTOR shall, at its sole costs 
and expense, carry, maintain, and keep in full force and effect insurance of the types and 
in the amounts as set forth below: 

11.1.1 Comprehensive General Liability Insurance in an amount not less than One 
Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) including bodily injury, property damage, products, completed 
operations and contractual liability coverage. 

11.1.2 Automobile Liability Insurance for vehicles used in connection with the 
performance of this Agreement with minimum limits of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) per 
occurrence. 

11.1.3 Statutory Workers’ Compensation Insurance and Employer’s Liability Insurance for 
any and all persons employed directly or indirectly by  CONTRACTOR.  The Statutory 
Workers’ Compensation Insurance and Employer’s Liability Insurance shall be provided with limits 
of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) per accident. 

11.1.4 Professional Liability Insurance against errors and omissions in the performance 
of the work under this Agreement with coverage limits of not less than One Million Dollars 
($1,000,000.00). 

 11.2 City and its officers, employees, agents, and volunteers shall be named as 
additional insureds with respect to each of the insurance policies required under this 
Agreement except for Statutory Workers’ Compensation Insurance and Employer’s 
Liability  Insurance and Professional Liability Insurance.  The coverage shall contain 
no special limitations on the scope of protection afforded to City or its officers, officials, 
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employees, agents, or volunteers.  An endorsement must state that coverage is primary 
insurance with respect to the City and its officers, officials, employees, agents and 
volunteers, and that no insurance or self-insurance maintained by the City shall be called 
upon to contribute to a loss under the coverage. 

 11.3 CONTRACTOR shall require each of its SUBCONTRACTORs, if any, to 
maintain insurance coverage that meets all of the requirements of this Agreement. 

 11.4 The policy or policies required by this Agreement shall be issued by an 
insurer admitted in the State of California.  The policy or policies for Comprehensive 
General Liability Insurance, Automobile Liability Insurance, Statutory Workers’ 
Compensation Insurance and Employer’s Liability Insurance shall be issued by an insurer 
with a rating of at least A:VII in the latest edition of Best’s Insurance Guide. 

 11.5 CONTRACTOR agrees that if it does not keep the insurance required by 
this Section 11 in full force and effect the City may either (i) immediately terminate this 
Agreement; or (ii) take out the necessary insurance and pay, at CONTRACTOR’s 
expense, the premium thereon. 

 11.6 At all times during the term of this Agreement, CONTRACTOR shall 
maintain on file with City’s Risk Manager a certificate or certificates of insurance showing 
that the insurance policies required by this Section 11 are in effect in the required amounts 
and naming the City as an additional insured.  CONTRACTOR shall, prior to 
commencement of work under this Agreement, file with City’s Risk Manager such 
certificate(s). 

 11.7 CONTRACTOR shall provide proof that policies of insurance required 
herein expiring during the term of this Agreement have been renewed or replaced with 
other policies providing at least the same coverage.  Such proof will be furnished at least 
two weeks prior to the expiration of the coverages. 

 11.8 All insurance policies required herein shall be written on an occurrence 
basis and shall name the City Indemnitees as additional insureds, with the exception of 
professional liability insurance, which shall be written on a claims-made basis.  All of the 
policies required under this Agreement shall contain an endorsement providing that the 
policies cannot be canceled or reduced except on thirty (30) days’ prior written notice to 
City.  CONTRACTOR agrees to require its insurer to modify the certificates of insurance 
to delete any exculpatory wording stating that failure of the insurer to mail written notice 
of cancellation imposes no obligation, and to delete the word “endeavor” with regard to 
any notice provisions. 

 11.9 CONTRACTOR’s insurance coverage shall be primary insurance and shall 
not be contributing with any insurance or self-insurance maintained by City, and the 
policies shall so provide.  The insurance policies shall contain a waiver of subrogation for 
the benefit of the City.   

 11.10 Any deductibles or self-insured retentions must be declared to and 
approved by the City.  At the option of City, CONTRACTOR shall either reduce or 
eliminate the deductibles or self-insured retentions with respect to City, or 
CONTRACTOR shall procure a bond guaranteeing payment of losses and expenses. 
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12. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

12.1 CONTRACTOR shall not delegate, transfer, subcontract or assign its duties or 
rights hereunder, either in whole or in part, and any attempt to do so shall be void and of no effect.  
City shall not be obligated or liable under this Agreement to any party other than CONTRACTOR. 

12.2 The captions appearing at the commencement of the sections hereof, and in any 
paragraph thereof, are descriptive only and shall have no significance in the interpretation of this 
Agreement. 

12.3 The waiver by City or CONTRACTOR of any breach of any term, covenant or 
condition herein contained shall not be deemed to be a waiver of such term, covenant or condition 
or of any subsequent breach of the same or any other term, covenant or condition herein 
contained.  No term, covenant or condition of this Agreement shall be deemed to have been 
waived by City or CONTRACTOR unless in writing. 

12.4 Each right, power and remedy provided for herein or now or hereafter existing at 
law, in equity, by statute, or otherwise shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other 
right, power, or remedy provided for herein or now or hereafter existing at law, in equity, by statute, 
or otherwise.  The exercise, the commencement of the exercise, or the forbearance of the 
exercise by any party of any one or more of such rights, powers or remedies shall not preclude 
the simultaneous or later exercise by such party of any of all of such other rights, powers or 
remedies.   

12.5 If any action at law or suit in equity is brought to enforce or interpret the provisions 
of this Agreement, or arising out of or relating to the Services provided by CONTRACTOR under 
this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees and all related 
costs, including costs of expert witnesses and CONTRACTORs, as well as costs on appeal, in 
addition to any other relief to which it may be entitled.  The venue for any litigation shall be Los 
Angeles County, California or in the United States District Court for Central District of California. 

12.6 If any term or provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person 
or circumstance shall, to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable, then such term or provision shall 
be amended to, and solely to, the extent necessary to cure such invalidity or unenforceability, and 
in its amended form shall be enforceable.  In such event, the remainder of this Agreement, or the 
application of such term or provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it 
is held invalid or unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby, and each term and provision of this 
Agreement shall be valid and be enforced to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

12.7 This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of 
the State of California without regard to principles of conflicts of laws.  

12.8  This instrument contains the entire Agreement between the City and 
CONTRACTOR with respect to the transactions contemplated herein.  No other prior oral or 
written agreement(s) are binding upon the Parties.  Amendments hereto or deviations here from 
shall be effective and binding only if made in writing and executed by City and CONTRACTOR.  

12.9 This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original, but all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

12.10 Each person executing this Agreement hereby represents and warrants (i) their 
authority to do so, and (ii) that such authority has been duly and validly conferred. 

12.11 CONTRACTOR shall not be liable for the following: misuse, or failure to follow the 
manufacturer’s operation instructions, theft, vandalism, riot, strike, criminal acts, power failure, 
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fire, water, and other perils, acts of war, lightning, air conditioning or humidity control failure, 
shock, corrosive atmosphere, electrical damage, accident, normal wear and tear of disposable 
items, work performed by persons other than CONTRACTOR’s designated personnel without 
CONTRACTOR’s express authorization, or without CONTRACTOR’s supervision, and products 
not covered under this agreement. 

 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first 
written above. 

 

“CITY”      “CONTRACTOR” 

City of La Puente     

By:________________________________ By:_______________________________ 

Bob Lindsey, City Manager                                      

    

Attest: 

By:______________________________   

Sheryl Garcia, City Clerk 

 

Approved as to form: 

By:       

Victor Ponto, City Attorney 
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AGREEMENT EXHIBIT A 

 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 

  (To Be Inserted)  
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AGREEMENT EXHIBIT B 

 

RATE SCHEDULE 

(To Be Inserted)
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APPENDIX 6 – BID FORM 

REVISED 6.16.2021 

 
BID SCHEDULE  

FOR 

SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM LA PUENTE PARK 
 

ITEM  
NO. DESCRIPTION QTY 

UNIT  
PRICES 

EXTENDED  
AMOUNT 

1.   
Genetec OmniCast Enterprise Package: 
GSC-O-E-Base, with annual support 
agreement. 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

2.   

Genetec Camera Connection License, one 
needed per camera except for UFO Cameras 
where two are needed: GSC-OM-E-1C, with 
annual support agreement. 

23 $ __________ $ ____________ 

3.   
Genetec Client Connection per workstation, 
four required: GSC-OM-E-1U, with annual 
support agreement. 

5 $ __________ $ ____________ 

4.   Genetec Active Directory: GSC-E-ACD, 
with annual support agreement. 1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

5.   
Genetec Bosch Alarm Panel Application: 
GSC-SV16V-1AP, with annual support 
agreement. 

3 $ __________ $ ____________ 

6.   

Genetec Streamvault Workstation, two 
required, one at the Maintenance Yard 
building and one at the Community building: 
GSC:SVW-300E-T4-2000-17, with annual 
support agreement. 

2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

7.   

Genetec Streamvault Server, to be installed 
in Community building server room and 
connected to existing fiber run to 
Maintenance building. 132TB capability 
Raid configured: SV-4010EX-R14-13T-12-
210, with annual support agreement. 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

8.   
Axis UFO Cameras: Q-6155-PTZ Please see 
drawing of City Park for Quantities and 
locations. (Figure 28-A) 

7 $ __________ $ ____________ 

9.   
Axis UFO Camera: Q-6100-E Fixed 
Camera. Please see drawing of City Park for 
Quantities and locations. (Figure 28-A) 

7 $ __________ $ ____________ 

10.   Axis Camera: P3245LVE 16 $ __________ $ ____________ 
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11.   Axis Pole Mount, one per camera: T91B57 23 $ __________ $ ____________ 

12.   Axis Wall Mount for UFO Cameras: 
T91G61 7 $ __________ $ ____________ 

13.   Axis Wall mount for P3245 Cameras: 
T91H61 16 $ __________ $ ____________ 

14.   Axis Pendant Mount for P3245 Cameras: 
T94T01D 16 $ __________ $ ____________ 

15.  

Inscape Data 8-Port Outdoor rated POE 
Network Switch with 2-Fiber ports per 
switch, LC-LC. Single Mode. This is to be 
mounted in a outdoor rate Nema 3R 
enclosure 18”x18”x6”. 

4 $ __________ $ ____________ 

16.  

Contractor to include all connections, fiber 
and Cat6 cable required to make an 
operations system. (Main Fiber trunk feeds 
are to be furnished and installed by the City 
of La Puente under a separate contract). 

Lump 
Sum $ __________ $ ____________ 

17.  

Manufacturer End User Operator Training: 
The contractor shall engage the services of 
the USP vendor to assist in the end user 
training of the USP at the end-user site. 
Provide hours of end user training. 

6 HRS $ __________ $ ____________ 

18.  

 

Apple iPad (Wifi-Only) at least 32GB 

 

3 $ __________ $ ____________ 

19.  
BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace 
WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-
RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

9 $ __________ $ ____________ 

20.  
HECKLER DESIGN H608-BG, iPad Wall 
Mount with Power for iPad 10.2-inch (7th 
Generation, 2019) - Black Grey 

3 $ __________ $ ____________ 
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21.  

SHURE MX418D/C, Cardioid-18" Desktop 
Gooseneck Condenser Microphone, 
Attached 10´ XLR Cable, Logic Functions, 
Programmable Switch and LED Indicator, 
Attached Desktop Base 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

22.  
BOSE 343546-1110, PowerMatch 
PM8500N Configurable Amplifier Network 
Model 120V NA 

2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

23.  BOSE 359844-0020, PowerMatch Dante 
Network Card 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

24.  BOSE 834317-1110, ControlSpace EX-1280 
Processor 1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

25.  BOSE PS404D, 400 w 4 channel amp 8ohm 
or 70v 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

26.  

CISCO MGBLH1, The Cisco MFELX1 
100BASE-LX Mini-GBIC SFP Transceiver 
from Linksys is an add-on transceiver for 
select Linksys switches. Installing in a 
standard Mini-GBIC expansion slot, the 
transceiver supports Gigabit data transfer 
over fiber optic cabling. Capable of 
transferring data at speeds of up to 
1000Mbp. 

4 $ __________ $ ____________ 

27.  
CISCO WAP361-A-K9, Wireless-AC/N 
Dual Radio Wall Plate Access Point with 
PoE 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

28.  
Cisco Systems, Inc SG350-28MP-K9-NA, 
Cisco SG350-28MP 28-Port Gigabit PoE 
Managed Switch 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

29.  

Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional 
Control Center digital zone controllers 
provide volume and four (4) source selection 
for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, and 
ControlSpace EX sound processors. 
Powered using PoE, multiple processors can 
be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based 
network. Black or White. 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

30.  
EQUIPT-RACK-HARDWARE, Middle 
Atlantic KO-VT3 3RU Vent Panel for Rear 
Door 

4 $ __________ $ ____________ 
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31.  

MICROPHONE, Jam Stand JS-DMS50 
Table Top Mic Stand, adjustable height of 8" 
to 12.25" with a non-slip rubber ring on the 
bottom of the base. 

2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

32.  Middle Atlantic ERK-Z4, Seismic Brackets 
for ERK Series Rack 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

33.  Middle Atlantic KO-AWFP2, 2-Fan Panel 
for Rear Door 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

34.  
Middle Atlantic SFRD-LOCKPB, 
Replacement Lock/Key For Rear Door to 
Match Front Door 

2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

35.  Middle Atlantic VBK-E35, 25" Deel Vent 
Blocking Kit 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

36.  
RACK ITEM, LIberty WQ599000 3RU rack 
plate with a single 3-Gang Decora Cutout for 
Bose Source Inputs and Volume Controls 

2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

37.  
Remote Support, Cisco CON-SG350-28MP-
K9-NA - 1Year 8x5xNBD Cisco Warranty 
for SG350-28MP-K9-NA 

2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

38.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC CBS-ERK-25, 
CASTER BASE FOR ERK 25DP 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

39.  
MIDDLE ATLANTIC D3, 3SP 

ANODIZED DRAWER 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

40.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC EB5, 5SP 
FLANGED ECONO BLANK 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

41.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC ERK-3525, 
35SP/25D STANDALONE RACK 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 
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42.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC ERK-RR35, 35SP 
ERK REAR RAIL OPTION 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

43.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC FC-4-1CA, FAN 
CNTRL,STANDALONE 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

44.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC FD-35, 35SP SOLID 
FRONTDR, UNIV. 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

45.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC HP500, 500PC 10-32 
SCREW W/CAPT. 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

46.  
MIDDLE ATLANTIC LBP-1A, 10 PACK L 

LACER BAR 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

47.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC LBP-2A, 10 PACK,L 
BAR,2"OFFSET 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

48.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC PD-915R, 9 
OUT,15A,RCKMNT POWER CENTER 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

49.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC PDT-1015C-RN, 10 
OUT,15A,SRG&NFY,CORD 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

50.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC PHBL1-CP12, 12PC. 
PHBL-1 CONTRACT PAC 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

51.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC PHBL2-CP12, 12PC. 
PHBL-2 CONTRACT PAC 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

52.  
MIDDLE ATLANTIC U1V, 1SP vented 

utility shelf 4 $ __________ $ ____________ 
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53.  MIDDLE ATLANTIC U2V, 2SP VENTED 
UTILITY SHELF 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

54.  

SHURE MX183, Omnidirectional 
microphone, Include Belt-Clip Preamp, 
Rotatable Tie Clip, Dual Tie Clip, Snap-Fit 
Windscreen 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

55.  SHURE SB900A, Rechargeable Lithium-Ion 
Battery 3 $ __________ $ ____________ 

56.  SHURE SBC200-US, Dual Docking 
Charger with Power Supply 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

57.  SHURE SM58S, Dynamic Vocal 
Microphone with on/off switch 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

58.  SHURE UA505, Antenna mounting 
bracket/bulkhead adapter 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

59.  
SHURE UA8100, UHF Remote Antenna 
Extension Cable, BNC-BNC, RG213/U 
Type, 100 feet 

2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

60.  
SHURE UA834WB, In-line antenna 
amplifier for remote mounting.  (470-902 
MHz) 

2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

61.  

SHURE UA844+SWB/LC, Five-way active 
antenna splitter and power distribution 
system for QLX-D®, ULX®, ULX-D®, 
SLX®, and BLX® (BLX4R only) receivers. 
Excludes antenna cables and locking power 
cables  (470-952 MHz) 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

62.  SHURE UA850, 50 Foot Remote antenna 
extension cable 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

63.  
SHURE ULXD1-G50, Digital Bodypack 
Transmitter, Frequency Band Version (470 - 
534 Mhz) 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 
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64.  SHURE ULXD2/SM58=-G50, Handheld 
Transmitter with SM58® Microphone 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

65.  

SHURE ULXD4=-G50, Single Digital 
Wireless Receiver with PS41US Power 
Supply, 1/2 Wave Antenna and Rack 
Mounting Hardware 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

66.  

SHURE ULXD4D=-G50, Dual digital 
wireless receiver with internal power supply, 
1/2 wave antenna and rack mounting 
hardware 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

67.  WHIRLWIND MKQ-15BK, WHIRLWIND 
Cable – Microphone. 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

68.  

COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL 
LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series 
two way 10" coaxial weather resistant 
loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 
minimum (music) 

17 $ __________ $ ____________ 

69.  
COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL 
LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt 
yoke for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

17 $ __________ $ ____________ 

70.  Apple iPad (Wifi-Only) at least 32GB 2 $ __________ $ ____________ 

71.  
BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace 
WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-
RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

72.  
HECKLER DESIGN H608-BG, iPad Wall 
Mount with Power for iPad 10.2-inch (7th 
Generation, 2019) - Black Grey 

1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

73.  

BOSE 343546-1110, PowerMatch 

PM8500N Configurable Amplifier Network 

Model 120V NA 
1 $ __________ $ ____________ 

GRANT TOTAL     $ _     _________ 
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Proposer   

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

The undersigned declares under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that 
the representatives made hereto are true and correct. 

 

  

Proposer's Signature 

 

 

   

Printed Name  

 

 

This executed form must be submitted with the proposal. 
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Notes:

Security Cameras & Speaker System

P
=Axis UFO Camera (Includes one Q-6155PTZ & one Q-6100E, one 
Wall Mount T91G61 and one pole Mount bracket Axis T91B57

=Axis Fixed Camera #P3245-LVE with a Axis Pendant Mount and 
Axis Pole Mount T91B57, one T91H61 Wall Mount & one T94T01D

Symbol List

P

P

P

P

P

P =Inscape Outdoor Rated POE 8-Port Switch mounted inside a 
Nema 18x18x6 3R box with LC fiber connections. New fiber to be 
pulled by electrical contractor.

=One 16-Port 1-Gig POE manage switch installed in Maintenance 
Yard IDF room, one inside the Concession stand and one inside 
the Community building IDF room where fiber is existing.   

LA Puente Community Bldg

P
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Video Management System (VMS) and Database Management 

Part 1 - General 

1.01 Related Work 

A. Section 28 23 00 – Video Surveillance 

1.02 Definitions 

A. VMS – Video Management System  

B. CSA – Client Software Application 

C. DGM – Dynamic Graphical Maps 

D. ALPR – Automatic License Plate Recognition 

E. SDK – Software Development Kit 

F. GLM – Genetec Lifecycle Management 

G. SSM – Server Software Module 

H. UI – User Interface 

I. USP – Unified Security Platform 

J. USW – Unified Web Client 

1.03 Qualifications 

A. Software 

1. The City of La Puente is looking for a single platform and a single security 
contractor to handle the following roles: 

a. Video Surveilence  

i. The City Park will comprise a single VMS platform 

Part 2 - Products 

2.01 VMS General Requirements 

A. The VMS shall be an enterprise class IP access control software solution. It shall be 
fully embedded within a Unified Security Platform (USP). The USP shall allow the 
seamless unification of the an IP video management system (VMS) and future 
Access Control System and Bosch Alarm panel integration. 

B. The Future ACS shall be highly scalable to support configurations consisting of 
thousands of doors with facilities spanning multiple geographic areas. 
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C. The VMS shall support an unrestricted number of IP Cameras, logs and historical 
transactions (events and alarms) with the maximum allowed being only limited by the 
amount of hard disk space available. 

D. Manufacturer: 

1. Genetec Security Center:  

a. OminiCast Enterprise 

E. The Approved VMS Certification 

1. The VMS & ACS system shall be certified 

a. UL-294 

b. ULC-S319 

c. EN-60839-11-1 

d. CSPN 

2.02 Failover and Standby Requirements 

A. The USP shall support native and off-the-shelf failover options. 

B. Failover Directory  

1. The Standby Directory shall act as a replacement SSM on hot standby, ready to 
take over as the acting Directory in case the primary Directory fails. The failover 
shall occur in less than 1 minute. No action from the user shall be required. 

2. The USP shall support up to five (5) Directories on standby, lined up to take over 
as the acting Directory in a cascading fashion. 

3. The Standby Directory shall keep its configuration database synchronized with 
the primary Directory. 

4. The Standby Directory shall support disaster recovery scenarios where a server 
can be located in another geographic area (or building) and only take over if all 
other Directories become offline. 

5. The Standby Directory shall support synchronization of the configuration 
databases using a backup and restore mechanism.  The synchronization period 
shall be configurable from 15 minutes to 1 week. 

6. The Standby Directory shall support real-time synchronization of the 
configuration databases using SQL Mirroring or SQL Always On. 

C. Off-the-shelf standby/failover options (excluding the VMS Archiver) shall include:  

1. Native role failover across multiple servers 

2. Windows Clustering 

3. NEC ExpressCluster X LAN 
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2.03 Seamless Unification with VMS 

A. Through the USP, the complete VMS plateform shall support integration with an IP 
Video Surveillance System or MVS. Integration with an IP video surveillance system 
shall permit the user to view live and recorded video. 

B. Users shall be able to associate one or more video cameras to the following entity 
types: doors, elevator and hardware zones (input points), and more. 

C. The Monitoring UI shall present a true Unified Security Interface for access control 
and video surveillance. Advanced live video viewing and playback of archived video 
shall be available through the Monitoring UI. 

D. It shall be possible to view video associated with future access control events when 
viewing a report. 

2.04 General Client Software Requirements 

A. The Client Software Applications (CSA) shall provide the user interface for USP 
configuration and monitoring over any network and be accessible locally or from a 
remote connection. 

B. The CSA shall consist of the Configuration UI for system configuration and the 
Monitoring UI for monitoring. The CSA shall be Windows-based and provide an 
easy-to-use graphical user interface (UI). 

C. The CSA for monitoring shall support running in 64-bit mode. 

D. The Server Administrator shall be used to configure the server database(s). It shall 
be web-based and accessible locally on the SSM or across the network. 

E. The CSA shall seamlessly merge access control, license plate recognition (ALPR), 
and video functionalities within the same user application. 

F. The USP shall use the latest user interface (UI) development and programming 
technologies such as Microsoft WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation), the XAML 
markup language, and the .NET software framework. 

G. All applications shall provide an authentication mechanism, which verifies the validity 
of the user. As such, the administrator (who has all rights and privileges) can define 
specific access rights and privileges for each user in the system.  

H. Logging on to a CSA shall be done either through locally stored USP user accounts 
and passwords or using the operator’s Windows credentials when Active Directory 
integration is enabled.  

I. When integrated with Microsoft’s Active Directory, the CSA and USP shall 
authenticate users using their Windows credentials. As a result, the USP will benefit 
from Active Directory password authentication and strong security features.  

J. The CSA shall support multiple languages, including but not limited to the following: 
English, French, Arabic, Czech, Dutch, German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Persian (Farsi), Polish, Portuguese (Brazilian), 
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Simplified and Traditional Chinese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Thai, Turkish, and 
Vietnamese.  

K. To enhance usability and operator efficiency, the Configuration UI and Monitoring UI 
shall support many of the latest UI such as: 

1. A customizable Home Page that includes favorite and recently used tasks.  

2. Task-oriented approach for administrator/operator activities where each type of 
activity (surveillance, visitor management, individual reports, and more) is an 
operator task. 

3. Consolidated and consistent workflows for video, ALPR, and access control. 

4. Single click functionality for reporting and tracking. The Monitoring UI shall 
support both single-click reporting for access control, ALPR, and video, as well 
as single-click tracking of areas, cameras, doors, zones, cardholders, elevators, 
ALPR entities, and more. Single-click reporting or tracking shall create a new 
task with the selected entities to report on or track.  

L. Configuration UI and Monitoring UI Home Page and Tasks 

1. The Configuration UI and Monitoring UI shall be task-oriented. 

2. A task shall be user interface design patterns whose goal is to simplify the user 
interface by grouping related features from different systems such as video and 
access, in the same display window. Features shall be grouped together in a task 
based on their shared ability to help the user perform a specific task.  

3. Tasks shall be accessible via the Home Page of either the Configuration or the 
Surveillance CSA. 

4. Newly created tasks shall be accessible via the Configuration UI or the 
Monitoring UI taskbar. 

5. Similar tasks shall be grouped into the following categories:  

a. Operation: Access control management, LRP management, and more. 

b. Investigation: access control activity reports, visitor activity reports, alarm 
reports, and more. 

c. Maintenance: Access control and, troubleshooters, audit trails, health-related 
reports, and more.  

6. An operator shall be able to launch a specific task only if they have the 
appropriate privileges. 

7. The Home Page content shall be customizable through the use of privileges to 
hide tasks that an operator should not have access to and through a list of 
favorite and recently used tasks. In addition, editing a USP XML file to add new 
tasks on the fly shall also be possible. 

M. The Contractor shall provide up to __5__ number of simultaneous Clients.  
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2.05 Configuration User Interface (UI) 

A. General 

1. The Configuration UI application shall allow the administrator or users with 
appropriate privileges to change the system configuration. The Configuration UI 
shall provide decentralized configuration and administration of the USP system 
from anywhere on the IP network.  

2. The configuration of all embedded VMS, and future ALPR systems shall be 
accessible via the Configuration UI. 

3. The Configuration UI shall have a home page with single-click access to various 
tasks. 

4. The Configuration UI shall include a variety of tools such as troubleshooting 
utilities, import tools, and a unit discover tool, amongst many more. 

5. The Configuration UI shall include a static reporting interface to: 

a. View historical events based on entity activity. The user shall be able to 
perform such actions as printing a report and troubleshooting a specific 
access event from the reporting view. 

b. View audit trails that show a history of user/administrator changes to an 
entity. 

6. Common entities such as users, schedules, alarms, and many more, can be 
reused by all embedded systems (ACS, VMS, and ALPR). 

 

B. Monitoring UI Home Page and Tasks 

1. Similar tasks shall be grouped into the following categories:  

a. Operation: Access control/LRP/video surveillance, visitor management, 
mustering, access control and video alarm monitoring, and more. 

b. Investigation: Video bookmark/motion/archive reports, access control activity 
reports, visitor activity reports, alarm reports, ALPR activity reports, and 
more. 

c. Maintenance: Video configuration reports, troubleshooters, audit trails, and 
more. 

C. Dynamically Adaptive UI, Controls section, and Widgets 

1. The Monitoring UI shall dynamically adapt to what the operator is doing.  This 
shall be accomplished through the concept of widgets that are grouped in the 
Monitoring UI Controls section. 

2. Widgets shall be mini-applications or mini-groupings in the Monitoring UI 
Controls section that let the operator perform common tasks and provide them 
with fast access to information and actions. 
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3. With a single click on an entity (for example, camera) the specific widgets 
associated to that entity appear and other non-relevant widgets disappear 
dynamically (instantly).  Widgets shall bring the operator information such as 
door status and camera stream information, as well as user actions, such as door 
unlock, PTZ controls, and more. 

4. Specific widgets include those for a door, camera, alarm, zone, display tile, video 
stream (statistics), PTZ camera, and more. 

D. Operator Workflows 

1. A workflow shall be a sequence of operations an operator or administrator shall 
execute to complete an activity. The “flow” relates to a clearly defined timeline or 
sequence for executing the activity. 

2. The Monitoring UI shall be equipped with consistent workflows for the ALPR, 
video, and access control systems that it unifies.  

3. Generating or printing a report, setting up or acknowledging an alarm, or creating 
an incident report shall follow the same process (workflow) whether the operator 
is working with video, ALPR, or access control, or with both video and access 
control. 

E. Each task within the Monitoring UI shall consist of one or more of the following items: 

1. Event list. 

2. Logical tree. Doors, cameras, zones, ALPR units, and elevators shall be grouped 
under Areas in a hierarchical fashion. 

3. Entities list of all entities being tracked. 

4. Display tiles with various patterns (1 x 1, 2 x 2, and more). 

5. Display tile menu with various commands related to cameras, doors, PTZ, and 
tile controls. 

6. Control section with widgets. 

F. The Monitoring UI shall support multiple event lists and display tile patterns, 
including: 

1. Event/alarm list layout only 

2. Display tile layout only 

3. Display tile and alarm/event list combination  

4. ALPR map and alarm/event list combination  

G. User workspace customization 

1. The user shall have full control over the user workspace through a variety of 
user-selectable customization options. Administrators shall also be able to limit 
what users and operators can modify in their workspace through privileges. 

2. Once customized, the user shall be able to save their workspace.   
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3. The user workspace shall be accessible by a specific user from any client 
application on the network. 

4. Display tile patterns shall be customizable. 

5. Event or alarm lists shall span anywhere from a portion of the screen up to the 
entire screen and shall be resizable by the user. The length of event or alarm 
lists shall be user-defined. Scroll bars shall enable the user to navigate through 
lengthy lists of events and alarms. 

6. The Monitoring UI shall support multiple display tile patterns (e.g. 1 display tile 
(1x1 matrix), 16 tiles (8x8 matrix), and multiple additional variations).  

7. The Monitoring UI shall support as many monitors as the PC video adapters and 
Windows Operating System are capable of accepting. 

8. Additional customization options include: show/hide window panes, show/hide 
menus/toolbars, show/hide overlaid information on video, resize different window 
panes, and choice of tile display pattern on a per task basis. 

H. The Monitoring UI shall provide an interface to support the following tasks and 
activities common to VMS control, ALPR: 

1. Monitoring the events from a live security system (VMS and/or ALPR). 

2. Generating reports, including custom reports. 

3. Monitoring and acknowledging alarms. 

4. Creating and editing incidents and generating incident reports. 

5. Displaying dynamic graphical maps and floor plans, as well as executing actions 
from dynamic graphical maps and floor plans. 

6. Management and execution of hot actions and macros. 

I. The Monitoring UI shall be able to monitor the activity of the following entities in real-
time: areas, ALPR entities, doors, elevators, cameras, cardholders, cardholder 
groups, zones (input points), and more. The Monitoring UI shall provide an interface 
to support the following VMS control tasks and capabilities:  

1. Monitoring and management of VMS events and alarms. 

J. Entity Monitoring 

1. The USP shall permit the user to select multiple entities to monitor from the 
Monitoring UI by adding the entities one by one to the tracking list.  

2. The Monitoring UI shall provide the option to filter which events shall be 
displayed in the display tile layout, event list layout, or both. 

3. It shall be possible to lock a Monitoring UI display tile so that it only tracks the 
activity of a specific entity (for example, a specific door or camera).  

4. The user shall be able to drag and drop an event from an event list (or an alarm 
from an alarm list) onto a display tile to view a license plate read, cardholder 
picture ID, badge ID, or live/archived video, among other options.  
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5. Event, alarm, monitoring/tracking, and report lists shall contain cardholder 
pictures where applicable. 

6. The user shall be permitted to start or pause the viewing of events within each 
display tile. 

K. Display Tile Packing and Unpacking 

1. The Monitoring UI shall support single-click unpacking and packing for, areas, 
doors, zones, and alarms. 

2. The packing and unpacking of entities shall allow operators to quickly obtain 
additional information and camera views of a specific entity. 

3. The unpacking of an entity shall display associated entities.  For example, 
unpacking a door with multiple associated cameras shall display all cameras 
associated with that door. Unpacking shall reconfigure the display tiles to be able 
to display all associated entities.  For example, unpacking a door (or a zone or 
alarm) that is currently in a 1 x 1 tile configuration and that has 3 cameras tied to 
it will create a 1 x 3 display tile arrangement for viewing all associated entities. 

4. Packing will return the display to the original tile pattern.   

L. The following additional tools or utilities shall be available from the Monitoring UI: 
create credentials, create cardholders, and access control troubleshooter. 

2.06 Server Administrator User Interface Requirements 

A. The Server Administrator shall be used to configure the SSM and the Directory Role 
(main configuration) and its database(s), to apply the license, and more. 

B. The Server Administrator shall be a web-based application. Through the Server 
Administrator, it shall be possible to access the SSM across the network or locally on 
the server. 

C. Access to the Server Administrator shall be protected via login name, password, and 
encrypted communications.   

D. The Server Administrator shall allow the administrator (user) to perform the following 
functions: 

1. Manage the system license. 

2. Configure the database(s) and database server for the Directory Role.  

3. Activate/Deactivate the Directory Role. 

4. Manually back up the Directory Role database(s) and/or restore the server 
database(s), as well as configure scheduled backups of the databases. 

5. Define the client-to-server communications security settings. 

6. Configure the network communications hardware, including connection 
addresses and ports. 
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2.07 Unified Web Client (UWC) General Requirements 

A. The USP shall support a unified web client (UWC) for access control, video, and 
automatic license plate recognition (ALPR). 

B. The UWC shall be a truly thin client with no download required other than an internet 
web browser or standard web browser plugins. 

C. The UWC shall be platform independent and run within Microsoft Internet Explorer, 
Firefox, Safari, and Google Chrome. 

D. The UWC shall be designed as an HTML5 application. 

E. The UWC shall support display on tablet format. 

F. The UWC will support native H.264 video in the web client. 

G. Web pages for the web client shall be managed and pushed by the Web Client 
Server. Microsoft IIS or any other web hosting service shall not be required given 
that all the web pages shall be hosted by the Mobile Server. 

H. The Web Client Server shall provide the ability to define a unique URL to access the 
web client, to ensure the security of the application. 

I. The UWC shall provide the ability to configure, save, and reload camera layouts. 

J. The UWC shall provide the ability to control PTZ cameras. 

K. Functionalities:  

1. Log in using name and password or Active Directory support shall be available.  

2. Ability for user to change its password. 

3. Encrypted communications for all transactions. 

4. Print reports and export to CSV file. 

5. Access Control. 

a. Cardholder and group (add/modify/delete) 

b. Credential management (modify/delete) 

c. Visitor management (check-in/modify/check-out) 

d. Unlock door 

e. Override the unlocking schedule on a door 

f. Door Activities report 

6. Alarms. 

a. Alarm report 

7. Threat Level management. 
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8. Automatic License Plate Recognition (ALPR). 

a. Live monitoring of the ALPR cameras 

b. ALPR reads and hits report 

c. Addition of plate numbers to hotlists 

2.08 Smartphone and Tablet App General Requirements 

A. The USP shall support mobile apps for various off-the-shelf devices. The mobile 
apps shall communicate with the USP over any Wi-Fi or cellular network connection. 

B. Mobile apps shall communicate with the USP via a Mobile Server Role (MSR). All 
communication between the mobile apps and MSR shall be based on standard 
TCP/IP protocol and shall use the TLS encryption with digital certificates to secure 
the communication channel.   

C. Supported device manufacturers shall include (refer to Mobile App specifications for 
latest compatibility list): 

1. Apple devices running iOS 11.0 or later 

2. Android devices 6.0 or later 

D. It shall be possible to download the mobile apps from the Central application store 
(Apple iTunes App Store, Google Play). 

E. Functionalities 

1. Core 

a. Ability to logon/logoff the UPS using an authorized use profile of the system. 

b. Ability to change the picture or the password of the user of the mobile app. 

c. Ability to view the current Threat Level of the system. 

d. Ability to change the current Threat Level of the system. 

e. Ability to execute hot actions configured in the user profile. 

f. Ability to view entities from the USP: 

i. Cameras 

ii. ALPR cameras 

iii. Web Tile Plugins 

iv. Layouts 

v. Camera Sequences  

vi. Macros  

vii. Maps (geographical maps only)  

g. Ability to navigate the system hierarchical view of the entities and search 
entities in the system. 
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2. Video 

a. Ability to view live and recorded video from the cameras of the USP. A 
maximum of four cameras shall be displayed.  

b. Ability to display live and recorded video side-by-side for a specific camera. 

c. Ability to perform digital zoom on cameras.  

d. Ability to perform actions on cameras, such as add a bookmark, control a 
PTZ, control the iris/focus function, save a snapshot, and start/stop recording. 

e. Ability to view camera layouts. 

f. Ability to view camera sequences. 

g. Ability to run a camera events report. 

h. Ability to change the video quality on the cameras displayed on the mobile 
app. 

i. Ability to use the camera of the smartphone and stream a live video feed to a 
video recorder in the system 

3. Automatic License Plate Recognition 

a. Ability to view live events raised by an ALPR camera.  

b. Ability to view the read image, context image, and all metadata captured by 
the ALPR camera. 

c. Ability to run an ALPR event report. 

d. Ability to add a license plate to a hotlist on the system. 

4. Alarm Management 

a. Ability to receive push notifications to notify mobile operators that an alarm 
was received. 

b. Ability to view all active alarms assigned to the mobile operator. 

c. Ability to perform action on an alarm such as acknowledge, forward, or 
alternate-acknowledge an active alarm.  

d. Ability to view entities attached to the alarm. 

5. Map  

a. Ability to display a geographical map with USP entities geo-located on the 
map. 

b. Ability to view any entity configured on the map. 

c. Ability to search for entities or locations on the map. 

F. It shall be possible to send a message from the client user interface to a mobile 
operator. 
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G. It shall be possible to send a live or playback video sequence from the client UI to a 
mobile operator.  

H. It shall be possible to view mobile operators who enabled location tracking on a map 
in the system. The location of the mobile operator should be updated in real time.  

2.09 Health Monitor 

A. The USP shall monitor the health of the system, log health-related events, and 
calculate statistics. 

B. USP services, roles, agents, units, and client apps will trigger health events. 

C. The USP shall populate the Windows Event Log with health events related to USP 
roles, services, and client apps. 

D. A dedicated role, the Health Monitoring Role, shall perform the following actions: 

1. Monitor the health of the entire system and log events. 

2. Calculate statistics within a specified time frame (hours, days, months). 

3. Calculates availability for clients, servers and video/ALPR units. 

E. A Health Monitoring task and Health History reporting task shall be available for live 
and historical reporting. 

F. A Health Monitoring dashboard task shall be available in the client application user 
interface to provide a live display, such as pie charts and event lists, for quick visual 
assessment on the general health of the system. 

G. A web-based, centralized health dashboard shall be available to remotely view unit 
and role health events of the USP. 

H. Detailed system care statistics will be available through a web-based dashboard 
providing health metrics of USP entities and roles, including Uptime and mean-time-
between-failures. 

I. All health events raised in the system can be used for automating the USP 
event/action management.  

J. Health events shall be accessible via the SDK (can be used to create SNMP traps). 

2.10 USP General Requirements  

A. The Unified Security Platform (USP) shall be an enterprise class IP-enabled security 
and safety software solution. 

B. The USP shall support the seamless unification of the future IP access control 
system (ACS), IP video management system (VMS), and IP automatic license plate 
recognition system (ALPR) under a single platform. The USP user interface (UI) 
applications shall present a unified security interface for the management, 
configuration, monitoring, and reporting of embedded ACS, VMS and ALPR systems, 
and associated edge devices. 
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C. Functionalities available with the USP shall include: 

1. Configuration of embedded systems, such as ALPR, and VMS systems. 

2. Live event monitoring. 

3. Live video monitoring and playback of archived video. 

4. Alarm management. 

5. Reporting, including creating custom report templates and incident reports. 

6. The Federation™ feature for global monitoring, reporting, and alarm 
management of multiple remote and independent VMS, and or ALPR systems 
spread across multiple facilities and geographic areas.  

7. Future Intrusion device and panel integration (live monitoring, reporting, and 
arming/disarming).  

8. Future SIP Intercom device integration for bi-directional communication.  

9. Integration with third party systems and databases via plug-ins (access control, 
video analytics, point of sale, and more).  

10. Future Dynamic graphical map viewing. 

11. Future Asset management system integration.  

D. The USP shall be deployed in one or more of the following types of installations: 

1. Unified ALPR, video platform, and any combination thereof. 

2. Standalone video, or ALPR platform. 

3. Unified video platform that federates multiple remote, VMS, and ALPR. 

E. Licensing: 

1. A single central license shall be applied centrally on the configuration server. 

2. There shall be no requirement to apply a license at every server computer or 
client workstation. 

3. Based on selected options, one or more embedded systems shall be enabled or 
disabled. 

F. Hardware and Software Requirements: 

1. The USP and embedded systems (video, license plate recognition) shall be 
designed to run on a standard PC-based platform loaded with a Windows 
operating system. The preferred operating system shall be coordinated with the 
Owner following the manufacturer supported operating systems. 

2. The core client/server software shall be built in its entirety using the Microsoft 
.NET software framework and the C# (C-Sharp) programming language. 
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3. The USP database server(s) shall be built on Microsoft’s SQL Server. The 
preferred SQL version shall be coordinated with the Owner and compatible with 
the USP. 

4. The USP shall be compatible with virtual environments, including VMware and 
Microsoft Hyper-V. 

5. The USP shall use the latest user interface (UI) development and programming 
technologies such as Microsoft WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation), the 
XAML markup language, and .NET software framework. 

2.11 USP Architecture 

A. The USP shall be based on a client/server model. The USP shall consist of a 
standard Server Software Module (SSM) and Client Software Applications (CSA). 

B. The USP shall be an IP enabled solution. All communication between the SSM and 
CSA shall be based on standard TCP/IP protocol and shall use TLS encryption with 
digital certificates to secure the communication channel.  

C. The SSM shall be a Windows service that can be configured to start when the 
operating system is booted and run in the background.  The SSM shall automatically 
launch at computer startup, regardless of whether or not a user is logged on the 
machine. 

D. Users shall be able to deploy the SSM on a single server or across several servers 
for a distributed architecture. The USP shall not be restricted in the number of SSM 
deployed. 

E. The USP shall support the concept of The Federation feature whereby multiple 
independent VMS, and ALPR installations can be merged into a single large virtual 
system for centralized monitoring, reporting, and alarm management.  

F. The USP shall protect against potential database server failure and continue to run 
through standard off-the-shelf solutions. 

G. The USP shall support up to one thousand instances of CSA connected at the same 
time. However, an unrestricted number of CSA can be installed at any time.  

H. The USP shall support an unrestricted number of logs and historical transactions 
(events and alarms) with the maximum allowed being limited by the amount of hard 
disk space available. 

I. Roles-Based Architecture: 

1. The USP shall consist of a role-based architecture, with each SSM hosting one 
or more roles. 

2. Each role shall execute a specific set of tasks related to either core system, 
automatic license plate recognition (ALPR), video (VMS) functionalities, among 
many others. Installation shall be streamlined through the ability of the USP to 
allow administrators to: 

a. Deploy one or several SSM across the network prior to activating roles. 
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b. Activate and deactivate roles as needed on each and every SSM. 

c. Centralize role configuration and management. 

d. Support remote configuration. 

e. Move roles over from one SSM to another.  

3. Each role, where needed, shall have its own database to store events and role-
specific configuration information. 

4. Roles without databases, such as The Federation feature, Active Directory, and 
Global Cardholder Management, shall support near real-time standby without 
any third party failover software being required. 

5. Directory Role: 

a. The Directory Role shall manage the central database that contains all the 
system information and component configuration of the USP. 

b. The Directory Role shall authenticate users and give access to the USP 
based on predefined user access rights or privileges, and security partition 
settings. 

c. The Directory Role shall support the configuration/management of the 
following components common to the ACS, ALPR, and VMS sub-systems: 

i. Security Partitions, users, and user groups 

ii. Areas 

iii. Zones, input/output (IO) linking rules, and custom output behavior 

iv. Alarms. Schedules, and scheduled tasks 

v. Custom events 

vi. Macros or custom scripts 

d. The Directory Role shall support the configuration/management of the 
following components specific to VMS: 

i. Video servers and their peripherals (for example audio, IOs, and serial 
ports) 

ii. PTZ 

iii. Camera sequences 

iv. Recording and archiving schedules 

e. The Directory Role shall support the configuration/management of the 
following components specific to ALPR: 

i. ALPR units and cameras 

ii. Hotlists, permit lists, and overtime rules 

2. The Video Archiver Role shall be responsible for managing cameras and 
encoders under its control and archiving. 
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3. The Media Router Role shall be responsible for routing video and audio streams 
across local and wide area networks from the source (for example DVS) to the 
destination (for example CSA). 

4. The Access Manager Role shall be responsible for synchronizing access control 
hardware units under its control, such as door controllers and I/O modules. This 
role shall also be responsible for validating and logging all access activities and 
events when the door controllers and I/O modules are online. 

5. The Automatic License Plate Recognition (ALPR) Role shall be responsible for 
synchronizing fixed ALPR units (cameras) and mobile ALPR applications under 
its control. The ALPR Role shall also be responsible for logging all ALPR 
activities and events. 

6. The Health Monitoring Role shall be responsible for monitoring and logging 
health events and warnings from the various client applications, roles, and 
services that are part of the USP. This role shall also be responsible for logging 
events within the Windows Event Log and for generating reports on health 
statistics and health history. 

7. Optional Roles 

a. The Federation Role shall be responsible for creating a large virtual system 
consisting of hundreds or thousands of independent and remote ACS, VMS, 
and/or ALPR systems.  

b. The Global Cardholder Synchronizer Role shall be responsible for 
synchronizing cardholder and credential data between the local site and a 
central site. Synchronization between remote sites shall also be supported.  

c. The Active Directory Role shall be responsible for synchronizing user 
accounts and cardholder accounts with a Microsoft Active Directory server.  

d. The Intrusion Manager Role shall be responsible for managing third party 
intrusion devices such as alarm panels and perimeter detection devices. This 
role shall also be responsible for logging all intrusion events in a database.  

e. The Asset Manager Role shall be responsible for integrating and 
synchronizing with third party asset management systems and logging asset 
related events. This role shall also be responsible for supporting the 
execution of asset-related reports such as inventory reports and asset activity 
reports. 

f. The Plug-in Manager Role shall be responsible for the communication 
between the USP and third party systems such as video analytics, access 
control, video, ALPR, and building management systems.  

g.  The Web SDK Role shall be responsible for connecting the USP to any 
application or interface developed with the Web Service SDK. Applications 
developed with the Web Service SDK shall be platform independent and rely 
on the REST protocol for communications 

h. The Communication Management Role shall be responsible for registering 
the SIP communication endpoints and for managing the call routing. Server 
Monitoring Service (Watchdog): 
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6. The USP shall include a Server Monitoring Service that continuously monitors 
the state of the Server Software Module (SSM) service.  

7. The Server Monitoring Service shall be a Windows service that automatically 
launches at system startup, regardless of whether or not a user is logged into his 
account.  

8. The Server Monitoring Service shall be installed on all PCs/servers running an 
SSM. In the event of a malfunction or failure, the Server Monitoring Service shall 
restart the failed service. As a last resort, the Server Monitoring Service shall 
reboot the PC/server should it be unable to restart the service. 

2.12 USP Video, and ALPR Unification 

A. The Monitoring UI shall present a true Unified Security Interface for live monitoring 
and reporting of the VMS, and ALPR.  Advanced live video viewing and playback of 
archived video shall be available through the Monitoring UI.   

B. The Configuration UI shall present a true Unified Security Interface for the 
configuration and management of the VMS, and ALPR.   

C. The user shall be able to associate one or more video cameras to the following entity 
types: ALPR cameras, and more. 

D. It shall be possible to view video associated to access control events when viewing a 
report. 

E. It shall be possible to view video associated to intrusion panel events when viewing a 
report. 

F. It shall be possible to view video associated to ALPR events when viewing a report. 

2.13 USP Alarm Management 

A. The USP shall support the following Alarm Management functionality: 

1. Create and modify user-defined alarms. An unrestricted number of user-defined 
alarms shall be supported. 

2. Assign a time schedule or a coverage period to an alarm. An alarm shall be 
triggered only if it is a valid alarm for the current time period. 

3. Set the priority level of an alarm and its reactivation threshold. 

4. Define whether to display live or recorded video, still frames or a mix once the 
alarm is triggered. 

5. Provide the ability to display live and recorded video within the same video tile 
using picture-in-picture (PiP) mode. 

6. Provide the ability to group alarms by source and by type. 

7. Define the time period after which the alarm is automatically acknowledged. 
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8. Define the recipients of an alarm. Alarm notifications shall be routed to one or 
more recipients. Recipients shall be assigned a priority level that prioritizes the 
order of reception of an alarm. 

9. Define the alarm broadcast mode. Alarm notifications shall be sent using either a 
sequential or an all-at-once broadcast mode. 

10. Define whether to display the source of the alarm, one or more entities, or an 
HTML page. 

11. Specify whether an incident report is mandatory during acknowledgment. 

B. The workflows to create, modify, add instructions and procedures, and acknowledge 
an alarm shall be consistent for access control, ALPR, and video alarms. 

C. Alarms shall be federated, allowing global alarm management across multiple 
independent USP and VMS systems. 

D. The USP shall also support alarm notification to an email address or any device 
using the SMTP protocol. 

E. The ability to create alarm-related instructions shall be supported through the display 
of one or more HTML pages following an alarm event. The HTML pages shall be 
user-defined and can be interlinked. 

F. Alarm unpacking and packing shall be supported where all the entities associated to 
an alarm can be display in the Monitoring UI with the single click of a button. 

G. The user shall have the ability to acknowledge alarms, create an incident upon alarm 
acknowledgement, and put an alarm to snooze.  

H. The user shall be able to spontaneously trigger alarms based on something he or 
she sees in the system. 

I. An alarm shall be configured in such a way that it remains visible until the source 
condition has been acknowledged. 

J. The user shall be able to investigate an alarm without acknowledging it. 

2.14 USP Threat Levels 

A. The USP shall support Threat Levels to dynamically change the system behavior to 
respond to critical events. 

B. Threat Levels shall be activated and deactivated by the CSA operator with the right 
privilege. 

C. Threat Levels shall be set on an area or on the entire system. 

D. Threat Levels shall affect the system behavior by executing any action available in 
the USP such as: trigger output, start recording, block camera, override recording 
quality, arm zone, set a door in maintenance mode, and more. 

E. The following specific actions shall be available with Threat Level: 
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1. Set minimum security clearance to restrict or permit access to cardholders on 
specific areas on top of the restrictions imposed by the access rules. 

2. Set minimum user level to automatically log out user from the USP. 

3. Set reader mode to change how the doors are accessed (for example card and 
PIN, or card or PIN). 

F. A visible notification shall be displayed in all operator CSA when a Threat Level is 
activated. 

2.15 USP Advanced Task Management 

A.  USP shall support an infrastructure for managing Monitoring UI tasks used for live 
monitoring, day-to-day activities, and reporting.  

B. Administrators shall be able to assign tasks and lock the operator’s workspace. The 
user management of their workspace shall be limited by their assigned privileges. 

C. Operators shall be able save their tasks as either Public tasks or Private tasks and in 
a specific partition. Public tasks shall be available to all users. Private tasks shall 
only be available to the owner of the task. 

D. Operators shall be able to share their tasks by sending them to one or more online 
users. Recipients shall have the option to accept the sent task. 

E. Operators shall be able to duplicate a task. 

2.16 USP Reporting 

A. The USP shall support report generation (database reporting) for ALPR, video, and 
intrusion.  

B. Each and every report in the system shall be a USP task, each associated with its 
own privilege.  A user shall have access to a specific report task if they have the 
appropriate privilege. 

C. The workflows to create, modify, and run a report shall be consistent for ALPR, and 
video reports. 

D. Reports shall be federated, allowing global consolidated reporting across multiple 
independent USP, VMS, and ALPR systems. 

E. The USP shall support the following types of reports: 

1. Alarm reports 

2. Video-specific reports (archive, bookmark, motion, and more) 

F. Generic Reports, Custom Reports and Report Templates: 

1. The user shall the option of generating generic reports from an existing list, 
generating reports from a list of user-defined templates, or creating a new report 
or report template.  
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2. The user shall be able to customize the predefined reports and save them as 
new report templates. There shall be no need for an external reporting tool to 
create custom reports and report templates. Customization options shall include 
setting filters, report lengths, and timeout period. The user shall also be able to 
set which columns shall be visible in a report. The sorting of reported data shall 
be available by clicking on the appropriate column and selecting a sort order 
(ascending or descending). 

3. All report templates shall be created within the Monitoring UI.  

4. These templates can be used to generate reports on a schedule in PDF or Excel 
formats.  

5. An unrestricted number of custom reports and templates shall be supported.  

G. A reporting task layout shall consist of panes with settings (report length, filters, go 
and reset commands, etc.), the actual report data in column format, and a pane with 
display tiles. The user shall be able to drag and drop individual records in a report 
onto one or more display tiles to view a cardholder’s picture ID, playback a video 
sequence, or an ALPR event.  

H. The USP shall support comprehensive data filtering for most reports based on entity 
type, event type, event timestamp, custom fields, and more. 

I. The reporting task shall have the ability to display results through graphics such as 
line charts, bar charts, stacked bar charts, doughnut charts, and pie charts. 

J. The user shall be able to click on an entity within an existing report to generate 
additional reports from the Monitoring UI.  

K. The USP shall support the following actions on a report: print report, export report to 
a PDF/Microsoft Excel/CSV file, export the graphics chart in JPG/PNG, and 
automatically email a report based on a schedule and a list of one or more recipients. 

2.17 USP Dashboards 

A. The USP shall support the ability to create dashboards. 

B. Operators shall be allowed to view dashboards if they are granted the appropriate 
privilege. Modification to the dashboards should also be allowed to users granted the 
appropriate privilege.  

C. Dashboards in the system shall be a USP task. A user shall have access to a 
specific dashboard task if they have the appropriate privilege. 

D. Dashboards shall be shaved either in a private folder or a public folder. 

E. A dashboard shall consist of a canvas with various widgets displayed on the canvas. 
All widgets should offer the ability to specify location and size to the widget, a title to 
the widget, a background color to the widget, and the ability to refresh periodically 
the content of the widget. 

F. Dashboard widget types shall be: 
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1. Image: provides the ability to display an image (JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP) on a 
dashboard. 

2. Text: provides the ability to display a text on a dashboard. The text style shall be 
configurable, so font, size, color, and alignment can be specified by the user.  

3. Tile: provides the ability to display any entity of the USP inside of a tile.  

4. Web page: provides the ability to display a URL on a dashboard.  

5. Entity Count: provides the ability to display the total number of a specific entity 
type in the USP.  

6. Reports: provides the ability to display the results of any saved reports in the 
system. The results shall be displayed either by showing the total number of 
results in the report, a set of top results from the report, or a visual graph from 
the data returned by the report. 

G. It shall be possible to extend the widgets of a dashboard using the SDK. This will 
provide the ability to develop custom widgets to the system. 

H. The USP shall support the following actions on a dashboard: print dashboard, export 
dashboard to PNG file, and automatically email a report based on a schedule and a 
list of one or more recipients. 

2.18 USP Federation feature: Monitoring of Remote Systems  

A. The USP shall support the concept of a Federation feature for video, and ALPR. 

B. The Federation feature shall allow multiple independent USP systems (Federated 
systems) to be unified into a larger virtual system (the Federation feature). This shall 
facilitate the global monitoring of multiple independent USP systems. 

C. The Federation feature shall support the unification of multiple independent video 
surveillance systems or VMS. 

D. The Federation feature shall support the unification of multiple independent license 
plate recognition systems or ALPR. 

E. Entities that shall federated and monitored centrally from the Federation feature shall 
include: alarms, areas, cameras, ALPR events, and zones (monitored inputs).  

F. The Federation feature shall support a cloud-based deployment, whereby the service 
and infrastructure will be updated automatically and provisioned by the service 
provider, without need for on-site hardware. 

G. The Federation feature shall support Global Alarm Management from the Monitoring 
UI for video, and ALPR. 

H. The Federation feature shall support Global Report Generation from the Monitoring 
UI for video, and ALPR. 

I. The Federation feature shall support dozens of operator actions on remote 
(federated) entities from the Monitoring UI (for example generating a global report 
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taking into account events from multiple independent sites or acknowledging remote 
alarms). 

2.19 USP Zone Management 

A. The USP shall support the configuration and management of zones for input point 
monitoring via the Zone Manager Role. A user shall be able to add, delete, or modify 
a zone if they have the appropriate privileges. 

B. A zone shall monitor the status of one or more inputs points. Zone monitoring or 
input point monitoring shall be possible through the use of a controller and one or 
more input modules. Inputs from video cameras or video encoders shall also be 
accessible via a zone. 

C. Depending on the hardware installed, supervised inputs shall be supported. 
Depending on the input module used, both 3-state and 4-state supervision shall be 
available. 

D. A schedule shall be defined for a zone, indicating when the zone will be monitored. 

E. Custom Events shall provide full flexibility in creating custom events tailored to a 
zone. Users shall be able to associate custom events to state changes in monitored 
inputs. 

F. The future ACS shall support one or more cameras per zone. Video shall then be 
associated to zone state changes. 

G. Input/Output (IO) Linking 

1. Zone management shall support Input/Output (IO) Linking. I/O Linking shall allow 
one or more inputs to trigger one or more outputs.  

2. I/O Linking shall be available in offline mode when communication between the 
server and hardware is not available.  

3. Custom Output Behaviors shall provide full flexibility in creating a variety of 
complex output signal patterns: simple pulses, periodic pulses, variable duty-
cycle pulses, and state changes. 

4. Through the “trigger an output” action, the VMS shall support the triggering of 
outputs with custom output behaviors. 

2.20 USP User and User Group Security, Partitions, and Privileges Management 

A. The USP shall support the configuration and management of users and user groups. 
A user shall be able to add, delete, or modify a user or user group if they have the 
appropriate privileges. 

B. The USP shall support user authentication with claims-based authentication using 
external providers. External providers shall include: 

1. ADFS (Active Directory Federation Services)  
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C. Common access rights and privileges shared by multiple users shall be defined as 
User Groups. Individual group members shall inherit the rights and privileges from 
their parent user groups. User group nesting shall be allowed. 

D. User privileges shall be extensive in the USP.  All configurable entities for the USP, 
including video, and ALPR shall have associated privileges. 

E. Specific entities, such as cardholders, cardholder groups, and credentials shall 
include a more granular set of privileges, such as the right to access custom fields 
and change the activation or profile status of an entity. 

F. Partitions: 

1. The USP shall limit what users can view in the configuration database via 
security partitions (database segments). The administrator, who has all rights 
and privileges, shall be allowed to segment a system into multiple security 
partitions.  

2. All entities that are part of the USP can be assigned to one or more partitions. 

3. A user who is given access to a specific partition shall only be able to view 
entities (components) within the partition to which they have been assigned.  
Access is given by assigning the user as an accepted user to view the entities 
that are members of a particular partition. 

4. A user or user group can be assigned administrator rights over the partition.  

G. It shall be possible to specify user and user group privileges on a per partition basis. 

H. Advanced logon options shall be available such as dual logon and more. 

I. It shall be possible to specify an inactive period for the Monitoring UI after which time 
the application shall automatically lock, while still preserving access to currently 
displayed camera feeds. 

J. It shall be possible to review used permissions and determine: 

1. For any entity in the system, which user group or user can view or modify it. 

2. For any user group or user in the system, what are its privileges. 

3. For any privilege in the system, which used group or used is allowed to perform 
the underlying action. 

2.21 USP Event/Action Management 

A. The USP shall support the configuration and management of events for video and 
ALPR. A user shall be able to add, delete, or modify an action tied to an event if he 
has the appropriate privileges. 

B. The USP shall receive all incoming events from one or more ACS, VMS, and/or 
ALPR. The USP shall take the appropriate actions based on user-define event/action 
relationships. 

C. The USP shall receive and log the following events: 
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1. System-wide events 

2. Application events (clients and servers) 

3. Area, camera, door, elevator, and ALPR events (reads and hits) 

4. Cardholder and credential events 

5. Unit events 

6. Zone events 

7. Alarm events 

8. ALPR events 

9. First Person In and Last Person Out events and antipassback events 

10. Intrusion events 

11. Asset management events 

12. Health monitoring events.  

D. The USP shall allow the creation of custom events. 

E. The USP shall have the capability to execute an action in response to an access 
control, video, and ALPR event. 

F. The USP shall allow a schedule to be associated with an action. The action shall be 
executed only if it is an appropriate action for the current time period. 

2.22 USP Schedules and Scheduled Tasks 

A. Schedules 

1. The USP shall support the configuration and management of complex schedules. 
A user shall be able to add, delete, or modify a schedule if they have the 
appropriate privileges.  

2. The USP shall provide full flexibility and granularity in creating a schedule. The 
user shall be able to define a schedule in 1-minute or 15-minute increments. 

3. Daily, weekly, ordinal, and specific schedules shall be supported. 

B. Scheduled Tasks 

1. The USP shall support scheduled tasks for access control, video, and ALPR.  

2. Scheduled tasks shall be executed on a user-defined schedule at a specific day 
and time. Recurring or periodic scheduled tasks shall also be supported. 

3. Scheduled tasks shall support all standard actions available within the USP, such 
as sending an email or emailing a report.  

2.23 USP Macros and Custom Scripts 

A. The USP shall enable users to automate and extend the functionalities of the system 
through the use of macros or custom scripts for access control, video, and ALPR.  
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B. Custom macros shall be created with the USP Software Development Kit (SDK). 

C. A macro shall be executed either automatically or manually.  

D. In the Monitoring UI, a macro shall be launched through hot actions. 

2.24 USP Dynamic Graphical Maps (DGM) 

A. The USP shall support mapping functionality for access control, video surveillance, 
intrusion detection, ALPR, and external applications. 

B. The USP shall provide a map centric interface with the ability to command and 
control all the USP capabilities from a full screen map interface. 

C. It shall be possible to span the map over all screens of the USP client station. In the 
scenario where the map is spanned over all the screens of the USP client station it 
shall be possible to navigate the map including pan and zoom, and the map’s moves 
shall be synchronized between all screens. Spanning the map over multiple screen 
must provide the same command and control capabilities than in a single screen 
display. 

D. The DGM shall support the following file format and protocol for importing map 
background: 

1. PDF 

2. JPG 

3. PNG 

4. Web Tile Map Service (WMTS) and Web Map Service (WMS) defined by the 
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 

5. BeNomad  

6. AutoCAD (DWG & DXF) 

E. The DGM shall provide the following online map providers for use as map 
background and provide the ability to manage their service license if they require 
one: 

1. Google Map, aerial, terrain (Licensed) 

2. Bing Map, aerial, satellite, hybrid (Licensed) 

3. ESRI ArcGIS (Licensed) 

4. OpenStreet Map aerial (Licensed) 

5. OVI hybrid 

F. It shall be possible to configure a mixed set of maps made of GIS, online providers 
and private imported files and link them together. 

G. The DGM shall provide the ability to display all native entities of the USP including: 

1. Cameras, fix, and PTZ 
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2. Doors 

3. Camera sequences 

4. Areas 

5. Intrusion areas 

6. Intrusion zones 

7. License Plate Recognition cameras 

8. Digital inputs 

9. Digital outputs 

10. Intercoms 

11. Alarms 

12. Macros 

13. Police Car Patrollers  

H. The DGM shall provide the ability to draw and display information over the map in 
the form of: 

1. Vectoral shapes: line, rectangles, polygons, ellipse 

2. Pictures 

3. Text 

I. The DGM shall provide the ability to display any type of third party entities integrated 
through an SDK.  

J. The DGM shall provide the ability to display layer of information in Keyhole Markup 
Language (KML) format. 

K. The DGM shall provide the ability to the operator to manage layers of entities 
displayed over the map, being able to turn them on and off and changing the 
superposition order. 

L. The DGM shall provide the ability to import data layers from one or more ESRI 
ArcGIS servers.   

M. The DGM shall provide the operators with the ability to manage layers that are 
imported from ESRI ArcGIS. The operators shall be able to turn the layers on and 
off, as well as sort the layers. 

N. The DGM shall offer built-in map data backup and restore for both map backgrounds 
and layers of entities. 

O. The DGM shall offer failover capabilities.  

P. The DGM shall scale up to several thousands of entities on a single map and 
hundreds of maps. 
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Q. The DGM shall provide a means to update a map background without affecting the 
map object configuration. 

R. The DGM shall offer a user-friendly graphical map designer to configure the maps. 

S. The DGM shall provide user friendly and intuitive navigation that includes: 

1. The ability to create hierarchies of maps to facilitate navigation within and 
between various sites and buildings. 

2. The ability to define favorites for recurrent position recall. 

3. The possibility to create links between maps. The map links shall allow the link 
from one map to multiple maps representing the floors of a building. Navigating 
between floors of a building shall keep the level of the map. 

4. A common user experience regarding navigation into the map for both GIS and 
private maps.  

T. It shall be possible to monitor the state of entities on the map. It shall be possible to 
customize the icons of any entities represented on the map. 

U. The DGM shall offer the ability to optionally set a graphical display notification of the 
motion detection. 

V. The DGM shall offer a smart selection tool to access the video. By clicking the 
location the user wants to see, the DGM will automatically select the cameras that 
can see this location and move the PTZ towards that location. This smart selection 
tool shall take obstacles into consideration and not display cameras that cannot see 
the location because of a wall. 

W. It shall be possible to select a location by drawing a zone of interest on the DGM, 
and to display all the entities that are part of that zone of interest at once. 

X. The user shall be able to select and display the content of multiple USP entities on 
the map in pop-up windows. 

Y. The user shall be able to move, resize, and pin the USP entity pop-up windows to 
the map. 

Z. It shall be possible to access live and playback video from the map. 

AA. It shall be possible to monitor all entity event notifications from the DGM. Users shall 
be able to turn notifications on and off per entity. 

BB. The DGM shall offer the ability to fully operate alarm monitoring. It shall be possible 
to: 

1. Center the map on entities related to the alarm. 

2. Visualize the Alarm notifications on the map and access the related videos from 
the map. 

3. Trigger and receive alarms. 
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4. Act on the alarm from the DGM, including acknowledgements, forwarding, and 
investigation. 

5. Visualize that an alarm occurred in an underlying linked map. 

CC. The DGM shall provide the following search capabilities: 

1. Search and center by entity name. 

2. From the Display of an entity in the USP, locate the entity on the map and offer 
the ability to select another one close-by. 

DD.  Any update of map content by an administrator shall be immediately and 
dynamically pushed to all DGM users. 

EE. The DGM shall support the use of GIS maps or private maps or a combination of 
both for map background.  

FF. The DGM shall be compatible with any GIS compliant maps with the OGC and 
supporting WMTS and WMS. This includes, but is not limited to, ESRI maps. The 
DGM shall allow the selection of the appropriate GIS layers. 

GG. The DGM shall provide an intuitive built-in map designer for entity positioning on the 
map using drag and drop. Any configuration shall be graphic. 

HH.  It shall be possible to edit and configure multiple map objects at once. 

II. All map design modifications shall be logged in an audit trail. 

JJ. Various actions shall be available within maps for execution through simple and 
intuitive double-click, right-click, or drag-and-drop functionality. Examples of actions 
available through maps shall include unlocking a door and acknowledging an alarm. 

KK. Through the following functionality, the DGM shall allow the management of USP 
alarms from the map:  

1. Locate on the map entities related to the alarm. 

2. Display entities of the alarm with a specific icon, color, transparency level, and 
blinking rate. 

3. List, select, and locate alarms. 

4. Auto center the map on the highest priority alarm. 

5. Handle the alarm from the map, including acknowledgement, forwarding, and 
investigation. 

6. All map containers, such as hotspots or map links shall reflect the alarm status of 
the contained entities. 

LL. It shall be possible to add advanced functionality to maps object using the SDK. Any 
functionality available through the USP SDK shall be available within maps.  

MM. The DGM shall offer lasso tools for: 
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1. Displaying entities at one location through a single action.  

2. Triggering an action on all entities at one a location in a single click. 

3. Editing multiple entities at one location simultaneously. 

NN. The DGM shall allow the display of USP entities selected from the map on a remote 
monitor (video wall 

OO. The DGM shall provide the ability to search within the map by entity name. 

PP. The DGM shall allow the use of KML overlay map information for both GIS and 
private maps. Movable objects shall be supported using KML.  

QQ.  The Contractor shall provide licenses for each entity that is required to be shown on 
the graphical maps. 

2.25 USP Audit and User Activity Trails (Logs) 

A. The USP shall support the generation of audit trails. Audit trails shall consist of logs 
of operator/administrator additions, deletions, and modifications. 

B. Audit trails shall be generated as reports. They shall be able to track changes made 
within specific time periods. Querying on specific users, changes, affected entities, 
and time periods shall also be possible. 

C. For entity configuration changes, the audit trail report shall include detailed 
information of the value before and after the changes. 

D. The USP shall support the generation of user activity trails. User activity trails shall 
consist of logs of operator activity on the USP such as login, camera viewed, ALPR 
event viewed, badge printing, video export, and more. 

2.26 USP Incident Reports 

2.27 USP Third Party Integration 

A. Microsoft Active Directory Integration 

1. The USP shall support a direct connection to one or multiple Microsoft Active 
Directory server via the Active Directory Role(s). Active Directory integration shall 
enable the synchronization of information from the Active Directory server to the 
USP. 

2. Active Directory integration shall permit the central management of the USP 
users, user groups, cardholders, and cardholder groups.   

3. The USP shall support ADFS for user login. 

4. The USP shall be able to connect to and synchronize data from multiple Active 
Directory servers (up to 10). 

5. The USP shall support Azure AD for cardholder synchronization.  

6. The USP shall support synchronizing Active Directory Universal Groups as well 
as security groups belonging to other domains within the same forest. 
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7. The USP shall support Microsoft Active Directory encryption using LDAP SSL. 

8. When enabled, Active Directory shall manage user logon to the USP client 
applications through the user’s Windows credentials. Logging on to the USP shall 
utilize native Active Directory password management and authentication 
features. 

9. It shall be possible to synchronize the following USP entities and their information 
from Active Directory with the USP: 

a. Users (username, first and last names, email address, and more) 

b. User groups (user group name, description, and group email address) 

c. Cardholders (first and last names, description, email, picture and more) 

d. Cardholder groups (cardholder group name, description, and group email 
address) 

e. Active Directory attributes to USP custom fields 

10. When enabled, the addition, removal, or suspension of a user’s Windows 
account in Active Directory shall result in the creation, deletion, or disabling of the 
equivalent user account in the USP. 

11. When enabled, the addition, removal, or suspension of a user’s Windows 
account in Active Directory shall result in the creation, deletion, or disabling of the 
equivalent cardholder account in the USP. 

12. Supported synchronization methods for additions, modification, and deletions of 
synchronized entities shall include: on first logon (users only), manual 
synchronization, and scheduled synchronization. 

13. The USP shall support user connections across independent organizations by 
connecting to an external ADFS (Active Directory Federation Services) service 
using claims-based authentication. 

B. Future Bosch Intrusion Detection Integration:  

1. The USP shall integrate with third party intrusion panels and devices via an 
Intrusion SDK. The Intrusion Manager Role shall manage communications with 
the intrusion panels. Communications with intrusion devices shall be over serial 
communications and/or an IP network. 

2. Integration with intrusion panels shall be possible outside the release cycle of the 
USP. It shall be possible to add new integrations at any point in time. 

3. Functionality available via the integration of intrusion devices with the USP shall 
include the following (where supported by the intrusion panel): 

a. Arm and disarm intrusion devices (manually, on schedule, or following a USP 
event) 

b. Activate or trigger intrusion device outputs 

c. View intrusion events and alarms 
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d. Monitor the status, including arming status, of the intrusion devices 

e. Video verification of intrusion events and alarms with video panels 

f. Create USP zones using intrusion device inputs 

4. Currently supported intrusion panels include: 

a. Bosch G Series panels 

C. Additional Third Party Integrations 

1. The USP shall support multiple approaches to integrating third party systems. 
These shall include: Software Development Kits (SDKs), REST-based Web 
Service SDKs, RTSP Service SDKs, and more.  

2. The USP architecture shall support the addition of new connectors to integrate to 
third party system integration, such as:  

a. Third party video systems 

b. Third party access control systems 

c. ALPR integrations with pay stations, permit vendors, pay-by-phone vendors, 
and ticketing vendors 

d. Building management systems 

e. Access Control ecosystem (such as IDscanner, card synchronization, 
Gardtour) 

f. Transaction monitoring (POS, Barcode scanning, ATM) 

g. Data protocols (mobus, BacNet, OPC, SNMP) 

h. Videowall 

i. Human resource management systems (HRMS) 

2.28 USP Software Development Kit (SDK)  

A. A USP SDK shall be available to support custom development for the platform.  

B. The SDK shall include functionalities specific to the embedded automatic license 
plate recognition (ALPR), access control (ACS), and video (VMS) systems.  

C. Integration with external applications and databases shall be possible with the SDK. 

D. The SDK shall support an API to allow third party access control hardware 
integration.  

E. The SDK shall enable end-users to develop new functionality (user interface, 
standalone applications, or services) to link the USP to third party business systems 
and applications such as Badging Systems, Human Resources Management 
Systems (HRMS), and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.  

F. The SDK shall be based on the .NET framework.  
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G. The SDK shall support dynamic or transactional updates to the USP configuration. It 
shall also support change notification of USP entity configuration. 

H. The SDK shall provide an extensive list of programming functions to view and/or 
configure core entities such as: users and user groups, alarms, custom events, and 
schedules, and more. 

I. The SDK shall provide an extensive list of programming functions to view and 
configure ACS, VMS, and ALPR. 

J. The SDK shall provide an extensive list of programming functions to view and 
configure most ACS entities such as cardholders, cardholder groups, visitors, 
credentials, access rules (modify only), and custom fields. 

K. The SDK shall be able to receive real time events from the following USP entities: 
users and user groups, areas, zones, cameras, video units, doors, door controllers 
(units), elevators, cardholders, cardholder groups, and credentials.  

L. The SDK shall be able to query the history of events for areas, cameras, zones, 
alarms, cardholders, credentials, visitors, doors, query license plate read events, 
license plate hit events, generate a license plate hits report, generate a license plate 
reads report.  

M. The SDK shall support the following alarm functions: view alarms in real time, 
acknowledge alarms, change priority, and change recipient. 

Part 3 - Execution 

3.01 Warranty 

A. The product shall perform in all material respects in accordance with the 
accompanying user manual, and the media on which the Software Product resides 
will be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use. Software 
defects are covered through Service Releases and Cumulative Updates which are 
available for a period of 1 year from the date of the software purchase. 

B. Extended warranty, up to 5 years, shall be available through the purchase of the 
Genetec Advantage support service which includes the following additional services 
over the standard warranty: 

1. Access to phone support and online chat for technical assistance 

2. Online case management 

3. Online system availability monitor 

4. Access to Major and Minor Release Upgrades 

5. 24/7 pager support and dedicated support specialist  

3.02 Deployment Services and System Commissioning  

A. General Requirements: 
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1. The contractor shall engage the services of the USP vendor to assist in the 
management of the deployment of the USP at the end-user site on projects that 
involve: 

a. Only one contractor and or one subcontractor will be responsible for 
deploying the USP at multiple client sites in different geographical regions. 

b. Complex enterprise installations involving advanced functionality (for example 
The Federation feature, failover, plugins) and/or multiple systems (for 
example access control, video, ALPR) and/or third party integrations. 

c. Extensive use of customized solutions/plugins developed by the vendor that 
will be integrated into the USP. 

2. The USP vendor services shall include Deployment Management and System 
Configuration and Commissioning. 

B. Deployment Management Service: 

1. The Deployment Management service from the vendor shall include a Project 
Manager acting as the single point of contact for all communications between the 
contractor and the vendor organization and who will be responsible for: 

a. Conducting a Risk Assessment of the impact of potential risk factors on the 
operation of the vendor's USP. 

b. Providing a project plan for the deployment of the vendor's USP. 

c. Managing the development and deployment of the custom solution 
components that will be integrated into the vendor's USP (if applicable). 

d. Providing a scope of work detailing the services to be provided by the vendor 
to assist in the deployment of the vendor’s USP. 

e. Coordinating and scheduling the vendor field services with the contractor to 
assist with the deployment of the vendor’s USP. 

f. Providing regular project status updates to the contractor regarding the 
development of custom solutions (if applicable) and the deployment of the 
vendor’s USP. 

C. Solution Architect Service: 

1. The Solution Architect service from the vendor shall include a Solutions Architect 
Engineer acting as a single technical point of contact throughout the deployment 
of the USP, and who will be responsible for: 

a. Assisting the contractor/subcontractor with the design and architecture of the 
vendor’s USP. 

b. Conducting technical consultation activities that may include fit/gap analysis, 
system design reviews, device compatibility assessments, functional and 
technical design reviews, as well as performance reviews of the vendor’s 
USP. 

c. Conducting a system assessment and ensuring best practices of the vendor’s 
USP are followed. 
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d. Providing upgrade and migration strategy for the vendor’s USP where 
applicable. 

e. Providing documentation regarding the system architecture, system design, 
hardware specifications and compatibility requirements, camera bandwidth 
calculations, and best practices as they relate to the vendor’s USP. 

D. System Configuration and Commissioning Service: 

1. The System Configuration and Commissioning service from the vendor shall 
include a Field Engineer who will be responsible for: 

a. Assisting the contractor’s or subcontractor’s onsite/remote technicians with 
the configuration and commissioning of the vendor’s USP at the client site. 

b. Conducting a test of the USP following the deployment of the system using 
real-world operator scenarios to ensure optimal system performance. 

c. Providing the contractor with a Service Report detailing the tasks completed 
during the deployment of the USP at the client site, as well as any 
recommendations for improving the performance of the USP that must be 
implemented by the contractor. 

d. Providing a knowledge transfer of the vendor's USP to the contractor 
following the deployment of the USP at the client site. 

3.03 Manufacturer End User Operator Training  

A. The contractor shall engage the services of the USP vendor to assist in the end user 
training of the USP at the end-user site. 

End of Section
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Video Management System 

Part 1 - General 

1.01 Definitions 

A. CSA – Client Software Application 

B. DGM – Dynamic Graphical Maps 

C. DVS – Digital Video Server 

D. ALPR – Automatic License Plate Recognition 

E. SDK – Software Development Kit 

F. GLM – Genetec Lifecycle Management 

G. SSM – Server Software Module 

H. UI – User Interface 

I. USP – Unified Security Platform 

J. USW – Unified Web Client 

K. VMS – Video Management System 

1.02 Qualifications 

A. The system programmer shall have attended manufacturer training and obtained 
certification in Genetec Security Center - Omnicast™ Technical Certification. 

B. Optionally, the system programmer shall have attended manufacturer training and 
obtained certification in Genetec Security Center - Enterprise Technical Certification, 
Axis Cameras setup and deployment and Bosch G & B series alarm panels.  

C. The system programmer shall be a Genetec certified partner with the following level 
of qualification:  

1. Elite Reseller or up 

2. Unified Elite Reseller 

D. The system programmer and company shall submit proof of certifications at time of 
bid submission for Genetec, Bosch and Axis Cameras.  

Part 2 - Products 

2.01 VMS General Requirements 

A. The VMS shall be based on a true open architecture that shall allow the use of non-
proprietary workstation and server hardware, non-proprietary network infrastructure, 
and non-proprietary storage. 
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B. The VMS shall offer a complete and scalable video surveillance solution that shall 
allow cameras to be added on a unit-by-unit basis. 

C. The VMS shall interface with analog-to-digital video encoders and IP cameras and 
with digital-to-analog video decoders, hereafter referred to as digital video servers 
(DVS). The VMS shall support DVS from various manufacturers. 

D. The VMS shall integrate DVS using the DVS native SDK or using the following 
industry standards to interface to the DVS: 

1. ONVIF 

E. All video streams supplied from analog cameras or IP cameras shall be digitally 
encoded in H.265, H.264, MPEG-4, MPEG-2, MJPEG, MxPEG, Wavelet, or 
JPEG2000 compression formats and recorded simultaneously in real time. 

F. All audio streams supplied from IP video servers shall be digitally encoded in g711 
(u-law), g721, g723, or AAC compression formats and recorded simultaneously in 
real time. 

G. Each camera’s bit rate, frame rate, and resolution shall be set independently from 
other cameras in the system and altering these settings shall not affect the recording 
and display settings of other cameras. 

H. The VMS shall be able to use multiple CCTV keyboards to operate the entire set of 
cameras throughout the system, including brands of cameras from various 
manufacturers and including their PTZ functionalities (i.e. Pelco keyboard controls 
Panasonic dome or vice-versa).  

I. The VMS shall be able to retrieve and set the current position of PTZ cameras using 
XYZ coordinates. 

J. The VMS shall support PTZ camera protocols from multiple manufacturers, including 
analog and IP protocols. 

K. The VMS shall arbitrate the user conflict on PTZ usage based on user levels per 
camera. 

L. The VMS shall support the following list of CCTV keyboard: 

1. Bosch Autodome, Bosch Intuikey 

2. Axis Cameras. 

3. Panasonic, Pelco ASCII, Pelco KBD-300, Pelco 9760, and Pelco P. 

4. Bosch 

5. Sony RM-NS1000 

6. Panasonic WV-CU161C 

7. Panasonic WV-CU950 Ethernet keyboard 

M. The VMS shall support the following list of joysticks: 
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1. Axis 295 

2. Axis T8310, T8311, T8312, T8313 Video Surveillance Control Board 

3. Any USB joystick detected as a Windows Game Controller 

N. The VMS shall allow for the configuration of a time zone for each camera connected 
to a DVS. For playback review, users shall have the ability to search for video based 
on the following options: 

1. Local time of the camera 

2. Local time of the SSM 

3. Local time of user’s workstation 

4. GMT Time 

5. Other time zone 

O. Audio and Video storage configuration for the SSM shall either be: 

1. Internal or external IDE/SATA/SAS organized or not in a RAID configuration. 

2. Internal or external SCSI/iSCSI/Fiber Channel organized or not in a RAID 
configuration. 

3. Within the overall storage system, it shall be possible to include disks located on: 

a. External PCs on a LAN or WAN 

b. Network Attached Servers (NAS) on a LAN or WAN 

c. Storage Area Networks (SAN) 

P. The SSM shall not limit the actual storage capacity configured per server. 

Q. Manufacturer: 

1. Genetec Security Center:  

a. Omnicast Enterprise 

2.02 Cyber Security Requirements 

A. The USP shall be an IP enabled solution. All communication between the SSM and 
CSA shall be based on standard TCP/IP protocol and shall use TLS encryption with 
digital certificates to secure the communication channel. 

B. The USP shall support user authentication with claims-based authentication using 
external providers. External providers shall include: 

1. ADFS (Active Directory Federation Services) 

C. The USP shall limit the IP ports in use and shall provide the Administrator with the 
ability to configure these ports. 
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D. The VMS shall support only secured media stream requests, unless explicitly 
configured otherwise. Secured media stream requests shall be secured with strong 
certificate based authentication leveraging RTSPS (RTSP over TLS). Client 
authentication for media stream requests is claims-based and may use a limited 
lifetime security token. 

E. The VMS shall offer the ability to encrypt the media stream, including video, audio, 
and metadata with authenticated encryption. Media stream encryption shall be done 
at rest and in transit and be a certificate based AES 128-bits encryption. The VMS 
shall: 

1. Allow encryption to be set on a per camera basis for all or some of the cameras. 

2. Provide up to 20 different certificates for different groups of CSA or users who 
have been granted access to decrypted streams. 

3. Not decrease the recording performance by more than 50% when encryption is 
enabled. 

4. Use Secure RTP (SRTP) to encrypt the payload of a media stream in transit and 
allow multicast and unicast of the encrypted stream. 

5. Use a random encryption key and change periodically. 

6. Allow encrypted streams to be exported. 

F. The VMS shall support end to end encrypted streams with cameras supporting 
Secure RTP (SRTP) both in unicast and multicast from the camera. 

G. The USP shall support encryption for all communications with its databases. 

H. The USP shall provide in its main user interface a visual list showing the state of all 
configuration items relating to the cyber security hardening of the features of the 
system. 

I. The USP shall provide recommendations relating to the passwords used to access 
the hardware units in the system. The recommendation should display if the 
passwords used on the units are weak, average, strong, or very strong. 

J. The USP shall provide recommendations relating to the firmware of the hardware 
units enrolled in the system. Recommendations should display if the firmware is up 
to date, out of date, or if it has known security vulnerabilities. 

2.03 Failover and Standby Requirements 

A. The USP shall support native and off-the-shelf failover options. 

B. Failover Directory 

1. The Standby Directory shall act as a replacement SSM on hot standby, ready to 
take over as the acting Directory in case the primary Directory fails. The failover 
shall occur in less than one minute. No action from the user shall be required. 

2. The USP shall support up to five (5) Directories on standby, lined up to take over 
as the acting Directory in a cascading fashion. 
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3. The Standby Directory shall keep its configuration database synchronized with 
the primary Directory. 

4. The Standby Directory shall support disaster recovery scenarios where a server 
can be located in another geographic area (or building) and only take over if all 
other Directories become offline. 

5.  The Standby Directory shall support synchronization of the configuration 
databases using a backup and restore mechanism. The synchronization period 
shall be configurable from 15 minutes to 1 week. 

6. The Standby Directory shall support real-time synchronization of the 
configuration databases using SQL Mirroring or SQL Always On. 

C. Standby Archiver. Refer to section 2.05 Standby Archiver for more information.  

D. Off-the-shelf standby/failover options (excluding the VMS Archiver) shall include:  

1. Windows Clustering 

2. NEC ExpressCluster X LAN 

2.04 Archiving 

A. The Archiver (role) shall use an event and timestamp database for the advanced 
search of audio/video archives. This database shall use Microsoft SQL. 

B. The Archiver shall protect archived audio/video files and the system database 
against network access and non-administrative user access. 

C. The Archiver shall digitally sign recorded video using 248-bit RSA public/private key 
cryptography. 

D. The Archiver shall offer a plug and play type hardware discovery service with the 
following functionalities: 

1. Automatically discover DVS units as they are attached to the network. 

2. Discover DVS units on different network segments, including the Internet, and 
across routers with or without network address translation (NAT) capabilities. 

E. The Archiver shall have the capacity to configure the key frame interval (I-frame) in 
seconds or number of frames. 

F. The Archiver shall provide a pre-alarm and post-alarm recording option that can be 
set between one second and 5 minutes on a per camera basis. 

G. The Archiver shall provide the functionality of storing of video and audio streams 
based on triggering events, such as: 

1. Digital motion detection 

2. Digital input activation 

3. Macros 

4. Through SDK application recording 
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H. The Archiver shall perform video motion detection on each individual camera based 
on a grid of 1320 motion detection blocks. All of the video motion detection settings 
are configurable on schedule. A global sensitivity threshold is available to reduce 
motion detection sensitivity when the video signal is noisy or when a lot of false hits 
are incurred. Video motion detection itself can be set into four different modes: 

1. Full Screen: All 1320 blocks on screen are activated, and a general threshold for 
the overall motion in the entire image can be set, and when it is reached, it can 
trigger recording and a motion event or a custom event. 

2. Full Screen Unit: This is the same as the Full Screen but the motion detection 
takes place in the DVS. 

3. Detection Zone: Six overlapping zones can be defined in the 1320 blocks on 
screen with each of these zones having its own threshold, and, when that 
threshold is reached, each one of them can trigger recording and a motion event 
or a custom event. Each zone triggering its own event allows for the configuration 
of directional motion detection events and other complex motion detection logic. 

4. Detection Zone Unit: This is the same as the Detection Zone, but the motion 
detection takes place in the DVS and only one zone is supported. 

5. Disabled: No motion detection is performed on this camera. 

I. The Archiver shall be able to detect motion in video within 200 milliseconds and not 
only on key frames. 

J. The Archiver shall allow for multiple recording schedules to be assigned to a single 
camera.  Each schedule shall be created with the following parameters: 

1. Recording mode: 

a. Continuous 

b. On Motion/Manual 

c. Manual 

d. Disabled 

2. Recurrence pattern: 

a. Once on specific days 

b. Specific days on a yearly basis 

c. Specific days on a monthly basis 

d. Specific days on a weekly basis 

e. Daily 

K. Time coverage: 

a. All day. 

b. Specific time range(s). 
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c. Daytime or nighttime based on the times of sunrise and sunset that are 
automatically calculated from the time of year and a geographical location. 
Provision shall be given to offset the calculated sunrise or sunset time by plus 
or minus 3 hours. 

L. The Archiver shall allow each camera (video source) to be encoded multiple times in 
the same or different video formats (H.265, H.264, MPEG-4, MPEG-2, MJPEG, 
MxPEG, Wavelet, or JPEG2000), limited only by the capabilities of each DVS. 

M. Whenever multiple video streams are available from the same camera, users shall 
be free to use any one of them based on their assigned usage. The standard video 
stream usages are: 

1. Live 

2. Recording 

3. Remote 

4. Low resolution 

5. High resolution 

N. The Archiver shall allow the video quality to vary according to predefined schedules. 
Such schedules shall have the same configuration flexibility as the recording 
schedules mentioned earlier. The video quality shall be based on, but not limited to, 
the following parameters: 

1. Maximum bit rate 

2. Maximum frame rate 

3. Image quality 

4. Key frame interval 

O. The Archiver shall have the ability to dynamically boost the quality of the "recording 
stream" (see previous bullet) based on specific events: 

1. When recording is started manually by a user. 

2. When recording is triggered by a macro, an alarm or detected motion. 

P. The Archiver shall have the capacity to communicate with the DVS using 128 bits 
SSL encryption. 

Q. The Archiver shall have the capacity to communicate with the DVS using HTTPS 
secure protocol. 

R. The Archiver shall have the capacity to receive multicast UDP streams directly from 
the DVS. 

S. For network topologies that restrict the DVS from sending multicast UDP streams, 
the Archiver shall redirect audio/video streams to active viewing clients on the 
network using multicast UDP. 
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T. The Archiver shall have the capacity to redirect audio/video streams to active viewing 
clients on the network using unicast UDP or TCP. 

U. The Archiver shall empower the administrator with a full range of disk management 
options: 

1. The Archiver shall allow the administrator to choose which disks to use for 
archiving and to set a maximum quota for each. 

2. The Archiver shall allow the administrator to spread the archiving of different 
cameras on different disk groups (groups of disks controlled by the same 
controller) so that archiving could be carried out in parallel on multiple disks. 

3. The Archiver shall have the capacity to move video archives to the Azure Cloud. 
The archives will be moved after a preset number of days. 

V. The Archiver shall offer the following options to clean up old archives, on a camera 
by camera basis: 

1. After a preset number of days. 

2. Deleting oldest archives first when disks run out of space. 

3. Stop archiving when disks are full. 

W. The Archiver shall allow important video sequences to be protected against normal 
disk cleanup routines. 

X. Users shall have the following options when protecting a video sequence: 

1. Until a specified date 

2. For a specified number of days 

3. Indefinitely (until the protection is explicitly removed) 

Y. The Archiver shall allow the administrator to put a cap on the percentage of storage 
space occupied by protected video. 

Z. The Archiver shall keep a log and compile statistics on disk space usage. 

1. The statistics shall be available by disk group or for the whole Archiver. 

2. The statistics shall show the percentage of protected video over the total used 
disk space. 

AA. The Archiver shall have the capacity to down-sample video streams for storage 
saving purposes. The down-sampling options available are the following: 

1. For H.264, MPEG-4, and H.265, streams the down-sampling options are: all key 
frames, 1 fps, 2 sec./frame, 5 sec./frame, 10 sec./frame, 15 sec./frame, 30 
sec./frame, 60 sec./frame, 120 sec./frame. 

2. For MJPEG streams the down-sampling options are: 15 fps, 10 fps, 5 fps, 2 fps, 
1 fps, 2 sec./frame, 5 sec./frame, 10 sec./frame, 15 sec./frame, 30 sec./frame, 60 
sec./frame, 120 sec./frame.  
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BB. The Archiver shall support DVS with edge recording capabilities and offer the 
following capacity: 

1. The ability to playback the video recorded on the DVS at different speeds. 

2. The ability to offload (video trickling) the video recorded on the DVS on schedule, 
on event, or manually to store it on the Archiver. 

3. It shall be possible to filter the video that is being offloaded using one or multiple 
of the following filters: 

a. Time interval 

b. Playback request 

c. Video analytic events 

d. Motion events 

e. Bookmarks 

f. Alarms 

g. Input pin events 

h. Unit offline events 

CC. The Archiver shall be provided with proven performance and scalability figures: 

1. The Archiver’s performance shall be guaranteed during the rebuild of a disk from 
a raid 5 disk group. The rebuild process shall not affect the recording and 
playback capabilities. 

2. The recommended server specification from the Genetec Security Center 
Hardware Requirement shall allow Archiver to perform up to 300 cameras or 
300Mbs throughput first limit reached. 

a. The high-performance archiver specification from the Genetec Security 
Center Hardware Requirement shall allow Archiver to perform: Up to 500 
cameras or 500Mbs throughput first limit reached with a 1Gbps NIC. 

b. Up to 700 cameras or 1300Mbs throughput first limit reached with a 10Gbps 
NIC. 

DD. The Archiver shall provide the ability to encrypt the media stream coming from the 
DVS including the video, audio and metadata:  

1. Media encryption shall be optional and can be activated on a per DVS basis. 

2. Media encryption shall be performed with AES 128-bits. 

3. Media encryption shall encrypt all video, audio and metadata at rest and in 
transit. Once media encryption is turned on for a DVS all media stored or 
redirected by the Archiver shall be encrypted and shall require the private key to 
be decoded. 

4. It shall be possible to export the encrypted media into a non-encrypted ASF file. 
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2.05 Auxiliary Archiver  

A. The Auxiliary Archiver shall be used to produce redundant archives (video, events, or 
bookmarks) for any camera in the system, on a case by case basis.  

B. The Auxiliary Archiver shall have the ability to record a camera on a different 
schedule than the Archiver. 

C. The Auxiliary Archiver shall have the ability to archive any of the standard video 
streams for archiving. The standard video stream usages are: Live, Recording, 
Remote, Low Resolution, and High Resolution. 

D. The Auxiliary archiver shall have the capacity to move video archives to the Azure 
Cloud. 

2.06 Standby Archiver  

A. The Standby Archiver shall act as a replacement Archiver role on hot standby, ready 
to take over the functions of the primary Archiver role. The failover will occur in less 
than 1 minute. No action from the user will be required. 

B. The Standby Archiver assigned to an Archiver role entity shall automatically provide 
protection for all DVS connected to that Archiver role. 

C. The Standby Archiver shall protect the primary Archiver role against the following 
failures: 

1. Server failure (hardware or software). 

2. Storage failure, such as Archiver Role detects that it cannot read or write to any 
of its allocated disks. 

D. It shall be possible for a single USP server to act as the standby server of multiple 
Archiver roles. 

1. Each Archiver role shall have priority value if multiple Archiver Roles fail at the 
same time on the same standby server. 

E. It shall be possible for any Archiver role in the system to be designated as another's 
standby and vice-versa. 

F. For each Archiver role it shall be possible to set up to 2 standby Archiver so that if 
the first failover Archiver fails the failover will automatically occur to a third server.  

G. The Standby Archiver shall have the ability to act as a Redundant Archiver. 

H. It shall be possible to set a different retention period for the Archiver and the 
Redundant Archiver.  

I.  The Redundant Archiver shall maintain an exact copy of everything recorded by the 
default Archiver, i.e. audio/video archives, events, and bookmarks. 

J. Redundancy shall be configured on a camera by camera basis. 
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K. The Redundant Archiver shall have to ability to use a multicast video stream from the 
DVS and shall not require an additional connection to any DVS. 

2.07 Cloud Archiving 

A. The VMS shall support the automatic transfer of video recorded on the Archiver to 
the cloud, based on the age of the video. 

B. The Archiver shall encrypt recordings using AES-256 prior to transferring video to the 
cloud and maintain encryption keys local to the user’s system. 

C. The VMS shall support TLS encryption between the on-premises Archiver and the 
cloud. 

D. The VMS shall allow users to search video stored in the cloud through the same 
functionality used when querying video that is stored locally. 

E. The VMS will maintain a local cache of video downloaded from the cloud, to 
playback recordings without requiring an additional transfer. 

2.08 VMS Media Streaming 

A. The Media Router Role shall be responsible for routing video and audio streams 
across local and wide area networks from the source (for example DVS) to the 
destination (for example CSA). 

B. The Media Router Role shall support multiple transport protocols, such as unicast 
TCP, unicast UDP, and multicast UDP. 

C. The Media Router shall support IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol) to 
establish multicast group memberships: 

1. IGMP v3, including SSM (Source-Specific Multicast) shall be supported. 

D. The Media Router Role using Redirector Agents shall be responsible for redirecting a 
stream from a source IP endpoint to a destination IP endpoint. 

E. The Redirector Agents shall be capable of converting a stream from and to any 
supported transport protocols: 

1. Multicast UDP to Unicast TCP 

2. Multicast UDP to Unicast UDP 

3. Unicast TCP to Multicast UDP 

4. Unicast UDP to Multicast UDP 

F. It shall be possible to limit the number of concurrent live and playback video 
redirections for each Redirector Agent in order to better control the bandwidth across 
multiple sites. 

G. It shall be possible to limit the bandwidth consumed by live and playback video from 
the CSA to better control the bandwidth across multiple sites. The SSM shall be able 
to prioritize video streaming to the CSA based on user level. 
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H. It shall be possible to protect the Media Router Role against hardware or software 
unavailability by configuring another Media Router Role to act as a hot standby 
server. 

I. Multiple Redirector Agents shall be used on a large VMS installation to increase the 
service availability and to provide automatic load balancing. 

2.09 VMS Video Archives Transfer capabilities 

A. Archive transfer shall provide the ability to: 

1. Transfer video from a server to another server in the same system. 

2.  Transfer video from a federated server to another server. 

3. Transfer video from camera storage to a server. 

B. It shall be possible to program video transfers either on a recurrent schedule, or to 
trigger them manually or upon connection. 

C. It shall be possible to filter the video of interest for a transfer. The video of interest 
shall be defined with the following filters: 

1. All archives when the camera was offline. 

2. Alarms. 

3. Playback request from the edge. 

4. Video analytics events. 

5. Motion events. 

6. Bookmarks. 

7. Input triggers. 

8. Time range. 

D. It shall be possible to define the length of video before and after the event used as a 
filter to determine the video of interest. 

E. The USP shall offer an interface for displaying all video archive transfer requests. 
This interface shall display all the current, requested and scheduled video transfer 
requests. It shall be possible to edit, trigger, and cancel video archive transfers from 
this interface. 

2.10 Security Video Analytics  

A. The analytics shall be completely unified with the Video Management System. 

B. Configuration shall natively be performed in the configuration interface of the Video 
Management System. 

C. The analytics shall feature dedicated configuration possibilities for the following 
scenarios: 
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1. Perimeter protection 

2. Area protection 

3. Direction control 

4. Object detection 

5. Stopped vehicle detection 

6. Tailgating Detection 

D. Each of the scenarios shall trigger events in the Video Management System, which 
correspond to their functionality. 

E. Additional to these scenarios, the analytics shall allow to configure custom intrusion 
detection and object detection scenarios as well as allow to import settings to allow 
maximum flexibility. 

F. The analytics license shall allow to configure any one of these scenarios per camera. 

G. The analytics shall allow at least two different detection variants: 

a. Trigger an alarm if a motion pattern moves from zone A (source) through 
zone B into zone C (sink). 

b. Trigger an alarm if a motion pattern moves anywhere inside a specified zone. 

H. The analytics shall support an unlimited number of detection areas. 

I. The analytics feature rain-filters to filter out disturbances. 

J. The analytics shall feature live configuration to immediately see the effects of 
parameter changes in the configuration interface without prior saving new 
configurations. 

K. The configuration of the analytics shall be possible on recorded video streams.  

L. The analytics shall offer the possibility to configure object movement paths. 

M. The analytics shall not employ tripwires or cross-lines. 

N. Areas and the scenes perspective (near & far object size) shall be configured on-
screen using a point-and-click interface. 

O. The analytics shall feature filters for movement speed, distance, and direction to 
detect events. 

P. The analytics shall feature options to separately show or hide areas, area names, 
and detection overlays. 

Q. The analytics shall be fully server-based, with no calculation on cameras necessary. 

R. The analytics shall operate with color, thermal, and infrared cameras. 
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S. The accuracy of the analytics shall be evaluated and approved by the CPNI Video 
Analytics Assessment Programme and shall be listed in the CPNI Catalogue of 
Security Equipment (CSE). 

2.11 Camera Integrity Monitor 

A. Description: 

1. Automatically checks camera feeds to detect if cameras have been tampered 
with. 

2. Can be used for near-real-time alerting of tampering events or as a maintenance 
tool. 

3. Reports can be run on detected tampering events. 

B. Details: 

1. It shall be completely unified with the Video Management System. 

2. It shall be possible to set the detection sensitivity per camera stream between 
low, medium, and high. 

3. It shall be possible to choose on which servers the analytics shall run. 

4. The camera stream used for analytics shall be configurable.  

5. It shall be possible to define how many cameras are being analyzed at the same 
time. 

6. To utilize minimum hardware resources, it shall be definable how often camera 
streams are analyzed.  

7. There shall be an overview over which cameras are configured to be analyzed. 

2.12 Privacy Protector 

A. Description: 

1. Automatically obscures all movement in surveillance videos in real-time. 

2. Live privacy masking of moving objects (such as people and vehicles). 

3. Completely unified with the video management system. 

4. Native configuration in the configuration interface of the video management 
system. 

B. Details: 

1. Certified with a valid EuroPriSe certification seal. 

2. Indoor / outdoor modes using flexible background modeling: 

a. Indoor: Learning model with up to 10 different illumination states – this allows 
to adapt to fast lighting changes such as lights switching on and off. 
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b. Outdoor: Foreground detection based on edge detection rather than color – 
this allows to adapt to heavily changing lighting conditions such as clouds 
temporarily blocking sunlight. 

3. Detects movements using an absolute difference image, calculated by 
subtracting the current frame from a calculated background model. 

4. Masks movements using blocks, thus obscuring the outline of an object or 
person. 

5. Three different scrambling methods: Pixelation, Colorize, and Transparency. 

6. Masking grids can be configured in a point-and-click interface. 

7. Past preview mode to see configuration changes in the configuration interface 
without necessity to save the configuration. 

8. Zones can be freely definable polygons with a point-and-click interface. 

9. Option to set analysis resolution to optimize performance. 

10. No calculation on the camera necessary, completely server-based. 

11. Option to define zones, which should always or never be pixelated.  

12. Option to choose input stream and output stream parameters, including 
resolutions, frame rate, and encoding.  

13. Utilizes server-side hardware acceleration to maximize the amount of cameras 
analyzed per server.  

2.13 People Counter 

A. Description: 

1. Automatically counts people in a camera's field of view. 

2. Provides live dashboard widgets dedicated for people counting. 

3. Completely unified in the video management system. 

4. Native configuration in the configuration interface of the video management 
system. 

B. Details: 

1. Based on deep-learning models trained on person detection to exclude non-
human objects. 

2. Dedicated dashboard widgets for people counting with the following features: 

a. Charts: visualization of counts in line- or bar-charts 

b. Throughput: Show number of persons in given time-frame. 

c. Occupancy: Show how many people are in an area (IN minus OUT) 

3. Counts adults and children. 
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4. Counts persons in wheel-chairs. 

5. Supports top-down camera views. 

6. Supports bi-directional counting. 

7. Supports tilted camera views. 

8. Option to show/hide overlays with detected persons and counting line. 

9. No GPU required to run. 

10. The occupancy widget support resetting the count at a defined timeOption to 
define zones, which should always or never be pixelated.  

11. Supports organizing cameras into areas and show these areas in widgets.  

12. Utilizes server-side hardware acceleration to maximize the amount of cameras 
analyzed per server.  

13. Counts can be integrated to external systems using CSV exports and a .NET 
SDK 

2.14 General Client Software Requirements 

A. The Client Software Applications (CSA) shall provide the user interface for USP 
configuration and monitoring over any network and be accessible locally or from a 
remote connection. 

B. The CSA shall consist of the Configuration UI for system configuration and the 
Monitoring UI for monitoring. The CSA shall be Windows-based and provide an 
easy-to-use graphical user interface (UI). 

C. The CSA for monitoring shall support running in 64-bit mode. 

D. The Server Administrator shall be used to configure the server database(s). It shall 
be web-based and accessible locally on the SSM or across the network. 

E. The CSA shall seamlessly merge access control, license plate recognition (ALPR), 
and video functionalities within the same user application. 

F. The USP shall use the latest user interface (UI) development and programming 
technologies such as Microsoft WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation), the XAML 
markup language, and the .NET software framework. 

G. All applications shall provide an authentication mechanism, which verifies the validity 
of the user. As such, the administrator (who has all rights and privileges) can define 
specific access rights and privileges for each user in the system.  

H. Logging on to a CSA shall be done either through locally stored USP user accounts 
and passwords or using the operator’s Windows credentials when Active Directory 
integration is enabled.  

I. When integrated with Microsoft’s Active Directory, the CSA and USP shall 
authenticate users using their Windows credentials. As a result, the USP will benefit 
from Active Directory password authentication and strong security features.  
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J. The CSA shall support multiple languages, including but not limited to the following: 
English, French, Arabic, Czech, Dutch, German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Persian (Farsi), Polish, Portuguese (Brazilian), 
Simplified and Traditional Chinese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Thai, Turkish, and 
Vietnamese.  

K. To enhance usability and operator efficiency, the Configuration UI and Monitoring UI 
shall support many of the latest UI such as: 

1. A customizable Home Page that includes favorite and recently used tasks.  

2. Task-oriented approach for administrator/operator activities where each type of 
activity (surveillance, visitor management, individual reports, and more) is an 
operator task. 

3. Consolidated and consistent workflows for video, ALPR, and access control. 

4. Single click functionality for reporting and tracking. The Monitoring UI shall 
support both single-click reporting for access control, ALPR, and video, as well 
as single-click tracking of areas, cameras, doors, zones, cardholders, elevators, 
ALPR entities, and more. Single-click reporting or tracking shall create a new 
task with the selected entities to report on or track.  

L. Configuration UI and Monitoring UI Home Page and Tasks 

1. The Configuration UI and Monitoring UI shall be task-oriented. 

2. A task shall be user interface design patterns whose goal is to simplify the user 
interface by grouping related features from different systems, such as video and 
access, in the same display window. Features shall be grouped together in a task 
based on their shared ability to help the user perform a specific task.  

3. Tasks shall be accessible via the Home Page of either the Configuration or the 
Surveillance CSA. 

4. Newly created tasks shall be accessible via the Configuration UI or the 
Monitoring UI taskbar. 

5. Similar tasks shall be grouped into the following categories:  

a. Operation: Access control management, LRP management, and more. 

b. Investigation: Video bookmark/motion/archive reports, access control activity 
reports, visitor activity reports, alarm reports, ALPR activity reports, and 
more. 

c. Maintenance: Access control and video configuration reports, 
troubleshooters, audit trails, health-related reports, and more.  

6. An operator shall be able to launch a specific task only if they have the 
appropriate privileges. 

7. The Home Page content shall be customizable through the use of privileges to 
hide tasks that an operator should not have access to and through a list of 
favorite and recently used tasks. In addition, editing a USP XML file to add new 
tasks on the fly shall also be possible. 
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M. The Contractor shall provide up to ___ number of simultaneous Clients.  

2.15 Configuration User Interface (UI) 

A. General: 

1. The Configuration UI application shall allow the administrator or users with 
appropriate privileges to change the system configuration. The Configuration UI 
shall provide decentralized configuration and administration of the USP system 
from anywhere on the IP network.  

2. The configuration of all embedded ACS, VMS, and ALPR systems shall be 
accessible via the Configuration UI. 

3. The Configuration UI shall have a home page with single-click access to various 
tasks. 

4. The Configuration UI shall include a variety of tools such as troubleshooting 
utilities, import tools, and a unit discover tool, amongst many more. 

5. The Configuration UI shall include a static reporting interface to: 

a. View historical events based on entity activity. The user shall be able to 
perform such actions as printing a report and troubleshooting a specific 
access event from the reporting view. 

b. View audit trails that show a history of user/administrator changes to an 
entity. 

6. Common entities such as users, schedules, alarms and many more, can be 
reused by all embedded systems (ACS, VMS, and ALPR). 

B. Video management system: 

1. The Configuration UI shall allow the administrator or users with appropriate 
privileges to change video configuration. 

2. The Configuration UI shall provide the ability to change video quality, bandwidth, 
and frame rate parameters on a per camera (stream) basis for both live and 
recorded video. 

3. The Configuration UI shall provide the ability to change video quality by a 
selection of predefined video quality template. 

4. The Configuration UI shall provide the ability to configure brightness, contrast, 
and hue settings for each camera on the same DVS. 

5. The Configuration UI shall provide the capability to enable audio recording on 
DVS units that support audio. 

6. The Configuration UI shall provide the ability to change the audio parameters, 
serial port and I/O configuration of individual DVS units. 

7. The Configuration UI shall provide the capability to rename all DVS units based 
on system topology and to add descriptive information to each DVS. 
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8. The Configuration UI shall provide the ability to set recording schedules and 
modes for each individual camera. The recording mode can be: 

a. Continuous 

b. On motion and Manual 

c. Manual only 

d. Disabled 

9. The Configuration UI shall support the creation of schedules to which any of the 
following functional aspects can be attached: 

a. Video quality (for each video stream per camera) 

b. Recording (for each camera) 

c. Motion detection (for each detection zone per camera) 

d. Brightness, Contrast, and Hue (for each camera) 

e. Camera sequence execution 

10. The Configuration UI shall support the creation of unlimited recording schedules 
and the assigning of any camera to any schedule.  

11. The Configuration UI shall detect and warn user of any conflict within assigned 
schedules. 

12. The Configuration UI shall provide the capability to set a PTZ protocol to a 
specific DVS serial port and shall allow mixing domes of various manufacturers 
within a system. 

13. User shall have the ability to configure a return to home function after a 
predefined time of inactivity for PTZ cameras. This period of inactivity time shall 
be configurable from 1 to 7200 seconds. 

2.16 VMS Client User Interface (UI) 

A. The Monitoring UI shall fulfill the role of a Unified Security Interface that is able to 
monitor video, ALPR, and access control events and alarms, as well as view live and 
recorded video. 

B. The Monitoring UI shall provide a graphical user interface to control and monitor the 
USP over any IP network. It shall allow administrators and operators with appropriate 
privileges to monitor their unified security platform, run reports, and manage alarms. 

C. To enhance usability and operator efficiency, the Monitoring UI shall support the 
following UI concepts: 

1. Dynamically adaptive interface that adjusts in real-time to what the operator is 
doing. 

2. A dynamic controls section loaded with entity-specific widgets (e.g. door and 
camera widgets). 
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3. Use of transparent overlays that can display multiple types of data in a seamless 
fashion. 

4. Display tile menus and quick commands. 

5. Consolidated and consistent workflows. 

6. Tile menus and quick commands easily accessible within every display tile of the 
user workspace. 

7. Single click functionality for reporting and tracking. The Monitoring UI shall 
support both single-click reporting for access control, ALPR, and video, as well 
as single-click tracking of areas, cameras, doors, zones, cardholders, elevators, 
ALPR entities, and more. Single-click reporting or tracking shall create a new 
task with the selected entities to report on or to track. 

D. Monitoring UI Home Page and Tasks: 

1. Similar tasks shall be grouped into the following categories:  

a. Operation: Access control/LRP/video surveillance, visitor management, 
mustering, access control and video alarm monitoring, and more. 

b. Investigation: Video bookmark/motion/archive reports, access control activity 
reports, visitor activity reports, alarm reports, ALPR activity reports, and 
more. 

c. Maintenance: Access control and video configuration reports, 
troubleshooters, audit trails, and more. 

E. Dynamically Adaptive UI, Controls section, and Widgets: 

1. The Monitoring UI shall dynamically adapt to what the operator is doing.  This 
shall be accomplished through the concept of widgets that are grouped in the 
Monitoring UI Controls section. 

2. Widgets shall be mini-applications or mini-groupings in the Monitoring UI 
Controls section that let the operator perform common tasks and provide them 
with fast access to information and actions. 

3. With a single click on an entity (for example door or camera) the specific widgets 
associated to that entity appear and other non-relevant widgets disappear 
dynamically (instantly).  Widgets shall bring the operator information such as 
door status and camera stream information, as well as user actions, such as door 
unlock, PTZ controls, and more. 

4. Specific widgets include those for a door, camera, alarm, zone, display tile, video 
stream (statistics), PTZ camera, and more. 

F. Operator Workflows: 

1. A workflow shall be a sequence of operations an operator or administrator shall 
execute to complete an activity. The “flow” relates to a clearly defined timeline or 
sequence for executing the activity. 
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2. The Monitoring UI shall be equipped with consistent workflows for the ALPR, 
video, and access control systems that it unifies.  

3. Generating or printing a report, setting up or acknowledging an alarm, or creating 
an incident report shall follow the same process (workflow) whether the operator 
is working with video, ALPR, or access control, or with both video and access 
control. 

G. Each task within the Monitoring UI shall consist of one or more of the following items: 

1. Event list. 

2. Logical tree:  Doors, cameras, zones, ALPR units, and elevators shall be 
grouped under Areas in a hierarchical fashion. 

3. Entities list of all entities being tracked. 

4. Display tiles with various patterns (1 x 1, 2 x 2, and more). 

5. Display tile menu with various commands related to cameras, doors, PTZ, and 
tile controls. 

6. Controls section with widgets. 

H. The Monitoring UI shall support multiple event lists and display tile patterns, 
including: 

1. Event/alarm list layout only 

2. Display tile layout only 

3. Display tile and alarm/event list combination  

4. ALPR map and alarm/event list combination  

I. User workspace customization 

1. The user shall have full control over the user workspace through a variety of 
user-selectable customization options. Administrators shall also be able to limit 
what users and operators can modify in their workspace through privileges. 

2. Once customized, the user shall be able to save his or her workspace.   

3. The user workspace shall be accessible by a specific user from any client 
application on the network. 

4. Display tile patterns shall be customizable. 

5. Event or alarm lists shall span anywhere from a portion of the screen up to the 
entire screen and shall be resizable by the user. The length of event or alarm 
lists shall be user-defined. Scroll bars shall enable the user to navigate through 
lengthy lists of events and alarms. 

6. The Monitoring UI shall support multiple display tile patterns (for example one 
display tile (1x1 matrix), 16 tiles (8x8 matrix), and multiple additional variations).  

7. The Monitoring UI shall support as many monitors as the PC video adapters and 
Windows Operating System are capable of accepting. 
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8. Additional customization options include: show/hide window panes, show/hide 
menus/toolbars, show/hide overlaid information on video, resize different window 
panes, and choice of tile display pattern on a per task basis. 

J. The Monitoring UI shall provide an interface to support the following tasks and 
activities common to access control, ALPR, and video: 

1. Monitoring the events from a live security system (ACS and/or VMS and/or 
ALPR). 

2. Generating reports, including custom reports. 

3. Monitoring and acknowledging alarms. 

4. Creating and editing incidents and generating incident reports. 

5. Displaying dynamic graphical maps and floor plans as well as executing actions 
from dynamic graphical maps and floor plans. 

6. Management and execution of hot actions and macros. 

K. The Monitoring UI shall be able to monitor the activity of the following entities in real-
time: areas, ALPR entities, doors, elevators, cameras, cardholders, cardholder 
groups, zones (input points), and more.  

L. The Monitoring UI shall include advanced video capabilities, including:  

1. Advanced live video viewing functionality. 

2. Advanced archive playing and video playback functionality. 

3. Monitoring and management of video system events and alarms. 

4. Intercom or duplex audio. 

5. Generation of video reports. 

6. Control of PTZ cameras. 

7. Creating and monitoring archive transfer requests. 

8. Display metadata overlaid on live or playback video. 

M. The Monitoring UI shall leverage the Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) for video 
decoding.  

1. The following GPU technologies shall be supported: 

a. NVidia CUDA  

b. Intel Quick Sync 

2. The Monitoring UI shall have the ability to decode video through the optimal 
simultaneous use of the GPU and Computer Processing Units (CPU). 

N. The live video viewing capabilities of the Monitoring UI shall include: 

1. The ability to display all cameras attached to the USP and all cameras attached 
to federated systems. 
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2. Support for live video monitoring on each and every display tile within a task in 
the user’s workspace. 

3. The USP shall support uninterrupted video streaming. The CSA shall keep 
existing video connections active in the event that an SSM (except Archiver) 
becomes unavailable. 

4. The ability to drag and drop a camera into a display tile for live viewing. 

5. The ability to drag and drop a camera into a display tile for live viewing on an 
analog monitor connected to an IP hardware decoder (converting an IP encoded 
stream into an analog video signal). 

6. The ability to drag and drop a camera from a map into a display tile for live 
viewing.  

7. Support for digital zoom on live camera video streams. 

8. The ability for audio communication with video units with audio input and output. 

9. The ability to control pan-tilt-zoom, iris, focus, and presets. 

10. The ability to bookmark important events for later retrieval on any archiving 
camera and to uniquely name each bookmark in order to facilitate future 
searches. 

11. The ability to start/stop recording on any camera in the system that is configured 
to allow manual recording by clicking on a single button. 

12. The ability to activate or de-activate viewing of all system events as they occur. 

13. The ability to switch to instant replay of the video for any archiving camera with 
the simple click of button.  

14. The ability to take snapshots of live video and be able to save or print the 
snapshots.  

15. The ability to view the same camera multiple times in different tiles. 

O. The video playback (archive playing) capabilities of the Monitoring UI shall include: 

1. Support for audio and video playback for any time span. 

2. Support for video playback on each and every display tile. 

3. The ability to instantly replay the video for any archiving camera with the simple 
click of a button.  

4. The ability to select between instant synch of all video streams in playback mode, 
allowing operators to view events from multiple angles or across several camera 
fields, or non-synchronous playback. 

5. The ability to simultaneously view the same camera in multiple tiles at different 
time intervals. 

6. The ability to control playback with: 

a. Pause 
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b. Lock Speed 

c. Forward and Reverse Playback at: 1x, 2x, 4x, 6x, 8x, 10x, 20x, 40x, 100x 

d. Forward and Reverse Playback frame by frame 

e. Slow Forward and Reverse Playback at: 1/8x, 1/4x, 1/3x, 1/2x 

f. Loop playback between two time markers 

7. The ability to display a single timeline or one timeline for each selected video 
stream, which would allow the operator to navigate through the video sequence 
by simply clicking on any point in the timeline. 

8. The ability to display the level of motion at any point on a timeline. 

9. The ability to clearly display bookmarked events on the timeline(s).  

10. The ability to query archived video using various search criteria, including, but 
not limited to, time, date, camera, and area. 

11. The tool necessary for searching video and associated audio based on user-
defined events or motion parameters. 

12. The ability to define an area of the video field in which to search for motion as 
well as define the amount of motion that will trigger search results. The 
Monitoring UI shall then retrieve all archived video streams that contain motion 
that meets the search parameters. There shall be a graphical timeline on which 
the time of each search hit shall be indicated. 

13. The ability to browse through a list of all bookmarks created on the system and 
select any bookmarked event for viewing. 

14. The ability to add bookmarks to previously archived video for easier searching 
and retrieval. 

15. Support for digital zoom on playback video streams. 

16. Still image export to PNG, JPEG, GIF, and BMP format with Date and Time 
stamp, and Camera Name on the image (snapshot). 

17. Tools for exporting video and a self-contained video player on various media 
such as USB keys or CD/DVD-ROM. This video player shall be easy to use 
without training and shall still support reviewing video metadata, such as 
bookmark, or navigating the video with functions like panoramic camera view 
dewarping. 

18. Tools for exporting video sequences in standard video formats, such as ASF or 
MP4. 

19. The ability to encrypt exported video files. 

20. The ability for an operator to load previously exported video files from their 
computer or network. 

21. The ability for queries to be saved upon closing the CSA and reappear when the 
application is reopened. 
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22. The ability to dynamically block, on demand, video stream dynamically to lower 
level users to prevent access, for a specific time, to live and recorded video. 

23. A tool building and exporting a set of videos into a single container. This tool 
shall allow the operator to build sequences of video to create a storyboard and 
allow the export of synchronous cameras. 

24. The ability to store the video export and still image export at a pre-defined 
storage location. 

25. An interface with the ability to list, search, and manipulate previously generated 
video exports. 

26. The ability to export sequences of video in open standards including ASF and 
MP4. 

P. The Monitoring UI shall provide an interface to support the following ALPR tasks and 
capabilities: 

1. Monitoring and management of ALPR events and alarms. 

2. Viewing of license plate picture(s) and context images. 

3. Viewing of license plate data (e.g. license plate reads) 

4. Verification of ALPR data against live and recorded video. 

Q. Entity Monitoring: 

1. The USP shall permit the user to select multiple entities to monitor from the 
Monitoring UI by adding the entities one by one to the tracking list.  

2. The Monitoring UI shall provide the option to filter which events shall be 
displayed in the display tile layout and/or event list layout. 

3. It shall be possible to lock a Monitoring UI display tile so that it only tracks the 
activity of a specific entity (e.g. specific door or camera).  

4. The user shall be able to drag and drop an event from an event list (or an alarm 
from an alarm list) onto a display tile to view a license plate read, cardholder 
picture ID, badge ID, or live/archived video, among other options.  

5. Event, alarm, monitoring/tracking, and report lists shall contain cardholder 
pictures where applicable. 

6. The user shall be permitted to start or pause the viewing of events within each 
display tile. 

R. Display Tile Packing and Unpacking: 

1. The Monitoring UI shall support single-click unpacking and packing for ALPR 
hits, ALPR reads, areas, doors, zones, camera sequences, and alarms. 

2. The packing and unpacking of entities shall allow operators to quickly obtain 
additional information and camera views of a specific entity. 
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3. The unpacking of an entity shall display associated entities. For example, 
unpacking a door with multiple associated cameras shall display all cameras 
associated with that door. Unpacking shall reconfigure the display tiles to be able 
to display all associated entities.  For example, unpacking a door (or a zone or 
alarm) that is currently in a 1 x 1 tile configuration and that has 3 cameras tied to 
it will create a 1 x 3 display tile arrangement for viewing all associated entities. 

4. Packing will return the display to the original tile pattern.   

S. Visual Tracking: 

1. The Monitoring UI shall support the ability to manually track a moving target with 
the single click of a button.  

2. The ability to switch from one camera view to an adjacent camera shall be done 
within a single display tile. 

3. Switching between camera streams shall be accomplished by simply clicking on 
a semi-transparent shape or overlay. 

4. Visual tracking shall be available with both live and recorded video. 

2.17 Server Administrator User Interface Requirements 

A. The Server Administrator shall be used to configure the SSM and the Directory Role 
(main configuration) and its database(s), to apply the license, and more. 

B. The Server Administrator shall be a web-based application. Through the Server 
Administrator, it shall be possible to access the SSM across the network or locally on 
the server. 

C. Access to the Server Administrator shall be protected via login name, password, and 
encrypted communications.   

D. The Server Administrator shall allow the administrator (user) to perform the following 
functions: 

1. Manage the system license. 

2. Configure the database(s) and database server for the Directory Role,  

3. Activate/Deactivate the Directory Role. 

4. Manually back up the Directory Role database(s) and/or restore the server 
database(s), as well as configure scheduled backups of the databases. 

5. Define the client-to-server communications security settings. 

6. Configure the network communications hardware, including connection 
addresses and ports. 

7. Configure system SMTP settings (mail server and port). 

8. Configure event and alarm history storage options. 
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2.18 Unified Web Client (UWC) General Requirements 

A. The USP shall support a unified web client (UWC) for access control and video. 

B. The UWC shall be a truly thin client with no download required other than an internet 
web browser or standard web browser plugins. 

C. The UWC shall be platform independent and run within Microsoft Edge, Internet 
Explorer, Firefox, Safari, and Google Chrome. 

D. Web pages for the web client shall be managed and pushed by the Web Server 
Role. Microsoft IIS or any other web hosting service shall not be required given that 
all the web pages shall be hosted by the Web Server Role. 

E. The UWC shall support display on tablet format. 

F. Video Stream shall be redirected to the Web Client with no stream transformation or 
re-encoding for all streams in H264.   

G. The Contractor shall provide up to ___number of simultaneous Web Clients.  

H. Functionalities:  

1. Log in using name and password or Active Directory support shall be available.  

2. Ability for user to change their password. 

3. Encrypted communications for all transactions. 

4. Print reports and export to CSV file. 

5. Customer logo customization shall be available for multi-tenant and hosted 
services applications. 

6. Video: 

a. Live and playback video at 320 x 240, 640 x 480 or 1280 x 1024 @ 15 fps 

b. Video export 

c. 1, 4, 6 or 9 tiles 

d. Basic PTZ Controls (Pan/Tilt, Zoom, go to presets, start pattern) 

e. Start / Stop recording 

f. Sample web page for customers to see how to view video for their own 
development 

g. Add bookmarks 

7. Alarms: 

a. Alarm report 

8. Threat Level. 
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2.19 Smartphone and Tablet App General Requirements 

A. The USP shall support mobile apps for various off-the-shelf devices. The mobile 
apps shall communicate with the Mobile Server of the USP over any Wi-Fi or cellular 
network connection. 

B. Mobile apps shall communicate with the USP via a Mobile Server Role (MSR). All 
communication between the mobile apps and MSR shall be based on standard 
TCP/IP protocol and shall use the TLS encryption with digital certificates to secure 
the communication channel.  

C. Supported device manufacturers shall include (refer to Mobile App specifications for 
latest compatibility list): 

1. Apple devices running iOS 11.0 or later 

2. Android devices 6.0 or later 

D. It shall be possible to download the mobile apps from the Central application store 
(Apple iTunes App Store, Google Play). 

E. Functionalities: 

1. Core 

a. Ability to logon/logoff to the USP using an authorized user profile of the 
system. 

b. Ability to change the picture or the password of the user of the mobile app. 

c. Ability to view the current Threat Level of the system. 

d. Ability to change the current Threat Level of the system. 

e. Ability to execute hot actions configured in the user profile. 

f. Ability to view entities from the USP: 

i. Cameras 

ii. Doors 

iii. ALPR cameras 

iv. Web Tile Plugins 

v. Layouts  

vi. Camera Sequences 

vii. Macros 

viii. Maps (geographical maps only)  

g. Ability to navigate the system hierarchical view of the entities and search 
entities in the system. 

2. Video 
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a. Ability to view live and recorded video from the cameras of the USP. A 
maximum of four cameras shall be displayed. 

b. Ability to display live and recorded video side-by-side for a specific camera. 

c. Ability to perform digital zoom on cameras.  

d. Ability to perform actions on cameras such as add a bookmark, control a 
PTZ, control the iris/focus function, save a snapshot, start/stop recording. 

e. Ability to view camera layouts. 

f. Ability to view camera sequences. 

g. Ability to run a camera events report. 

h. Ability to change the video quality on the cameras displayed on the mobile 
app. 

i. Ability to use the camera of the smartphone and stream a live video feed to a 
video recorder in the system. 

3. Access Control 

a. Ability to view the door state ad door lock state. 

b. Ability to perform actions on a door such as unlock the door, set the door in 
maintenance mode, override the door unlocking schedule.  

4. Automatic License Plate Recognition 

a. Ability to view live events raised by an ALPR camera. 

b. Ability to view the read image, context image, and all metadata captured by 
the ALPR camera. 

c. Ability to run an ALPR event report. 

d. Ability to add a license plate to a hotlist on the system. 

5. Alarm Management 

a. Ability to receive push notifications to notify mobile operators that an alarm 
was received. 

b. Ability to view all active alarms assigned to the mobile operator. 

c. Ability to perform action on an alarm such as acknowledge, forward, or 
alternate-acknowledge an active alarm. 

d. Ability to view entities attached to the alarm. 

6. Map  

a. Ability to display a geographic map with USP entities geo-located on the map. 

b. Ability to view any entity configured on the map. 

c. Ability to search entities or location on the map. 
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F. It shall be possible to send a message from the client user interface to a mobile 
operator. 

G. It shall be possible to send a live or playback video sequence from the client UI to a 
mobile operator. 

H. It shall be possible to view mobile operators who enabled location tracking on a map 
in the system. The location of the mobile operator should be updated in real time.  

2.20 Health Monitor 

A. The USP shall monitor the health of the system, log health-related events, and 
calculate statistics. 

B. USP services, roles, agents, units, and client apps will trigger health events. 

C. The USP shall populate the Windows Event Log with health events related to USP 
roles, services, and client apps. 

D. A dedicated role, the Health Monitoring Role, shall perform the following actions: 

1. Monitor the health of the entire system and log events. 

2. Calculate statistics within a specified time frame (hours, days, months). 

3. Calculates availability for clients, servers and video/access/ALPR units. 

E. A Health Monitoring task and Health History reporting task shall be available for live 
and historical reporting. 

F. A Health Monitoring dashboard task shall be available in the client application user 
interface to provide a live display, such as pie charts and event lists, for quick visual 
assessment on the general health of the system. 

G. A web-based, centralized health dashboard shall be available to remotely view unit 
and role health events of the USP. 

H. Detailed system care statistics will be available through a web-based dashboard 
providing health metrics of USP entities and roles, including Uptime and mean-time-
between-failures. 

I. All health events raised in the system can be used for automating the USP 
event/action management. 

J. Health events shall be accessible via the SDK (can be used to create SNMP traps). 

2.21 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Communication Management (CM) ( 

A. An operator of the USP shall be able to, within the USP Monitoring UI, initiate calls to 
and answer calls from other operator and edge voice devices such as intercoms, 
emergency call stations, information desks, softphones, or phone devices. 

B. The USP shall support CM between the USP client User Interface and SIP endpoint 
devices. 
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C. SIP endpoints shall be able to register to the USP using a standard SIP protocol. 

D. The USP shall support CM between two SIP endpoint devices. 

E. The USP shall allow the configuration of SIP trunk connections to multiple SIP 
Servers supporting SIP Trunks.  

F. The CM shall support the management of calls to and from other SIP Servers 
connected though SIP Trunks. 

G. The USP shall support the configuration of paging zones for pre-recorded and live 
message announcements.  

H. The CM is a service of the USP and shall not require the addition of any third party 
software. 

I. The CM shall support the following video codecs: 

1. H.264 

2. H.263 

3. H.263+ (1998) 

J. The CM shall support the following audio codecs: 

1. PCMA (G.711 aLaw) 

2. PCMU (G.711 uLaw) 

3. G.722 

4. G.729 

5. iLBC 

6. GSM 

7. telephone event 

8. Speex (Narrowband) 

9. Speex (Wideband) 

10. Speex (Ultrawideband) 

11. L.16 

12. L.16-44-1 

13. G.728 

14. G.726-16 

15. G.726-24 

16. G.726-32 

17. G.723 
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18. G.726-40 

K. The CM shall certify SIP devices from the following manufacturers: 

1. 2N Telekomunikace 

2. Algo 

3. Axis 

4. Baudisch 

5. Castel 

6. Cisco 

7. Code Blue 

8. Commend 

9. EMCOM 

10. Grandstream networks 

11. Jacques 

12. Mobotix 

13. Siedle 

14. TalkaPhone 

15. TOA Corporation 

16. Valcom 

17. Vingtor-Stentofon 

18. Zenitel 

19. Intelbras 

L. The CM shall allow bidirectional audio and video recording of call sessions. The USP 
shall offer the following recording capabilities 

1. Automatic cleanup of call session files after a programmable number of days. 

2. Deactivation of call recording between operators. 

3. Deactivation of call recording with specific operators. 

4. Deactivation of call recording with specific voice devices. 

5. Selection of the storage path for call session recordings. 

M. The CM shall provide the capability to reach a physical location identified by its own 
extension number regardless of the user connected to the USP. 

N. The CM shall provide the flexibility for the administrator to define the network ports 
used to communicate between the USP servers and the following: 
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1. USP Operator Client User Interfaces 

2. SIP devices 

3. SIP servers 

O. The CM shall provide the capability to create Ring Groups. A Ring Group is a group 
of call numbers grouped under a single call number. It shall be possible to set a Ring 
Group to simultaneously or sequentially call the members of the group. Dwell time for 
sequence mode shall be configurable. 

P. The CM shall allow the automatic routing of calls through the configuration of a 
collection of rules (Dial Plan). Dial Plans shall support the following capabilities: 

1. Match a phone number with regular expression. 

2. Route calls based on matching the phone numbers from which calls are made. 

3. Route calls based on matching the destination phone numbers to which calls are 
made. 

4. Change the phone extension from which calls are received. 

5. Change the phone extensions to which calls are sent. 

6. A combination of any of the above capabilities in a configured priority and based 
on a schedule. 

Q. Dial Plans shall be applicable to calls between SIP entities registered to the USP as 
well as to and from external SIP servers. 

R. The USP shall unify, within a simple user interface, the workflow between the 
associated security entities of a call session, including the call box, cameras, doors, 
intrusion zones and outputs. 

S. The USP shall support video and audio calls: 

1. Between USP Client User Interfaces 

2. To and from USP Client User Interfaces and SIP devices 

3. Between SIP devices 

T. The USP shall provide an advanced and friendly call management user interface that 
allows operators to: 

1. Connect standard USB headsets and webcams to USP Client User Interface 
workstations so that USP users can make voice and video calls through the USP 
Client User Interface. 

2. Display the video associated with the call and switch between multiple video 
sources. 

3. Receive incoming call notifications directly through a notification tray. 

4. Initiate, answer, forward, place on hold, or cancel calls from a dedicated call 
dialog box. 
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5. Control cameras, doors, zones, and device outputs during a call. 

6. Create a customizable list of contacts, so that users can quickly call their 
contacts. Contact lists shall include other USP users, as well as SIP devices. 

7. Dial a phone number to make a call. 

8. Dial a DTMF sequence during a call. 

9. Monitor the availability status of a user and set its own availability status. 

10. Access a history log of calls that the operator both initiated and received. This log 
shall show the time of the call, duration, direction and the reason for its ending. It 
shall be possible to redial one of the entries in the log. 

U. The USP shall allow an operator to manage up to 10 calls simultaneously. The call 
queue shall show the status of each call: incoming, in call, or on hold. It shall be 
possible to hold and resume a call directly from the call queue. 

V. The USP shall offer a call window. It shall be possible within the call windows to: 

1. Switch between cameras associated with the call participant. 

2. Open and lock doors associated with the call participant. 

3. Arm and Disarm zones associated with the call participant. 

4. Trigger outputs associated with the call participant. 

5. Put on hold, resume, forward, and end a call. 

6. Mute the microphone. 

7. Hide the webcam video feed. 

W. The USP shall have a built-in address book. The address book shall be available in 
the call dialog box, in which users can view and manage their list of contacts. From 
the address book, users shall be able to do the following: 

1. Call a contact by simply double-clicking the contact name. 

2. See the availability status of their contacts (users and SIP Devices). 

3. Quickly display a contact's information, such as photo, name, and number. 

4. Filter their contacts by type (SIP Device or User). 

5. Create a list of favorites by adding and removing contacts. 

6. Search for and call numbers that appear in the contact list. 

X. The USP shall provide a graphical dial pad to allow the operator to make calls and 
dial DTMF tones during a call. 

Y. The USP shall provide the ability to send public announcements via a microphone or 
uploaded pre-recorded messages. The users shall be able to do the following: 

1. Create paging zones. 
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2. Associate any SIP callable entity with a paging zone. 

3. Upload pre-recorded messages. 

4. Trigger a live or pre-recorded message. 

Z. The USP shall provide call reporting capabilities to allow for the investigation of the 
activities during specific call sessions. The report shall provide the capability to 
replay audio recordings and watch call sessions that have associated video. The Call 
report shall provide filters to query the call records by: 

1. Date and time 

2. Call session duration 

3. Involved users and call stations 

4. Call events and actions 

5. Actions taken by a user on doors, intrusion zones, and outputs during the call 
session 

AA. The USP shall give the capability to export a call session, including bidirectional 
audio, associated video, and log journal of the call session. 

BB. It shall be possible to place the voice devices as icons on a map that shall display 
the call status of the voice device with a color code. A right-click on the voice device 
map icon shall allow the user to: 

1. Answer or reject an incoming call. 

2. Initiate a call to the device. 

3. Put on hold and resume a call with the device.  

CC. It shall be possible for an operator to select and broadcast his or her availability 
status, with the possible statuses being Available, Away and Busy. This status will 
appear with a color code in the call dialog box of other operators. 

DD. The Contractor shall provide up to XX number of SIP connections.  

EE. The Contractor shall provide up to XX number of SIP trunks.  

FF. The Contractor shall provide a failover and bidirectional audio and video recording 
license for each SIP device 

GG. The contractor shall provide up to ____number of SIP public address 

2.22 USP General Requirements  

A. The Unified Security Platform (USP) shall be an enterprise class IP-enabled security 
and safety software solution. 

B. The USP shall support the seamless unification of IP access control system (ACS), 
IP video management system (VMS), and IP automatic license plate recognition 
system (ALPR) under a single platform. The USP user interface (UI) applications 
shall present a unified security interface for the management, configuration, 
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monitoring, and reporting of embedded ACS, VMS, and ALPR systems and 
associated edge devices. 

C. Functionalities available with the USP shall include: 

1. Configuration of embedded systems, such as ACS, ALPR, and VMS systems. 

2. Live event monitoring. 

3. Live video monitoring and playback of archived video. 

4. Alarm management. 

5. Reporting, including creating custom report templates and incident reports. 

6. The Federation feature for global monitoring, reporting, and alarm management 
of multiple remote and independent ACS, VMS, and/or ALPR systems spread 
across multiple facilities and geographic areas.  

7. Global cardholder management across multiple facilities and geographic areas 
each with their own independent ACS system.  

8. Microsoft Active Directory integration for synchronizing USP user accounts and 
ACS cardholder accounts.  

9. Intrusion device and panel integration (live monitoring, reporting, and 
arming/disarming).  

10. SIP Intercom device integration for bi-directional communication.  

11. Integration with third party systems and databases via plug-ins (access control, 
video analytics, point of sale, and more).  

12. Dynamic graphical map viewing. 

13. Asset management system integration.  

D. The USP shall be deployed in one or more of the following types of installations: 

1. Unified access, ALPR, video platform, and any combination thereof. 

2. Standalone access control, ALPR, or video platform. 

3. Unified access and video platform that federates multiple remote ACS, VMS, 
ALPR. 

4. Standalone video platform that federates multiple independent remote VMS. 

5. Standalone access control that federates multiple independent remote ACS. 

6. Standalone access control that federates multiple independent remote ALPR. 

E. Licensing: 

1. A single central license shall be applied centrally on the configuration server. 

2. There shall be no requirement to apply a license at every server computer or 
client workstation. 
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3. Based on selected options, one or more embedded systems shall be enabled or 
disabled. 

F. Hardware and Software Requirements: 

1. The USP and embedded systems (video, license plate recognition, and access 
control) shall be designed to run on a standard PC-based platform loaded with a 
Windows operating system. The preferred operating system shall be coordinated 
with the Owner following the manufacturer supported operating systems. 

2. The core client/server software shall be built in its entirety using the Microsoft 
.NET software framework and the C# (C-Sharp) programming language. 

3. The USP database server(s) shall be built on Microsoft’s SQL Server. The 
preferred SQL version shall be coordinated with the Owner and compatible with 
the USP. 

4. The USP shall be compatible with virtual environments, including VMware and 
Microsoft Hyper-V. 

5. The USP shall use the latest user interface (UI) development and programming 
technologies such as Microsoft WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation), the 
XAML markup language, and .NET software framework. 

2.23 USP Architecture 

A. The USP shall be based on a client/server model. The USP shall consist of a 
standard Server Software Module (SSM) and Client Software Applications (CSA). 

B. The USP shall be an IP enabled solution. All communication between the SSM and 
CSA shall be based on standard TCP/IP protocol and shall use TLS encryption with 
digital certificates to secure the communication channel.  

C. The SSM shall be a Windows service that can be configured to start when the 
operating system is booted and run in the background.  The SSM shall automatically 
launch at computer startup, regardless of whether or not a user is logged on the 
machine. 

D. Users shall be able to deploy the SSM on a single server or across several servers 
for a distributed architecture. The USP shall not be restricted in the number of SSM 
deployed. 

E. The USP shall support the concept of The Federation feature whereby multiple 
independent ACS, VMS, and ALPR installations can be merged into a single large 
virtual system for centralized monitoring, reporting, and alarm management.  

F. The USP shall protect against potential database server failure and continue to run 
through standard off-the-shelf solutions. 

G. The USP shall support up to one thousand instances of CSA connected at the same 
time. However, an unrestricted number of CSA can be installed at any time.  

H. The USP shall support an unrestricted number of logs and historical transactions 
(events and alarms) with the maximum allowed being limited by the amount of hard 
disk space available. 
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I. The USP shall support uninterrupted video streaming. The CSA shall keep existing 
video connections active in the event that an SSM (except Archiver) becomes 
unavailable. 

J. Roles-Based Architecture: 

1. The USP shall consist of a role-based architecture, with each SSM hosting one 
or more roles. 

2. Each role shall execute a specific set of tasks related to either core system, 
automatic license plate recognition (ALPR), video (VMS), or access control 
(ACS) functionalities, among many others. Installation shall be streamlined 
through the ability of the USP to allow administrators to: 

a. Deploy one or several SSM across the network prior to activating roles. 

b. Activate and deactivate roles as needed on each and every SSM. 

c. Centralize role configuration and management. 

d. Support remote configuration. 

e. Move roles over from one SSM to another.  

3. Each role, where needed, shall have its own database to store events and role-
specific configuration information. 

4. Roles without databases, such as The Federation feature, Active Directory, and 
Global Cardholder Management, shall support near real-time standby without 
any third party failover software being required. 

5. Directory Role: 

a. The Directory Role shall manage the central database that contains all the 
system information and component configuration of the USP. 

b. The Directory Role shall authenticate users and give access to the USP 
based on predefined user access rights or privileges, and security partition 
settings. 

c. The Directory Role shall support the configuration/management of the 
following components common to the ACS, ALPR, and VMS sub-systems: 

i. Security Partitions, users and user groups 

ii. Areas 

iii. Zones, input/output (IO) linking rules, and custom output behavior 

iv. Alarms. Schedules, and scheduled tasks 

v. Custom events 

vi. Macros or custom scripts 

d. The Directory Role shall support the configuration/management of the 
following components specific to VMS: 

i. Video servers and their peripherals (e.g. audio, IOs, and serial ports) 
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ii. PTZ 

iii. Camera sequences 

iv. Recording and archiving schedules 

e. The Directory Role shall support the configuration/management of the 
following components specific to ACS: 

i. Door controllers, and input and output (IO) modules 

ii. Doors, Elevators, and Access rules 

iii. Cardholders and cardholder groups, credentials, and badge templates 

f. The Directory Role shall support the configuration/management of the 
following components specific to ALPR: 

i. ALPR units and cameras 

ii. Hotlists, permit lists, and overtime rules 

6. The Video Archiver Role shall be responsible for managing cameras and 
encoders under its control and archiving.  

7. The Media Router Role shall be responsible for routing video and audio streams 
across local and wide area networks from the source (for example DVS) to the 
destination (for example CSA). 

8. The Access Manager Role shall be responsible for synchronizing access control 
hardware units under its control, such as door controllers and I/O modules. This 
role shall also be responsible for validating and logging all access activities and 
events when the door controllers and I/O modules are online. 

9. The Automatic License Plate Recognition (ALPR) Role shall be responsible for 
synchronizing fixed ALPR units (cameras) and mobile ALPR applications under 
its control. The ALPR Role shall also be responsible for logging all ALPR 
activities and events. 

10. The Zone Manager Role shall be responsible for managing all software zones 
(collection of inputs) and logging associated zone events. Zones shall consist of 
inputs from both access control and video devices. 

11. The Health Monitoring Role shall be responsible for monitoring and logging 
health events and warnings from the various client applications, roles, and 
services that are part of the USP. This role shall also be responsible for logging 
events within the Windows Event Log and for generating reports on health 
statistics and health history. 

12. Optional Roles: 

a. The Federation Role shall be responsible for creating a large virtual system 
consisting of hundreds or thousands of independent and remote ACS, VMS, 
and/or ALPR systems.  

b. The Global Cardholder Synchronizer Role shall be responsible for 
synchronizing cardholder and credential data between the local site and a 
central site. Synchronization between remote sites shall also be supported.  
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c. The Active Directory Role shall be responsible for synchronizing user 
accounts and cardholder accounts with a Microsoft Active Directory server.  

d. The Intrusion Manager Role shall be responsible for managing third party 
intrusion devices such as alarm panels and perimeter detection devices. This 
role shall also be responsible for logging all intrusion events in a database.  

e. The Asset Manager Role shall be responsible for integrating and 
synchronizing with third party asset management systems and logging asset 
related events. This role shall also be responsible for supporting the 
execution of asset-related reports such as inventory reports and asset activity 
reports.  

f. The Plug-in Manager Role shall be responsible for the communication 
between the USP and third party systems such as video analytics, access 
control, ALPR, video, and building management systems.  

g. The Point of Sale (POS) Manager Role shall be responsible for integrating 
the USP with third party POS systems and for logging transactions.  

h. The Web SDK Role shall be responsible for connecting the USP to any 
application or interface developed with the Web Service SDK. Applications 
developed with the Web Service SDK shall be platform independent and rely 
on the REST protocol for communications 

i. The Communication Management Role shall be responsible for registering 
the SIP communication endpoints and for managing the call routing.  

j. The Web Server Role shall be responsible for managing incoming Web Client 
connection and hosting the web pages for the Web Client. The Web Server 
Role acts as a proxy for the client connections and can be installed in a DMZ 
for additional security. 

k. The Media Gateway Role shall be responsible for connecting any video 
stream to a third party system using standard RTSP protocol. This role shall 
provide access to live videoServer Monitoring Service (Watchdog): 

13. The USP shall include a Server Monitoring Service that continuously monitors 
the state of the Server Software Module (SSM) service.  

14. The Server Monitoring Service shall be a Windows service that automatically 
launches at system startup, regardless of whether or not a user is logged into his 
account.  

15. The Server Monitoring Service shall be installed on all PCs/servers running an 
SSM. In the event of a malfunction or failure, the Server Monitoring Service shall 
restart the failed service. As a last resort, the Server Monitoring Service shall 
reboot the PC/server should it be unable to restart the service. 

2.24 USP Access Control, Video, and ALPR Unification 

A. The Monitoring UI shall present a true Unified Security Interface for live monitoring 
and reporting of the ACS, VMS, and ALPR.  Advanced live video viewing and 
playback of archived video shall be available through the Monitoring UI.   
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B. The Configuration UI shall present a true Unified Security Interface for the 
configuration and management of the ACS, VMS, and ALPR.   

C. The user shall be able to associate one or more video cameras to the following entity 
types: areas, doors, elevators, zones, alarms, intrusion panels, ALPR cameras, and 
more. 

D. It shall be possible to view video associated to access control events when viewing a 
report. 

E. It shall be possible to view video associated to intrusion panel events when viewing a 
report. 

F. It shall be possible to view video associated to ALPR events when viewing a report. 

G. The USP shall support the following Alarm Management functionality: 

1. Create and modify user-defined alarms. An unrestricted number of user-defined 
alarms shall be supported. 

2. Assign a time schedule or a coverage period to an alarm. An alarm shall be 
triggered only if it is a valid alarm for the current time period. 

3. Set the priority level of an alarm and its reactivation threshold. 

4. Define whether to display live or recorded video, still frames or a mix once the 
alarm is triggered. 

5. Provide the ability to display live and recorded video within the same video tile 
using picture-in-picture (PiP) mode. 

6. Provide the ability to group alarms by source and by type. 

7. Define the time period after which the alarm is automatically acknowledged. 

8. Define the recipients of an alarm. Alarm notifications shall be routed to one or 
more recipients. Recipients shall be assigned a priority level that prioritizes the 
order of reception of an alarm. 

9. Define the alarm broadcast mode. Alarm notifications shall be sent using either a 
sequential or an all-at-once broadcast mode. 

10. Define whether to display the source of the alarm, one or more entities, or an 
HTML page. 

11. Specify whether an incident report is mandatory during acknowledgment. 

H. The workflows to create, modify, add instructions and procedures, and acknowledge 
an alarm shall be consistent for access control, ALPR, and video alarms. 

I. Alarms shall be federated, allowing global alarm management across multiple 
independent USP, ACS, VMS, and ALPR systems. 

J. The USP shall also support alarm notification to an email address or any device 
using the SMTP protocol. 
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K. The ability to create alarm-related instructions shall be supported through the display 
of one or more HTML pages following an alarm event. The HTML pages shall be 
user-defined and can be interlinked. 

L. Alarm unpacking and packing shall be supported where all the entities associated to 
an alarm can be display in the Monitoring UI with the single click of a button. 

M. The user shall have the ability to acknowledge alarms, create an incident upon alarm 
acknowledgement, and put an alarm to snooze.  

N. The user shall be able to spontaneously trigger alarms based on something they see 
in the system. 

O. An alarm shall be configured in such a way that it remains visible until the source 
condition has been acknowledged. 

P. The user shall be able to investigate an alarm without acknowledging it. 

2.25 USP Threat Levels  

A. The USP shall support Threat Levels to dynamically change the system behavior to 
respond to critical events. 

B. Threat Levels shall be activated and deactivated by the CSA operator with the right 
privilege. 

C. Threat Levels shall be set on an area or on the entire system. 

D. Threat Levels shall affect the system behavior by executing any action available in 
the USP such as: trigger output, start recording, block camera, override recording 
quality, arm zone, set a door in maintenance mode, and more. 

E. The following specific actions shall be available with Threat Level: 

1. Set minimum security clearance to restrict or permit access to cardholders on 
specific areas on top of the restrictions imposed by the access rules. 

2. Set minimum user level to automatically log out user from the USP. 

3. Set reader mode to change how the doors are accessed (for example card and 
PIN, or card or PIN). 

F. A visible notification shall be displayed in all operator CSA when a Threat Level is 
activated. 

2.26 USP Remote Task 

A. The USP shall provide, through a Remote Task, capabilities to remotely monitor and 
control the content of other workstations running the CSA (Monitoring UI) that are 
part of the same system. 

B. The USP shall support video wall applications by connecting and controlling multiple 
workstations and monitors simultaneously. 
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C. The Remote Task shall be a graphical interface showing a replication of the remote 
workstation running the CSA (Monitoring UI). 

D. The Remote Task shall allow the connection to other workstations using a low 
bandwidth mode to receive only snapshots of video viewed remotely. 

E. The Remote Task shall allow the connection to other workstations using a spy mode 
to remain invisible to the remotely connected workstation. The spy mode option 
should be available to the user with permission to access the feature. 

F. The functionality provided by the remote monitoring and control capability shall 
include: 

1. Remote monitoring and control of the monitoring and alarm monitoring tasks. 

2. Ability to remotely switch cameras, doors and zones into display tiles. 

3. Ability to remotely control live and playback video. 

4. Ability to remotely change the tile pattern. 

5. Ability to remotely create and delete tasks. 

6. Ability to remotely start/stop task cycling. 

7. Ability to remotely go into full screen mode. 

8. Ability to remotely save and reload the workspace. 

2.27 USP Advanced Task Management 

A. USP shall support an infrastructure for managing Monitoring UI tasks used for live 
monitoring, day to day activities, and reporting.  

B. Administrators shall be able to assign tasks and lock the operator’s workspace. The 
user management of their workspace shall be limited by their assigned privileges. 

C. Operators shall be able save their tasks as either Public tasks or Private tasks and in 
a specific partition. Public tasks shall be available to all users. Private tasks shall 
only be available to the owner of the task. 

D. Operators shall be able to share their tasks by sending them to one or more online 
users. Recipients shall have the option to accept the sent task. 

E. Operators shall be able to duplicate a task. 

2.28 USP Reporting 

A. The USP shall support report generation (database reporting) for access control, 
ALPR, video, and intrusion.  

B. Each and every report in the system shall be a USP task, each associated with its 
own privilege.  A user shall have access to a specific report task if they have the 
appropriate privilege. 
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C. The workflows to create, modify, and run a report shall be consistent for access 
control, ALPR, and video reports. 

D. Reports shall be federated, allowing global consolidated reporting across multiple 
independent USP, ACS, VMS, and ALPR systems. 

E. Access control and ALPR reports shall support cardholder pictures and license plate 
pictures, respectively. 

F. The USP shall support the following types of reports: 

1. Alarm reports 

2. Video-specific reports (archive, bookmark, motion, and more) 

3. Configuration reports (cardholders, credentials, units, access rules, 
readers/inputs/outputs, and more) 

4. Activity reports (cardholder, cardholder group, visitor, credential, door, unit, area, 
zone, elevator, and more) 

5. ALPR-specific reports (mobile ALPR playback, hits, plate reads, reads/hits per 
day, reads/hits per ALPR zone, and more) 

6. Health activity and health statistics reports 

7. Other types of reports, including visitor reports, audit trail reports, incident 
reports, and time and attendance reports 

G. Generic Reports, Custom Reports, and Report Templates: 

1. The user shall the option of generating generic reports from an existing list, 
generating reports from a list of user-defined templates, or creating a new report 
or report template.  

2. The user shall be able to customize the predefined reports and save them as 
new report templates. There shall be no need for an external reporting tool to 
create custom reports and report templates. Customization options shall include 
setting filters, report lengths, and timeout period. The user shall also be able to 
set which columns shall be visible in a report. The sorting of reported data shall 
be available by clicking on the appropriate column and selecting a sort order 
(ascending or descending). 

3. All report templates shall be created within the Monitoring UI.  

4. These templates can be used to generate reports on a schedule in PDF or Excel 
formats.  

5. An unrestricted number of custom reports and templates shall be supported.  

H. A reporting task layout shall consist of panes with settings (report length, filters, go 
and reset commands, etc.), the actual report data in column format, and a pane with 
display tiles. The user shall be able to drag and drop individual records in a report 
onto one or more display tiles to view a cardholder’s picture ID, playback a video 
sequence, or an ALPR event.  
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I. The USP shall support comprehensive data filtering for most reports based on entity 
type, event type, event timestamp, custom fields, and more. 

J. The reporting task shall have the ability to display results through graphics such as 
line charts, bar charts, stacked bar charts, doughnut charts, and pie charts. 

K. The user shall be able to click on an entity within an existing report to generate 
additional reports from the Monitoring UI.  

L. The USP shall support the following actions on a report: print report, export report to 
a PDF/Microsoft Excel/CSV file, export the graphics chart in JPG/PNG, and 
automatically email a report based on a schedule and a list of one or more recipients. 

2.29 USP Dashboards 

A. The USP shall support the ability to create dashboards. 

B. Operators shall be allowed to view dashboards if they are granted the appropriate 
privilege. Modification to dashboards should also be allowed to users granted the 
appropriate privilege.  

C. Dashboards in the system shall be a USP task. A user shall have access to a 
specific dashboard task if they have the appropriate privilege. 

D. Dashboards shall be saved either in a private folder or a public folder. 

E. A dashboard shall consist of a canvas with carious widgets displayed on the canvas. 
All widgets should offer the ability to specify location and size to the widget, a title to 
the widget, a background color to the widget, and the ability to refresh periodically 
the content of the widget.  

F. Dashboard widget types shall be: 

1. Image: provides the ability to display an image (JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP) on a 
dashboard. 

2. Text: provides the ability to display a text on a dashboard. The text style shall be 
configurable, so font, size, color, and alignment can be specified by the user. 

3. Tile: provides the ability to display any entity of the USP inside of a tile. 

4. Web page: provides the ability to display a URL on a dashboard. 

5. Entity Count: provides the ability to display the total number of a specific entity 
type in the USP. 

6. Reports: provides the ability to display the results of any saved reports in the 
system. The results shall be displayed either by showing the total number of 
results in the report, a set of top results from the report, or a visual graph from 
the data returned by the report. 

G. It shall be possible to extend to the widgets of a dashboard using the SDK. This will 
provide the ability to develop custom widgets to the system. 
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H. The USP shall support the following actions on a dashboard: print dashboard, export 
dashboard to PNG file, and automatically email a report based on a schedule and a 
list of one or more recipients. 

2.30 USP Federation feature: Monitoring of Remote Systems  

A. The USP shall support the concept of a Federation feature for access control, video, 
and ALPR. 

B. The Federation feature shall allow multiple independent USP systems (Federated 
systems) to be unified into a larger virtual system (the Federation feature). This shall 
facilitate the global monitoring of multiple independent USP systems. 

C. The Federation feature shall support the unification of multiple independent video 
surveillance systems or VMS. 

D. Entities that shall be federated and monitored centrally from the Federation feature 
shall include: alarms, areas, cameras, cardholders and cardholder groups, 
credentials, doors, elevators, ALPR events, and zones (monitored inputs).  

E. The Federation feature shall support a cloud-based deployment, whereby the service 
and infrastructure will be updated automatically and provisioned by the service 
provider, without need for on-site hardware. 

F. The Federation feature shall support Global Alarm Management from the Monitoring 
UI for access control, video, and ALPR. 

G. The Federation feature shall support Global Report Generation from the Monitoring 
UI for access control, video, and ALPR. 

H. The Federation feature shall support dozens of operator actions on remote 
(federated) entities from the Monitoring UI (for example, generating a global report 
taking into account events from multiple independent sites or acknowledging remote 
alarms). 

2.31 USP Zone Management 

A. The USP shall support the configuration and management of zones for input point 
monitoring via the Zone Manager Role. A user shall be able to add, delete, or modify 
a zone if they have the appropriate privileges. 

B. A zone shall monitor the status of one or more inputs points. Zone monitoring or 
input point monitoring shall be possible through the use of a controller and one or 
more input modules. Inputs from video cameras or video encoders shall also be 
accessible via a zone. 

C. Depending on the hardware installed, supervised inputs shall be supported. 
Depending on the input module used, both 3-state and 4-state supervision shall be 
available. 

D. A schedule shall be defined for a zone, indicating when the zone will be monitored. 
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E. Custom Events shall provide full flexibility in creating custom events tailored to a 
zone. Users shall be able to associate custom events to state changes in monitored 
inputs. 

F. The ACS shall support one or more cameras per zone. Video shall then be 
associated to zone state changes. 

G. Input/Output (IO) Linking: 

1. Zone management shall support Input/Output (IO) Linking. I/O Linking shall allow 
one or more inputs to trigger one or more outputs.  

2. IO Linking shall be available in offline mode when communication between the 
server and hardware is not available.  

3. Custom Output Behaviors shall provide full flexibility in creating a variety of 
complex output signal patterns: simple pulses, periodic pulses, variable duty-
cycle pulses, and state changes. 

4. Through the “trigger an output” action, the VMS & ACS shall support the 
triggering of outputs with custom output behaviors. 

2.32 USP User and User Group Security, Partitions, and Privileges Management 

A. The USP shall support the configuration and management of users and user groups. 
A user shall be able to add, delete, or modify a user or user group if they have the 
appropriate privileges. 

B. The USP shall support user authentication with claims-based authentication using 
external providers. External providers shall include: 

1. ADFS (Active Directory Federation Services)  

C. Common access rights and privileges shared by multiple users shall be defined as 
User Groups. Individual group members shall inherit the rights and privileges from 
their parent user groups. User group nesting shall be allowed. 

D. User privileges shall be extensive in the USP.  All configurable entities for the USP, 
including access control, video, and ALPR shall have associated privileges. 

E. Specific entities, such as cardholders, cardholder groups, and credentials shall 
include a more granular set of privileges, such as the right to access custom fields 
and change the activation or profile status of an entity. 

F. Partitions: 

1. The USP shall limit what users can view in the configuration database via 
security partitions (database segments). The administrator, who has all rights 
and privileges, shall be allowed to segment a system into multiple security 
partitions.  

2. All entities that are part of the USP can be assigned to one or more partitions. 

3. A user who is given access to a specific partition shall only be able to view 
entities (components) within the partition to which they have been assigned.  
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Access is given by assigning the user as an accepted user to view the entities 
that are members of a particular partition. 

4. A user or user group can be assigned administrator rights over the partition.  

G. It shall be possible to specify user and user group privileges on a per partition basis. 

H. Advanced logon options shall be available such as dual logon and more. 

I. It shall be possible to specify an inactive period for the Monitoring UI after which time 
the application shall automatically lock, while still preserving access to currently 
displayed camera feeds. 

J. It shall be possible to review user permissions and determine: 

1. For any entity in the system, which user group or user can view or modify it. 

2. For any user group or user in the system, what are its privileges. 

3. For any privilege in the system, which user group or user is allowed to perform 
the underlying action. 

2.33 USP Event/Action Management 

A. The USP shall support the configuration and management of events for video and 
ALPR. A user shall be able to add, delete, or modify an action tied to an event if he 
has the appropriate privileges. 

B. The USP shall receive all incoming events from one or more ACS, VMS, and/or 
ALPR. The USP shall take the appropriate actions based on user-define event/action 
relationships. 

C. The USP shall receive and log the following events: 

1. System-wide events 

2. Application events (clients and servers) 

3. Area, camera, door, elevator, and ALPR events (reads and hits) 

4. Unit events 

5. Zone events 

6. Alarm events 

7. ALPR events 

8. Health Monitoring events 

D. The USP shall allow the creation of custom events. 

E. The USP shall have the capability to execute an action in response to an access 
control, video, and ALPR event. The USP shall support the following list of actions, 
without being limited to: 

1. Add bookmark 
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2. Arm intrusion detection area 

3. Arm zone 

4. Block and unblock video 

5. Bypass input 

6. Cancel postpone intrusion detection area arming 

7. Clear input bypass 

8. Clear task 

9. Display a camera on an analog monitor 

10. Display an entity in the CSA 

11. Email a report 

12. Email a snapshot 

13. Export report 

14. Forgives antipassback violation 

15. Go home 

16. Go to preset 

17. Import from file 

18. Override recording quality 

19. Override with event recording quality 

20. Override with manual recording quality 

21. Play a sound 

22. Postpone intrusion detection area arming  

23. Reboot unit 

24. Recording quality as standard configuration 

25. Rest area people count 

26. Reset parking zone inventory 

27. Run a macro 

28. Run a pattern 

29. Send a message 

30. Send a task 

31. Send an email 

32. Set parking zone occupancy 
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33. Set reader mode 

34. Set the door maintenance mode 

35. Set threat level 

36. Start/Stop applying video protection 

37. Start/Stop recording 

38. Start/Stop transfer 

39. Synchronize role 

40. Temporary override elevator schedules 

41. Trigger intrusion alarm 

42. Trigger alarm 

43.  Trigger output 

44. Trigger read 

45. Unlock door explicitly 

F. The USP shall allow a schedule to be associated with an action. The action shall be 
executed only if it is an appropriate action for the current time period. 

2.34 USP Schedules and Scheduled Tasks 

A. Schedules 

1. The USP shall support the configuration and management of complex schedules. 
A user shall be able to add, delete, or modify a schedule if they have the 
appropriate privileges.  

2. The USP shall provide full flexibility and granularity in creating a schedule. The 
user shall be able to define a schedule in 1-minute or 15-minute increments. 

3. Daily, weekly, ordinal, and specific schedules shall be supported. 

B. Scheduled Tasks 

1. The USP shall support scheduled tasks for video, and ALPR.  

2. Scheduled tasks shall be executed on a user-defined schedule at a specific day 
and time. Recurring or periodic scheduled tasks shall also be supported. 

3. Scheduled tasks shall support all standard actions available within the USP, such 
as sending an email or emailing a report.  

2.35 USP Macros and Custom Scripts 

A. The USP shall enable users to automate and extend the functionalities of the system 
through the use of macros or custom scripts for access control, video, and ALPR.  

B. Custom macros shall be created with the USP Software Development Kit (SDK). 
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C. A macro shall be executed either automatically or manually.  

D. In the Monitoring UI, a macro shall be launched through hot actions. 

2.36 USP Dynamic Graphical Maps (DGM) 

A. The USP shall support mapping functionality for access control, video surveillance, 
intrusion detection, ALPR, and external applications. 

B. The USP shall provide a map centric interface with the ability to command and 
control all the USP capabilities from a full screen map interface. 

C. It shall be possible to span the map over all screens of the USP client station. In the 
scenario where the map is spanned over all the screens of the USP client station it 
shall be possible to navigate the map including pan and zoom, and the map’s moves 
shall be synchronized between all screens. Spanning the map over multiple screens 
must provide the same command and control capabilities than in a single screen 
display. 

D. The DGM shall support the following file format and protocol for importing map 
background: 

1. PDF 

2. JPG 

3. PNG 

4. Web Tile Map Service (WTMS) and Web Map Service (WMS) defined by the 
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)  

5. BeNomad  

6. AutoCAD (DWG & DXF) 

E. The DGM shall provide the following online map providers for use as map 
background and provide the ability to manage their service license if they require 
one: 

1. Google Map, aerial, terrain (Licensed) 

2. Bing Map, aerial, satellite, hybrid (Licensed) 

3. ESRI ArcGIS (Licensed) 

4. OpenStreet Map aerial (Licensed) 

5. OVI hybrid 

F. It shall be possible to configure a mixed set of maps made of GIS, online providers, 
and private imported files and link them together. 

G. The DGM shall provide the ability to display all native entities of the USP including: 

1. Cameras, fix, and PTZ 

2. Doors 
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3. Camera sequences 

4. Areas 

5. Intrusion areas 

6. Intrusion zones 

7. License Plate Recognition cameras 

8. Digital inputs 

9. Digital outputs 

10. Intercoms 

11. Alarms 

12. Macros 

13. Police Car Patrollers  

H. The DGM shall provide the ability to draw and display information over the map in 
the form of: 

1. Vectoral shapes: lines, rectangles, polygons, ellipse 

2. Pictures 

3. Text 

I. The DGM shall provide the ability to display any type of third party entities integrated 
through an SDK.   

J. The DGM shall provide the ability to display layer of information in Keyhole Markup 
Language (KML) format.  

K. The DGM shall provide the ability to the operator to manage layers of entities 
displayed over the map, being able to turn them on and off and changing the 
superposition order. 

L. The DGM shall provide the ability to import data layers from one or more ESRI 
ArcGIS servers. 

M. The DGM shall provide the operators with the ability to manage layers that are 
imported from ESRI ArcGIS. The operators shall be able to turn the layers on and 
off, as well as sort the layers. 

N. The DGM shall offer built-in map data backup and restore for both map background 
and layers of entities. 

O. The DGM shall offer failover capabilities.  

P. The DGM shall scale up to several thousands of entities on a single map and 
hundreds of maps. 

Q. The DGM shall provide a means to update a map background without affecting the 
map object configuration. 
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R. The DGM shall offer a user-friendly graphical map designer to configure the maps. 

S. The DGM shall provide a user friendly and intuitive navigation that includes: 

1. The ability to create hierarchies of maps to facilitate navigation within and 
between various sites and buildings. 

2. The ability to define favorites for recurrent position recall. 

3. The possibility to create links between maps. The map links shall allow the link 
from one map to multiple maps representing the floors of a building. Navigating 
between floors of a building shall keep the zoom level of the map. 

4. A common user experience regarding navigation into the map for both GIS and 
private maps.  

T. It shall be possible to monitor the state of entities on the map. It shall be possible to 
customize the icons of any entities represented on the map. 

U. The DGM shall offer the ability to optionally set a graphical display notification of the 
motion detection. 

V. The DGM shall offer a smart selection too to access the video. By clicking the 
location the user wants to see, the DGM will automatically select the cameras that 
can see this location and move the PTZ towards that location. This smart selection 
too shall take obstacles into consideration and not display cameras that cannot see 
the location because of a wall. 

W. It shall be possible to select a location by drawing a zone of interest on the DGM, 
and to display all the entities that are part of that zone or interest at once. 

X. The user shall be able to select and display the content of multiple USP entities on 
the map in pop-up windows. 

Y. The user shall be able to move, resize, and pain the USP entity pop-up windows to 
the map. 

Z. It shall be possible to access live and playback video from the map. 

AA. It shall be possible to monitor all entity event notifications from the DGM. Users shall 
be able to turn notifications on and off per entity. 

BB. The DGM shall offer the ability to fully operate alarm monitoring. It shall be possible 
to: 

1. Center the map on entities related to the alarm. 

2. Visualize the Alarm notifications on the map and access the related videos from 
the map. 

3. Trigger and receive alarms. 

4. Act on the alarm from the DGM, including acknowledgements, forwarding, and 
investigation. 

5. Visualize that an alarm occurred in an underlying linked map. 
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CC. The DGM shall provide the following search capabilities: 

1. Search and center by entity name. 

2. From the Display of an entity in the USP, locate the entity on the map and offer 
the ability to select another one close-by.  

DD.  Any update of map content by an administrator shall be immediately and 
dynamically pushed to all DGM users. 

EE. The DGM shall support the use of GIS maps, private maps, or a combination of both 
for the map background.  

FF. The DGM shall be compatible with any GIS compliant maps with the OGC and 
supporting WMTS and WMS. This includes, but is not limited to, ESRI maps. The 
DGM shall allow the selection of the appropriate GIS layers.  

GG. The DGM shall provide an intuitive built-in map designer for entity positioning on the 
map using drag and drop. Any configuration shall be graphic. 

HH. It shall be possible to edit and configure multiple map objects at once. 

II. All map design modifications shall be logged in an audit trail. 

JJ. Various actions shall be available within maps for execution through simple and 
intuitive double-click, right-click, or drag-and-drop functionality. Examples of actions 
available through maps shall include unlocking a door and acknowledging an alarm. 

KK. Through the following functionalities, the DGM shall allow the management of USP 
alarms from the map: 

1. Locate on the map entities related to the alarm. 

2. Display entities of the alarm with a specific icon, color, transparency level, and 
blinking rate. 

3. List, select, and locate alarms. 

4. Auto center the map on the highest priority alarm. 

5. Handle the alarm from the map, including acknowledgement, forwarding, and 
investigation. 

6. All map containers, such as hotspots or map links, shall reflect the alarm status 
of the contained entities.  

LL. It shall be possible to add advanced functionality to map objects using the SDK. Any 
functionality available through the USP SDK shall be available within maps. The 
DGM shall offer lasso tools for: 

1. Displaying entities at one location through a single action. 

2. Triggering an action on all entities at one location in a single click.  

3. Editing multiple entities at one location simultaneously. 
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MM.  The DGM shall allow the display of USP entities selected from the map on a 
remote monitor (video wall). The DGM shall provide the ability to search within the 
map by entity name. 

2.37 USP Digital Evidence Management System (DEMS)  

The DGM shall allow the use of KML overlay map information for both GIS and private 
maps. Moveable objects shall be supported using the KML. The Contractor shall provide 
licenses for each entity that is required to be shown on the graphical maps. USP Digital 
Evidence Management System (DEMS)  

A. The USP shall support the ability to electronically share video exports with third 
parties. 

B. The USP shall allow recipients to natively review exported video from a web browser, 
without the need to install software or browser plugins. 

C. Video exported from the UPS will include the original file and timestamp information, 
as well as the system, workstation, and camera source metadata that can be viewed 
from the DEMS. 

D. The USP shall support the ability to create a case within the DEMS, and assign 
associated incident details, when exporting video. 

2.38 USP Audit and User Activity Trails (Logs) 

A. The USP shall support the generation of audit trails. Audit trails shall consist of logs 
of operator/administrator additions, deletions, and modifications. 

B. Audit trails shall be generated as reports. They shall be able to track changes made 
within specific time periods. Querying on specific users, changes, affected entities, 
and time periods shall also be possible. 

C. For entity configuration changes, the audit trail report shall include detailed 
information of the value before and after the changes. 

D. The USP shall support the generation of user activity trails. User activity trails shall 
consist of logs of operator activity on the USP such as login, camera viewed, ALPR 
event viewed, badge printing, video export, and more. 

E. The VMS & ACS shall support the following actions on an audit and activity trail 
report: print report and export report to a PDF/ Microsoft Excel/CSV file.  

2.39 USP Incident Reports 

A. Incident reports shall allow the security operator to create reports on incidents that 
occurred during a shift. Both video-related and access control-related incident 
reports shall be supported.  

B. The operator shall be able to create standalone incident reports or incident reports 
tied to alarms. 

C. The operator shall be able to link multiple video sequences to an incident, access 
them in an incident report, and change the date or time of the sequences later on. 
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D. It shall be possible to create a list of Incident categories, tag a category to an 
incident, and filter the search with the category as a parameter. 

E. Incident reports shall allow the creation of a custom form on which to input 
information on an incident. 

F. Incident reports shall allow entities, events, and alarms to be added to support at the 
report’s conclusions.  

2.40 USP Third Party Integration 

A. Microsoft Active Directory Integration  

1. The USP shall support a direct connection to one or multiple Microsoft Active 
Directory server via the Active Directory Role(s). Active Directory integration shall 
enable the synchronization of information from the Active Directory server to the 
USP. 

2. Active Directory integration shall permit the central management of the USP 
users, user groups, cardholders, and cardholder groups.   

3. The USP shall be able to connect to and synchronize data from multiple Active 
Directory servers (up to 10). 

4. The USP shall support synchronizing Active Directory Universal Groups as well 
as security groups belonging to other domains within the same forest. 

5. The USP shall support Microsoft Active Directory encryption using LDAP SSL. 

6. When enabled, Active Directory shall manage user logon to the USP client 
applications through the user’s Windows credentials. Logging on to the USP shall 
utilize native Active Directory password management and authentication 
features. 

7. It shall be possible to synchronize the following USP entities and their information 
from Active Directory with the USP: 

a. Users (username, first and last names, email address, and more) 

b. User groups (user group name, description, and group email address) 

c. Active Directory attributes to USP custom fields 

8. When enabled, the addition, removal, or suspension of a user’s Windows 
account in Active Directory shall result in the creation, deletion, or disabling of the 
equivalent user account in the USP. 

9. Supported synchronization methods for additions, modification, and deletions of 
synchronized entities shall include: on first logon (users only), manual 
synchronization, and scheduled synchronization. 

10. The USP shall support user connections across independent organizations by 
connecting to an external ADFS (Active Directory Federation Services) service 
using claims-based authentication. 

B. Intrusion Detection Integration 
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1. The USP shall integrate with third party intrusion panels and devices via an 
Intrusion SDK. The Intrusion Manager Role shall manage communications with 
the intrusion panels. Communications with intrusion devices shall be over serial 
communications and/or an IP network. 

2. Integration with intrusion panels shall be possible outside the release cycle of the 
USP. It shall be possible to add new integrations at any point in time. 

3. Functionality available via the integration of intrusion devices with the USP shall 
include the following (where supported by the intrusion panel): 

a. Arm and disarm intrusion devices (manually, on schedule, or following a USP 
event). 

b. Activate or trigger intrusion device outputs. 

c. View intrusion events and alarms. 

d. Monitor the status, including arming status, of the intrusion devices. 

e. Video verification of intrusion events and alarms with video panels. 

f. Create USP zones using intrusion device inputs. 

4. Currently supported intrusion panels include: 

a. Bosch G Series panels 

b. DSC Power Series panels 

c. DMP XR Series panels 

d. Honeywell Galaxy Dimension and Flex panels 

e. Vanderbilt SPC 

f. UTC Advisor Master and Advanced 

C. Third Party Access Control Systems: 

1. The USP shall integrate with third party access control software via the SDK.  
Communications with access control software shall be over an IP network, and 
should not support administrative tasks such as cardholder management.  

2. Integration with access control software shall be possible outside the release 
cycle of the USP. It shall be possible to add new integrations at any point in time. 

3. Functionality available via the integration of access control software with the USP 
shall include the following (where supported by the access control solution): 

a. Synchronize access control entities and receive associated events and states 
within the USP, including: 

i. Cardholders and access rights 

ii. Visitors 

iii. Readers and doors 

iv. Alarms 
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v. Inputs and outputs 

b. Monitor access control events. 

c. Monitor and Acknowledge access control alarms. 

d. Trigger actions and outputs in the access control software using hot actions 
and event-to-actions. 

e. Lock and unlock doors in the access control software. 

f. Video verification of access control events and alarms. 

g. Configure event-to-actions using the access control events and alarms. 

h. Generate Security Center reports using from the in the access control data. 

i. View and monitor states of door entities in the USP maps. 

4. Currently supported access control manufacturers include: 

a. Tyco Softwarehouse CCURE 

b. UTC Lenel Onguard 

c. Amag Symmetry 

d. Siemens Sipass 

e. AssaAbloy ARX 

D. Third Party Destination Dispatch Systems:  

1. The USP shall integrate with third part destination dispatch (elevator control0 
software via the SDK. Communications with the destination dispatch software 
shall be over an IP network. 

2. Integration with destination dispatch software shall be possible outside the 
release cycle of the USP. It shall be possible to add new integrations at any 
point in time. 

3. Functionality available via the integration of destination dispatch software with 
the USP shall include the following (where supported by the destination dispatch 
solution): 

a. Destination dispatch entity creation and reception of associated events and 
states within the USP, including: 

i. Floors and landings 

ii. Elevator cars (front/rear doors) and kiosks 

iii. Cardholders and credentials (if applicable) 

b. Monitor destination dispatch events. 

c. Trigger manual dispatch actions. 

d. Video verification of destination dispatch events. 

e. Configure event-to-actions using the destination dispatch events. 
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f. Generate Security Center reports using the destination dispatch data. 

g. Support multiple readers 

i. Kiosk internal readers 

ii. USP readers 

h. Kiosk advanced modes and passenger types. 

4. Currently supported destination dispatch manufacturers include: 

a. Otis Compass 

b. Thyssenkrupp Schindler 

E. Asset Management Integration:  

1. The USP shall integrate with third party asset management systems via the 
Asset Management Role. 

2. Communications with asset management solutions shall be over an IP network 
(via software communications). 

3. Functionality available via the integration of asset management systems with the 
USP shall include the following (where supported by the asset management 
systems): 

a. Synchronize asset management system assets with USP asset entities. 

b. Live monitoring of asset-related activity events, health events, and activity 
(asset online, asset offline, asset moves, or low battery). 

c. Synchronization of asset management alarms with Security Center alarms.  

d. Viewing video tied to asset-related activity and alerts within monitoring and 
reporting tasks. 

e. Acknowledging alarms in Security Center which acknowledges alerts in the 
asset management system and vice versa.  

f. Real-time tracking of asset locations on a per area basis.  

g. Asset Management Inventory reporting task that details the current location 
(area) of an asset.  

h. Asset Activity reporting task that provides a historical review of asset-related 
events and activity.  

4. Currently supported asset management systems include: 

a. RF Code Asset Manager 

b. Deister Key management 

c. Morsewatchmans 

d. TRAKA 

F. Additional Third Party Integrations: 
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1. The USP shall support multiple approaches to integrating third party systems. 
These shall include: Software Development Kits (SDKs), REST-based Web 
Service SDKs, RTSP Service SDKs, and more.  

2. The USP architecture shall support the addition of new connectors to integrate to 
third party system integration, such as:  

a. Video analytics 

b. Third party video systems 

c. Third party access control systems 

d. ALPR integrations with pay stations, permit vendors, pay-by-phone vendors, 
and ticketing vendors 

e. Point-of-sale (POS) systems 

f. Building management systems 

g. Access Control ecosystem (such as ID scanner, card synchronization, 
Guardtour) 

h. Transaction monitoring (POS, Barcode scanning, ATM) 

i. Data protocols (modbus, BacNet, OPC, SNMP) 

j. Videowall 

k. Human resource management systems (HRMS) 

2.41 USP Software Development Kit (SDK) 

A. A USP SDK shall be available to support custom development for the platform.  

B. The SDK shall include functionalities specific to the embedded automatic license 
plate recognition (ALPR), access control (ACS), and video (VMS) systems.  

C. Integration with external applications and databases shall be possible with the SDK. 

D. The SDK shall enable end-users to develop new functionality (user interface, 
standalone applications or services) to link the USP to third party business systems 
and applications, such as Badging Systems, Human Resources Management 
Systems (HRMS), and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.  

E. The SDK shall be based on the .NET framework.  

F. The SDK shall support dynamic or transactional updates to the USP configuration. It 
shall also support change notification of USP entity configuration. 

G. The SDK shall provide an extensive list of programming functions to view and/or 
configure core entities such as: users and user groups, alarms, custom events, and 
schedules, and more. 

H. The SDK shall provide an extensive list of programming functions to view and 
configure ACS, VMS, and ALPR. 
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I. The SDK shall provide an extensive list of programming functions to view and 
configure most ACS entities such as: cardholders, cardholder groups, visitors, 
credentials, access rules (modify only), and custom fields. 

J. The SDK shall be able to receive real time events from the following USP entities: 
users and user groups, areas, zones, cameras, video units, doors, door controllers 
(units), elevators, cardholders, cardholder groups, and credentials.  

K. The SDK shall be able to query the history of events for areas, cameras, zones, 
alarms, cardholders, credentials, visitors, doors, query license plate read events, 
license plate hit events, generate a license plate hits report, generate a license plate 
reads report.  

L. The SDK shall support the following alarm functions: view alarms in real time, 
acknowledge alarms, change priority, and change recipient. 

Part 3 - Execution 

3.01 Warranty 

A. The product shall perform in all material respects in accordance with the 
accompanying user manual, and the media on which the Software Product resides 
will be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use. Software 
defects are covered through Service Releases and Cumulative Updates which are 
available for a period of 1 year from the date of the software purchase. 

B. Extended warranty, up to 5 years, shall be available through the purchase of the 
Genetec Advantage support service which includes the following additional services 
over the standard warranty: 

1. Access to phone support and online chat for technical assistance 

2. Online case management 

3. Online system availability monitor 

4. Access to Major and Minor Release Upgrades 

5. 24/7 pager support and dedicated support specialist  

3.02 Deployment Services and System Commissioning & Parts Required.  

A. General Requirements: 

1. The contractor shall engage the services of the USP vendor to assist in the 
management of the deployment of the USP at the end-user site on projects that 
involve: 

a. Multiple contractors or subcontractors that will be responsible for deploying 
the USP at multiple client sites in different geographical regions. 

b. Complex enterprise installations involving advanced functionality (for example 
The Federation feature, failover, plugins) and/or multiple systems (for 
example access control, video, ALPR) and/or third party integrations. 
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c. Extensive use of customized solutions/plugins developed by the vendor that 
will be integrated into the USP. 

2. The USP vendor services shall include Deployment Management and System 
Configuration and Commissioning. 

B. Deployment Management Service: 

1. The Deployment Management service from the vendor shall include a Project 
Manager acting as the single point of contact for all communications between the 
contractor and the vendor organization and who will be responsible for: 

a. Conducting a Risk Assessment of the impact of potential risk factors on the 
operation of the vendor's USP. 

b. Providing a project plan for the deployment of the vendor's USP. 

c. Managing the development and deployment of the custom solution 
components that will be integrated into the vendor's USP (if applicable). 

d. Providing a scope of work detailing the services to be provided by the vendor 
to assist in the deployment of the vendor’s USP. 

e. Coordinating and scheduling the vendor field services with the contractor to 
assist with the deployment of the vendor’s USP. 

f. Providing regular project status updates to the contractor regarding the 
development of custom solutions (if applicable) and the deployment of the 
vendor’s USP. 

C. Solution Architect Service: 

1. The Solution Architect service from the vendor shall include a Solutions Architect 
Engineer acting as a single technical point of contact throughout the deployment 
of the USP, and who will be responsible for: 

a. Assisting the contractor/subcontractor with the design and architecture of the 
vendor’s USP. 

b. Conducting technical consultation activities that may include fit/gap analysis, 
system design reviews, device compatibility assessments, functional and 
technical design reviews as well as performance reviews of the vendor’s 
USP. 

c. Conducting a system assessment and ensuring best practices of the vendor’s 
USP are followed. 

d. Providing upgrade and migration strategy for the vendor’s USP where 
applicable. 

e. Providing documentation regarding the system architecture, system design, 
hardware specifications and compatibility requirements, camera bandwidth 
calculations, and best practices as they relate to the vendor’s USP. 

D. System Configuration and Commissioning Service: 
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1. The System Configuration and Commissioning service from the vendor shall 
include a Field Engineer who will be responsible for: 

a. Assisting the contractor’s or subcontractor’s onsite/remote technicians with 
the configuration and commissioning of the vendor’s USP at the client site. 

b. Conducting a test of the USP following the deployment of the system using 
real-world operator scenarios to ensure optimal system performance. 

c. Providing the contractor with a Service Report detailing the tasks completed 
during the deployment of the USP at the client site, as well as any 
recommendations for improving the performance of the USP that must be 
implemented by the contractor. 

d. Providing a knowledge transfer of the vendor's USP to the contractor 
following the deployment of the USP at the client site. 

E. Equipment required for VMS: 

1. Genetec OmniCast Enterprise Package: GSC-O-E-Base. 

2. Genetec Camera Connection License, one needed per camera except for UFO 
Cameras where two are needed: GSC-OM-E-1C 

3. Genetec Client Connectionn per workstation, four required: GSC-OM-E-1U 

4. Genetec Active Directory: GSC-E-ACD. 

5. Genetec Bosch Alarm Panel Application: GSC-SV16V-1AP. 

6. Genetec Streamvault Workstation, two required, one at the Maintenance Yard 
building and one at the Community building: GSC:SVW-300E-T4-2000-17. 

7. Genetec Streamvault Server, to be installed in Community building server room 
and connected to existing fiber run to Maintenance building. 132TB capability 
Raid configured: SV-4010EX-R14-13T-12-210. 

8. Axis UFO Cameras: Q-6155-PTZ Please see drawing of City Park for Quantities 
and locations. 

9. Axis UFO Camera: Q-6100-E Fixed Camera. Please see drawing of City Park for 
Quantities and locations. 

10. Axis Camera: P3245LVE. 

11. Axis Pole Mount, one per camera: T91B57 

12. Axis Wall Mount for UFO Cameras: T91G61 

13. Axis Wall mount for P3245 Cameras: T91H61 

14. Axis Pendant Mount for P3245 Cameras: T94T01D 

15. Contractor to include all connections, fiber and Cat6 cable required to make an 
operations system. Main Fiber trunk feeds are to be furnished and isntalled by 
the City of La Puente under a separate contract. 
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3.03 Manufacturer End User Operator Training: 

A.  The contractor shall engage the services of the USP vendor to assist in the end user 
training of the USP at the end-user site. Provide 6-hours of end user training. 
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La Puente Park Public Address 

Audio Design Multiple Fields 

 

Scope of Work 
 

• Audio system contractor shall provide a complete audio/ public address 

system as detailed in the attached diagram utilizing all the equipment 

describe and mentioned below. 

• All speakers shall be wired back to either the Concession Building and or the 

Maintenance building for complete audio control. 

• All speakers shall utilize 18-gauge shielded cable with Cat6 data cable. 

Verify audio zoning below and on Audio diagram issued for this project. 

• Local Junction boxes at the base of each pole to be provided by the security 

contractor. 

• Audio system contractor shall be a listed manufacture representative for all 

equipment listed below. 

• Audio System contractor must also be a Genetec Silver Elite VAR so to 

integrate audio controls into the Closed Circuit Camera system. 

• Per the addendum schematic drawings, audio contractor shall include audio 

control capability in the Concession Stand building, the Maintenance Yard 

building, and in the Community building. 

• All fiber optic cabling shall be furnished and installed by the City of LA 

Puente but will be terminated by the audio contractor. 

• All programming of new audio system shall be provided by the audio 

contractor. 

• All lifts required to mount new speakers are to be provided by the audio 

contractor. 

• All permits if required are to be provided by the audio contractor. 

• All 120vac power for all audio system components is to be provided by the 

City of LA Puente. 

• All underground conduit is provided by City of LA Puente. 

• Audio contractor is to verify all conduit runs that are existing and that will be 

used during the installation of new audio system to ensure audio system 

functionality. 
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Item Details 

Community Center 

1 1 - Apple iPad (Wifi-Only) at least 32GB 

2 1 - BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-

RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

3 1 - HECKLER DESIGN H608-BG, iPad Wall Mount with Power for iPad 10.2-inch 

(7th Generation, 2019) - Black Grey 

4 1 - SHURE MX418D/C, Cardioid-18" Desktop Gooseneck Condenser Microphone, 

Attached 10´ XLR Cable, Logic Functions, Programmable Switch and LED Indicator, 

Attached Desktop Base 

Zone 1 Concessions Building 

1 1 - Apple iPad (Wifi-Only) at least 32GB 

2 1 - BOSE 343546-1110, PowerMatch PM8500N Configurable Amplifier Network 

Model 120V NA 

3 1 - BOSE 359844-0020, PowerMatch Dante Network Card 

4 1 - BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-

RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

5 1 - BOSE 834317-1110, ControlSpace EX-1280 Processor 

6 1 - BOSE PS404D, 400 w 4 channel amp 8ohm or 70v 

7 2 - CISCO MGBLH1, The Cisco MFELX1 100BASE-LX Mini-GBIC SFP Transceiver 

from Linksys is an add-on transceiver for select Linksys switches. Installing in a 

standard Mini-GBIC expansion slot, the transceiver supports Gigabit data transfer 

over fiber optic cabling. Capable of transferring data at speeds of up to 1000Mbp. 

8 1 - CISCO WAP361-A-K9, Wireless-AC/N Dual Radio Wall Plate Access Point with 

PoE 

9 1 - Cisco Systems, Inc SG350-28MP-K9-NA, Cisco SG350-28MP 28-Port Gigabit 

PoE Managed Switch 

10 1 - HECKLER DESIGN H608-BG, iPad Wall Mount with Power for iPad 10.2-inch 

(7th Generation, 2019) - Black Grey 

11 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, and 

ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple processors can be 

used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or White. 

12 2 - EQUIPT-RACK-HARDWARE, Middle Atlantic KO-VT3 3RU Vent Panel for Rear 

Door 

13 2 - MICROPHONE, Jam Stand JS-DMS50 Table Top Mic Stand, adjustable height of 

8" to 12.25" with a non-slip rubber ring on the bottom of the base. 

14 1 - Middle Atlantic ERK-Z4, Seismic Brackets for ERK Series Rack 

15 1 - Middle Atlantic KO-AWFP2, 2-Fan  Panel for Rear Door 

16 1 - Middle Atlantic SFRD-LOCKPB, Replacement Lock/Key For Rear Door to Match 

Front Door 

17 1 - Middle Atlantic VBK-E35, 25" Deel Vent Blocking Kit 
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18 1 - RACK ITEM, LIberty WQ599000 3RU rack plate with a single 3-Gang Decora 

Cutout for Bose Source Inputs  and Volume Controls 

19 1 - Remote Support, Cisco CON-SG350-28MP-K9-NA - 1Year 8x5xNBD Cisco 

Warranty for SG350-28MP-K9-NA 

20 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC CBS-ERK-25, CASTER BASE FOR ERK 25DP 

21 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC D3, 3SP ANODIZED DRAWER 

22 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC EB5, 5SP FLANGED ECONO BLANK 

23 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC ERK-3525, 35SP/25D STANDALONE RACK 

24 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC ERK-RR35, 35SP ERK REAR RAIL OPTION 

25 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC FC-4-1CA, FAN CNTRL,STANDALONE 

26 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC FD-35, 35SP SOLID FRONTDR, UNIV. 

27 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC HP500, 500PC 10-32 SCREW W/CAPT. 

28 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC LBP-1A, 10 PACK L LACER BAR 

29 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC LBP-2A, 10 PACK,L BAR,2"OFFSET 

30 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC PD-915R, 9 OUT,15A,RCKMNT POWER CENTER 

31 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC PDT-1015C-RN, 10 OUT,15A,SRG&NFY,CORD 

32 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC PHBL1-CP12, 12PC. PHBL-1 CONTRACT PAC 

33 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC PHBL2-CP12, 12PC. PHBL-2 CONTRACT PAC 

34 2 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC U1V, 1SP vented utility shelf 

35 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC U2V, 2SP VENTED UTILITY SHELF 

36 1 - SHURE MX183, Omnidirectional microphone, Include Belt-Clip Preamp, 

Rotatable Tie Clip, Dual Tie Clip, Snap-Fit Windscreen 

37 3 - SHURE SB900A, Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery 

38 2 - SHURE SBC200-US, Dual Docking Charger with Power Supply 

39 2 - SHURE SM58S, Dynamic Vocal Microphone with on/off switch 

40 2 - SHURE UA505, Antenna mounting bracket/bulkhead adapter 

41 2 - SHURE UA8100, UHF Remote Antenna Extension Cable, BNC-BNC, RG213/U 

Type, 100 feet 

42 2 - SHURE UA834WB, In-line antenna amplifier for remote mounting.  (470-902 

MHz) 

43 1 - SHURE UA844+SWB/LC, Five-way active antenna splitter and power distribution 

system for QLX-D®, ULX®, ULX-D®, SLX®, and BLX® (BLX4R only) receivers. 

Excludes antenna cables and locking power cables  (470-952 MHz) 

44 2 - SHURE UA850, 50 Foot Remote antenna extension cable 

45 1 - SHURE ULXD1-G50, Digital Bodypack Transmitter, Frequency Band Version 

(470 - 534 Mhz) 

46 2 - SHURE ULXD2/SM58=-G50, Handheld Transmitter with SM58® Microphone 

47 1 - SHURE ULXD4=-G50, Single Digital Wireless Receiver with PS41US Power 

Supply, 1/2 Wave Antenna and Rack Mounting Hardware 

48 1 - SHURE ULXD4D=-G50, Dual digital wireless receiver with internal power supply, 

1/2 wave antenna and rack mounting hardware 

49 2 - WHIRLWIND MKQ-15BK, WHIRLWIND Cable – Microphone. 
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ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Little League Field 1 (Pole A1, A2, B2) 

1 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

2 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Little League Field 1 (Announcers Booth) 

1 1 -  BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-

RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

2 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

 

ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Little League Field 1 (Pole A1, A3) 

1 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

2 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Little League Field 1 (Announcers Booth) 

1 1 -  BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-

RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

2 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Basketball 1 

1 1 -  BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-

RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

2 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 
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3 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

4 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Basketball 2 

1 1 -  BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-

RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

2 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

3 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

4 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Skate Park 

1 1 -  BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-

RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

2 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

3 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

4 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Football Field (Pole A2, B4) 

1 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

2 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 
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3 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 1 (Concession Building) Public Address (Pole B1, B3) 

1 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

2 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

3 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 2 Maintenance Building 

1 1 - APPLE Apple iPad Wi-Fi 32GB, 

2 1 - BOSE 343546-1110, PowerMatch PM8500N Configurable Amplifier Network 

Model 120V NA 

3 1 - BOSE 359844-0020, PowerMatch Dante Network Card 

4 2 - BOSE 738678-0010, ControlSpace WP22BU-D (Dante Wall Plate), 2-XLR, 2-

RCA, 1 - 3.5mm), white, single 

5 1 - BOSE PS404D, 400 w 4 channel amp 8ohm or 70v 

6 2 - CISCO MGBLH1, The Cisco MFELX1 100BASE-LX Mini-GBIC SFP 

Transceiver from Linksys is an add-on transceiver for select Linksys switches. 

Installing in a standard Mini-GBIC expansion slot, the transceiver supports 

Gigabit data transfer over fiber optic cabling. Capable of transferring data at 

speeds of up to 1000Mbp 

7 1 - CISCO WAP361-A-K9, Wireless-AC/N Dual Radio Wall Plate Access Point 

with PoE 

8 1 - HECKLER DESIGN H608-BG, iPad Wall Mount with Power for iPad 10.2-inch 

(7th Generation, 2019) - Black Grey 

9 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

10 1 - CONTROL, Cisco SG350-10MP-K9-NA  10-Port Gigabit PoE Managed 

Switch 
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11 2 - EQUIPT-RACK-HARDWARE, Middle Atlantic KO-VT3 3RU Vent Panel for 

Rear Door 

12 1 - Middle Atlantic ERK-Z4, Seismic Brackets for ERK Series Rack 

13 1 - Middle Atlantic KO-AWFP2, 2-Fan  Panel for Rear Door 

14 1 - Middle Atlantic SFRD-LOCKPB, Replacement Lock/Key For Rear Door to 

Match Front Door 

15 1 - Middle Atlantic VBK-E35, 25" Deel Vent Blocking Kit 

16 1 - RACK ITEM, LIberty WQ599002 3RU rack plate with two (2)  3-Gang Decora 

Cutout for Bose Source Inputs  and Volume Controls 

17 1 - Remote Support, Cisco CON-SG350-10MP-K9-NA - 1Year 8x5xNBD Cisco 

Warranty for SG350-10MP-K9-NA 

18 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC CBS-ERK-25, CASTER BASE FOR ERK 25DP 

19 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC D3, 3SP ANODIZED DRAWER 

20 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC EB5, 5SP FLANGED ECONO BLANK 

21 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC ERK-3525, 35SP/25D STANDALONE RACK 

22 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC ERK-RR35, 35SP ERK REAR RAIL OPTION 

23 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC FC-4-1CA, FAN CNTRL,STANDALONE 

24 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC FD-35, 35SP SOLID FRONTDR, UNIV. 

25 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC HP500, 500PC 10-32 SCREW W/CAPT. 

26 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC LBP-1A, 10 PACK L LACER BAR 

27 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC LBP-2A, 10 PACK,L BAR,2"OFFSET 

28 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC PD-915R, 9 OUT,15A,RCKMNT POWER CENTER 

29 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC PDT-1015C-RN, 10 OUT,15A,SRG&NFY,CORD 

30 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC PHBL1-CP12, 12PC. PHBL-1 CONTRACT PAC 

31 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC PHBL2-CP12, 12PC. PHBL-2 CONTRACT PAC 

32 2 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC U1V, 1SP vented utility shelf 

33 1 - MIDDLE ATLANTIC U2V, 2SP VENTED UTILITY SHELF 

ZONE 2 (Maintenance Building) Softball Field 1 (Pole A4, A5) 

1 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

2 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

3 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 2 (Maintenance Building) Softball Field 2 (Pole A6, A7) 

1 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 
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2 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

3 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 2 (Maintenance Building) Public Address (Pole B5, B6) 

1 2 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

ZONE 2 (Maintenance Building) T-ball Field 1 (Pole TB1) 

1 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

2 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

3 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 

ZONE 2 (Maintenance Building) T-ball Field 2 (Pole TB1) 

1 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R.35COAX, R series two 

way 10" coaxial weather resistant loudspeaker, 8 ohms, 5.9 Ohm@200 Hz 

minimum (music) 

2 1 - COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS R-VTY35, Vari-Tilt yoke 

for R.35COAX and R.35-3896 

3 1 - Bose CC-3D Volume Control, Professional Control Center digital zone 

controllers  

provide volume and four (4) source selection for Bose CSP, ControlSpace ESP, 

and ControlSpace EX sound processors. Powered using PoE, multiple 

processors can be used simultaneously on an Ethernet-based network. Black or 

White. 
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COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS
R.35COAX
OUT-028

COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS
R.35COAX
OUT-029

COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS
R.35COAX
OUT-030

COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS
R.35COAX
OUT-031

COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS
R.35COAX
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COMMUNITY PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS
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